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THE MANUSCRIPTS
Two versions of GEgypt have been preserved in the Coptic Gnostic
library from Nag Hammadi. One is the second of the five tractates
of Codex III, the other is the second of the two tractates in Codex IV.
Codex III, 2 originally comprised pages 40-69, and Codex IV, 2
included pages 50-81. Both versions have suffered considerable loss.
Of III, 2, pages 40-44 have lost the inside margin and part of the
text, pages 45-48 are completely missing, pages 49-54 lack the inside
top corner with almost all the text surviving, and the inside half
of pages 57-58 has broken off and is lost. IV, 2 is much more fragmen
tary, although every page is represented. Only pages 50-53, 59-66
and 71-78 contain more than half of their original text. Of the OI"iginal
tractate more than 90 percent survives in one or the other of the
two versions.
The physical dimensions of Codices III and IV have been described
by MARTIN KRAUSE. 1 He also presents on Plate 5 of his volume a
photo of III 40, which contains the end of ApocryJn and the be
ginning of GEgypt. 2 Thus far no plates have been published of IV, 2. 3
Codex III, 2
Of the original thirty pages twenty-six have
pletely preserved. Their original size was 15,5
average column of writing measures 11 X 20
numbered above the middle of the column. 4

been partly or com
X 25,5 cm, and the
cm. The pages were
Numbers are partly

1 Die drei Versionen des Apokryphon des Johannes im KoptiscJien Museum zu Alt
Kairo, ADAIK, Kopt. Reihe l (Wiesbaden 1962) pp. 17-22.
2 A photographic reproduction of III 40 can also be found in "Les papyrus gnostiques
coptes" by PAHOR LABIB, La Revue du Caire, 197 (1956), 227 and in "Le Livre sacre du
grand Esprit invisible" by JEAN DoRESSE, Journal Asiatique 254 (1966), Plate 1. In
the same article DoRESSE presents III 69 on Plate 2. Pages 69 and 67 can be found
in DoRESSE's "A Gnostic Library from Upper Egypt," Archaeology III (1950), 72. This
plate was also published in "The Gnostic Library of Chenoboskion" by VICTOR R. GoLD,
The Biblical Archaeologist XV (1952), 75.
3 Some pages of IV, 1 have been published by KRAUSE in: Die drei Versionen, Plates
16-24.
4 Also the Subachmimic Codices I, X and XI (first hand) in the library have the
numbers above the middle of the column. Codices IV-IX and XI (second hand) have
been numbered above the outside of the writing column.
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or completely visible on pages 40, 42, 44, 54-56 and 60-69. The even
numbered pages have horizontal fibers and the odd pages have vertical
fibers. No fragments belonging to III, 2 have been found.
The scribe of the codex did not write any of the other Nag Hammadi
codices. The codex is written in a casual, flowing uncial script,
evidently by an experienced scribe. Noteworthy is the 6 with its
long sweeping top stroke which continues over one or more of the
following letters. 1 The left margin is straight and some effort has
also been made to keep a straight right margin, if necessary by means
of line fillers. 2 In some places where a word division would have been
awkward, letters have been crowded at the end of a line.
The scribe regularly placed a dot above the right side of a TT or T
when it is the final letter of a word, and above the first r of a double
gamma combination. 3 There are also a few instances where a dot
was placed on the T in €T-, .AT- and MNT-. 4 Evidently this
constitutes a development towards word and syllable division. 5 In
Codices IV, V, VI, VIII and IX the final TT and T of a word or syllable
are marked by means of a backstroke or "flag" instead of a dot.
In Codices VII and XI ( second hand) only the T has the backstroke
pointing mark. Codices II and XIII have a more developed pointing
system. They use a mark which looks like an apostrophe or small
diagonal stroke where Codex III has a dot. 6
Most of the inconsistencies in pointing by the scribe of III, 2 can
be readily explained. The final T of g)OMNT has in most cases
1 There are several instances where the top stroke of the 6 serves simultaneously
as the superlinear stroke over a following N (40,13; 49,23; 51,3; 63,21).
2 Line fillers were used only on pages 41, 42, 52, 55 and 69. Apparently only a half
hearted attempt was made to regulate the right margin, perhaps after the Codex was
finished. Besides Codex III only Codex XII uses line fillers.
3 In most instances (57,9; 58,8; 60,3; 61,21; 62,15; 69,12) the mark over the r
is not a dot but a small circumflex. This "circumflex" is also found in other tractates
in the codex and is usecl in Codices IV-VI, VIII and IX.
4 The instances are: .AT- 41,4.20; 42,17; 44,11; 49,24; 64,8; 66,25 and 68,18; MN T64,4; € T- 68,22. Occasionally there is also a dot on the article TT when it precedes
a noun beginning with the letter TT or on the article T before a noun beginning with a T.
5 The reason for pointing final letters of a word or syllable is most likely an effort
to facilitate reading aloud. Since the TT and T as articles are often the first letter of
a word the need for word division would be especially felt with these letters. This would
explain the instance in 65,7 where the dots were placed both above the T and TT in
CWTTT. At first the scribe thought the TT belonged with the following word and thus
placed the dot on the T. When he noticed his mistake he placed another dot ahove the TT.
6 The apostrophe is also used in a few instances in Codex VII after M and Jt...
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not been pointed. Apparently the scribe confused the ending with
the prefix MN T- which he normally does not point. He usually does
not point the final TT and T when they fall at the end of a line. 1
This is consistent with the function of pointing as word division.
Pointing cannot always be easily distinguished from punctuation.
Particularly in Codices I, II and III the pointing mark is easily confused
with the full stop ( anyµ�)- This has led to the unfortunate con
clusion that punctuation in Coptic manuscripts is of little or no help
to the modern editor. However, when justice is done to the pointing
conventions of, for example, Codices II and III, the punctuation
can be distinguished and generally makes good sense. 2 A paragraphos
in the left margin has been used at the end of the tractate (69,5)
and again at the end of the colophon (69,17). 3
An unusual feature in III, 2 is the use of N before TT as in 40, 16
Nrroyo€1N. There are twenty-three instances in the tractate where
the normal assimilation to M has not occurred. III, 2, in contrast
to many other tractates in the library, has very few doublings of
the N before vowels. 4 Also the use of n1, t and N I is sparse.
The few occurrences may have a demonstrative force. It is worthy
of note that the plural definite article form N€N- occurs once at 64,22.
Codex III shares with Codex II a peculiar policy for the superlinear
strokes on the final two consonants of a word. Strokes appear only
when the last letter is B,M,N,C or r such as in zw-rs, CWTM,
W.-X.N, zwsc and zwTp. When the final two consonants of a word
end in K,TT,T,g,,q,z or .-x. such as in WMK, ZWTTT, Moy.-x.T, rrwpg,,
oywcq, WNZ and rrwp.-x. there is no superlinear stroke. 5 This policy
is so consistently followed that it must have a firm phonetic basis. 6
The verb €1 only rarely received a "circumflex", and z• never. 7
Most proper names have not been marked with the usual long super1 The four remaining instances where the pointing is missing must be oversights
(51,8; 57,4; 63,22; 67,1).
2 The published editions of Codices II and III made an attempt at reproducing
pointing and punctuation but failed to distinguish between them.
a The paragraphos was also used by the scribe of Codices IV-VI and VIII-IX.
4 There are only four instances: 41,20; 49,14; 55,19 and 62,14.
5 When the final letter is the suffix K or q the combination normally does have
a superlinear stroke. This is not the case in Codex II.
6 It appears that the superlinear stroke is used only when the second consonant
functions as a sonant.
7 III 49,15 and 65,18. A slightly curved stroke or circumflex on €1 n
is normal
for Codices IV-IX and XI (second hand).

V
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linear stroke. If a pattern can be observed at all it is that the more
important and familiar heavenly beings are the more likely ones to
have a superlinear stroke. Generally the strokes are used only in the
first couple of occurrences of a name.1 This suggests that once the
reader could be assumed to be familiar with the name the superlinear
stroke was left out. Also the particle of relation N linking an adjective
with the following noun is often not present before proper names,
e.g. III 52, 22f. 24f. 26; 62, 19.
Corrections in III, 2 are frequent. They were made by writing over
the error or by crossing it out and writing above the line. The written
over readings cannot always be recovered with certainty, since they
have often been erased by washing out the ink. A number of the
corrections were definitely made by the scribe himself, and possibly
all of them were. However, many of the corrections involve a change
of meaning and cannot be explained as corrections of scribal errors.
Thus either the scribe of the codex made changes in substance after
copying the tractate or this was done by another scribe whose hand
cannot be readily distinguished from the copyist of the codex. There
are a number of apparent corrections by means of over-writing which
on close examination proved to be blottings from the facing page.
The following list of references is made up of corrections which
do not involve a change of meaning; details are given in the notes
to the transcription: 42, 5; 43, 2.3 (bis).12.13; 44, 24; 49, 20; 51, 8;
53, 12.23; 55, 6.13.24; 56, 3.9.22; 57, 11.25; 58, 14.20; 59, 6; 60, 1.13.16;
61, 15.20; 62, 6.15.23; 63, 7.16.19.20.22.24; 64, 3; 65, 26; 66, 3.9.23.
24.26; 67, 1.15; 68, 4.7; 69, 12. Most of these are mistakes which were
noticed immediately by the scribe and corrected before he finished
the line. These scribal errors include omitted letters, haplography,
dittography and misassociation with a word or phrase in the imme
diate context.
The following list of references is made up of corrections which
do or may involve a change of meaning; details are given in the
notes to the transcription and translation: 41, 20; 44, 17; 49, 22; 51,
l; 52, 5; 53, 11 (bis); 54, 8; 59, 9; 62, 13; 64, 23; 65, 5 ; 66, 2.7; 67, 14.
Several of these, such as the change from "seventy-fourth" to "fourth"
in 54, 8, cannot be explained as scribal errors. These may be from
the hand of another scribe. In 59, 9 the scribe wrote inadvertently
"the first man" instead of "the first creature". He noticed his mistake
1 The name CH 0 has a superlinear stroke only in five of its twenty-four occurrences
(51,20; 54,11; 60,9; 62,4; 68,2).
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immediately, crossed out pWM€, and followed it with the correct
word. Since this did not result in an extra long line, the scribe could
not have followed the column of the Coptic model he was copying.
This is confirmed by other corrections, and by the fact that the several
extensive cases of homoioteleuton did not result in fewer lines per
column.
In spite of the many corrections, many scribal errors requiring
emendation remain. In the following cases a word was misspelled due
to haplography, dittography, omitted letters or scrambled letters;
details are given in the notes to the transcription: 41, 19; 52, 6.13;
54, 8; 55, 3. H:.21; 56, 19; 58, 5; 59, 17.22; 62, 11; 65, 4; 66, 26; 68, 13.19.
A second category of emendations involves N- and MN-. The
scribe is particularly inaccurate at this point. 1
40, 18
40, 19
52, 12
53, 9
53, 23
54, 5
60, 8
60, 21

NTT€1WT
MTMH€
MOY0€1N
MTTM€ZqTooy
MTT(90MNT
MNI-AIWN
T€CTT0p-A
N0€ NMICC.A

64, 24 TTN06

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

MN TT€1WT
MN TMH€
NOY0€1N.
TTM€ZCITOOy.
MN TT(90MNT
MN NI-AIWN
NTCTTOp.A.
MN 0€MICC.A

for

MTTN06

(IV 50, 9).
(IV 50, 10).
(IV 65, 17).
(IV 65, 24).
(III 62, 20
and IV 72, 3).
(IV 76, 15).

The remaining emendations are more extensive and thus more
controversial; details are given in the notes to the transcription:
40, 12; 42, 5; 52, 20; 55, 15; 60, 6; 62, 24f.
Both the corrections and emendations indicate that the accuracy
of the scribe of III, 2 left much to be desired. This conclusion is
su pported by his spelling of proper names. 2
Finally there are some unattested forms which may be due to
scribal error: 43,7 (KooyN-= for KoyoyN-=); 51, 12 (TOYN=- for
TWOYN-=); 54, 15 (€CHT€ for €CHT); 56, 7.7-8 (M€€Y€ for M-A.Ay);
60, 12.15 (Z0€1N for zo€1N€); 62, 6 (M.AZT€ for €M.AZT€); 63, 8
(NoyzM-) ; 41, 19 (M€q- for M€z-), cf. Kahle, Bala'izah I, p. 145.
It is questionable, however, whether this is a matter of spelling
errors. These forms can also be explained as dialectical or orthogra1 See also the corrections in 51,l; 52,5 and 66,2.
2 See infra, pp. l6f.
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phical peculiarities. M€€Y€ for MAAY and 2O€1N for zo€1N€
are very well possible, since an € can readily be attached to sonants,
cf. in Sahidic NHY€ for NHY, 7'.AAY€ for 7'.AAY, and on the other
hand, M€€Y for M€€Y€- Such an € also occurs with non-sonant
sounds; thus €CHT€ would be confirmed by oyW'-9€, ,vhich occurs
along side of oyw'-9 in this text. 1 MAZT€ is possible in light of the
fact that the form MAZ€ is attested in Sahidic. NoyzM- would here
be an instance of status absolutus being used for status constructus,
a phenomenon that is not found elsewhere in III, 2, but that is
possible in the dialectical or non-standardized form of Sahidic. The
remaining forms, TOYN- ancl KooyN === can also be permitted to
stand without emendation when one considers that for both words
the spellings vary considerably.
The few forms which depart from standardized Sahidic can be
grouped as follows:
1. Orthographical peculiarities:
a) Single instead of double vowel: MON€ 60, 13; MA.X€ 68, 9.
b) M€N for MN 53, 14; reversed pN === for p€N""' 60, 18.
c) Hoy instead of Hy; €pHoy 49, 19 and €oy instead of €Y:
M€OY€ 68, 19.
d) pwxz 61, 5 alongside of pwKz 63, 6.
2. AA2 vocalization in a few places :
a) A for o : NAMT€ 50, 22.
NA6 66, 22.
b) € for A : €MAZT€ 54, l; 55, 23.
M€€Y(€) 56, 6.7 (bis).
TT€"i, TT€€1, N€€1 49, 5; 66, 4; 67, 7.
p€N 68, 7; 69, 12.
Z€TT 63, 7.
3. Forms that correspond to A, A2 or B:
ANH2€ 50, 22; 60, 22; 66, 19; 68, 24.
CZHT- 69, 10. (It is to be noted that earlier at 68, 2.10 cAz===
occurred. Perhaps this shows that the translators of the colophon
and the tractate were not the same person.)
Toyso or ,oyso=== 64, 18; 67, 20.
MH€ 40, 19; 55, 6 ; 64, 15; 65, 14.
1 P. E. KAHLE, Bala'izah (London 1954) I, p. 64f.
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4 . .xw instead of .XO. Cf. KAHLE, Bala'izah I, p. 82.
Variations between .XI N N alongside of �N N and 2AP€2 along
side of ZAPHZ occur.
Most of these forms which appear to be non-Sahidic are in reality
early spellings of the pre-classical period. Thus what appear to be
Subachmimic intrusions are actually forms which are regularly found
in the Sahidic tractates of the Nag Hammadi library and other Sahidic
manuscripts of the same period. This is confirmed by RODOLPHE
KASSER's Complements au Dictionnaire Copte de Crum.
There are almost no unusual or non-Sahi<lic grammatical features
in the tractate. The Perfect Relative is normally NTA.., but twice
€TA.., (59, 12; 63, 22) and once €p- (60, 26). .X€KAAC is used
with III Fut. (51, 7f. 12.13f.; 59, 17; 68, 19) and II Fut. (50, 24f.;
51, 9f.; 54, 6f.). .X€ is used once with II Fut. (67, 25). Only once
is a Greek verb introduced by p- (67, 13). A unique expression for
the passive by means of an impersonal third person feminine singular
instead of the usual third person plural occurs. This construction,
which also is found in III, 1, is in a relative clause both times (III, 2,
66, 6 and III, 1, 33, 17).
Codex IV, 2
Few Nag Hammadi codices have gotten into as much disarray
as Codex IV.1 Although parts of all its eighty-one inscribed pages have
been preserved, the majority of them are extant only in fragmentary
form and these fragments were thoroughly mixed up by the time
they were put in plexiglass containers by l\IARTIN KRAUSE. By
eliminating all the fragments which KRAUSE had identified as be
longing to IV, 1, the remainder could be presumed to belong to IV, 2.
The main clue to the order and position of the fragments had to be
found in the parallel version in Codex III. The situation was far more
difficult than with IV, 1, however, since the versions of ApocryJn
in Codices II and IV are almost identical and the former was well
preserved except for the first four pages.2 Consequently even small

1 Only Codex X rivals it. Unfortunately the tractates in Codex X have no parallel
versions, as do those in Codex IV, to bring order to the confusion.
2

An almost complete text of these first pages was available in the Codex Berolinensis

8502. W ALTER C. TILL, Die gnostischen Schriften des koptischen Papyrus Berolinensis
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fragments of IV, 1 could be identified with certainty. In contrast
the two versions of GEgypt are independent translations from the
Greek which differ widely in wording, syntax, and sometimes meaning. 1
Compounding the problem are the lacunae in the first half of III, 2
and the lack of pages 45-48. The recurring liturgical formulae of the
tractate proved to be of great help in restoring the pages of IV, 2
for which no parallel was available. Only a number of small fragments
remain unidentified. 2 Some of the text of several pages of Codex IV
has flaked-off lettering. Reconstruction on the basis of traces of letters
proved generally successful.
In preparing this edition an attempt has been made to do justice
to even the smallest trace of a letter. When a letter is certain, in
dependent of the context, even though it is partly in a lacuna, no
dot has been used under the letter. A dot has been placed under all
letters of which the traces of ink were ambiguous. With a parallel
text available it proved useful to fill in as many of the lacunae as
possible. The available space in the line and the linguistic charac
teristics of the tractate were usually sufficiently known to make the
reconstruction valuable. As a result it was often possible to ascertain
whether the two versions differed in the passage in question. If no
parallel text had been available it would have been little more than
a fatuous exercise in Coptic composition.
MARTIN KRAUSE reports that IV, 2 consisted of pages 50-83 with
page 84 empty. 3 JAMES M. ROBINSON, on the other hand, lists pages
50, 1-82, top. 4 However, there is no evidence of writing beyond page 81.
Only a fragment of the top of pages 81 and 82 is extant. Of page 81
the left half of the first line and the top of the second line is visible,
but the top of page 82 is blank. Page 81 could readily have contained
the last part of the tractate up to the colophon. This means that either
page 82 was empty and IV, 2 lacked the colophon, or the colophon
was written on page 82 but began at a lower point on the page. Since
the colophon is clearly secondary there is no need to assume that
8502 (Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatu.r 602, 2 ed. by
H.-M. Schenke, Berlin 1972), pp. 78-195.
1 See infra, pp. ll-15.
2 Their itlentification depends on a prior successful reconstruction of the place where
the fragment belongs. Thus at, best, they only help to confirm the text. Some of the
small fragments may actually belong to IV, 1 or to another codex.

3 Die drei Versionen, p. 2 l.

4 "The Coptic Gnostic Library Today," NTS XIV (1968), 395. He changed this
to 50,l-81 end in "The Coptic Gnostic Library," Novum Testamentum 12 (1970), 83.
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IV, 2 had the colophon. The codex has a front flyleaf and a blank
protective sheet in the center, between pages 42 and 43. It is not clear
whether the protective sheet extended over the full width. Whether
the end papers belonged to the original quire, as they do in Codex VII,
can no longer be ascertained. Not counting the end papers this adds
up to a quire of twenty-three sheets. The last two folios of the second
half of the quire appear to have been uninscribed. Fragments of these
blank pages have been identified. Due to the fragmentary state of the
codex and the inferior quality of the papyrus the extent of the rolls or
strips from which the sheets of the quire were cut could not be esta
blished with certainty.
The original size of the pages was 13,2 X 23,3 cm and the average
column of writing measures 9,5 X 19,5 cm. The pages were numbered
above the outside edge of the writing column. Numbers are partially
or completely visible on pages 71-78. The even-numbered pages have
vertical fibers and the odd-numbered pages have horizontal fibers.
The hand of Codex IV is very similar to those of Codices V, VI, VIII
and IX. The codex is written in a handsome, regular uncial script.
Its regularity, clarity and lack of errors indicate a careful and expe
rienced scribe. The left margin is reasonably straight; less care has
been taken with the right margin. There are no line fillers and there
is little crowding of letters. The superlinear strokes are remarkably
precise, running from the middle of a letter to the middle of the next
when two consonants form a syllable. 1 All proper names except place
names have been marked with a long superlinear stroke. The only
apparent exceptions are .aOlOM€.aWN and €.aOK?\.�. Perhaps
they were not considered beings but places.
The final TT or T of a word as well as the T in €T-, �T- and MNT- 2
are consistently marked by means of a backstroke or "flag." The
purpose is clearly the same as the pointing in Codex III. The verb
€1 and the syllable
have a slightly rounded superlinear stroke

V

1 The same is true for the most beautiful hand in the library found in Codices VII
and the second half of XI. In contrast the superlincar strokes in Codices II and XII
are much less accurate. In Codex II the stroke on the final letter of a construct form
does not connect the last two consonants of that form but rath�r the last letter of the
construct with the first letter of its complement. In Codex XII the scribe placed the
stroke too far to the right.
2 The exception is when the superlinear stroke runs only over the M and N rather
than over all three letters (e.g. MNTM€).
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or circumflex. 1 Since most of the superlinear strokes are somewhat
rounded, it is difficult to say whether the scribe intended to distinguish
between the stroke on €1 and
and the normal superlinear stroke.
A diaeresis is used on the initial iota or upsilon of names. Paragraphing
is accomplished by placing the first letter of the new paragraph in
the margin (67, 2), 2 and by means of a colon (78, 10; 80, 25).
There are only four corrections in the extant text (54, 26; 57, 11 ; 59,
20 and 77, 1 ; see notes in loco). Emendations are necessary only in the
following places (see the transcription notes for details): 62, 2; 63, 4;
72, 2; 74, 8.17; 75, 3 and 79, 11. However, IV is not without omissions.
Instances of homoioteleuton occur at 52, 17 and 67, 27, and something
has also been left out before 79, 17.
The tractate conforms to standard Sahidic spelling. It generally uses
one form of a word consistently even when the Sahidic has several
options. There are some minor exceptions as well as some pre-classical
and unattested spellings. €t is used instead of ot as in many other
Nag Hammadi texts ; NTW.., (B) in 64, 25 against otherwise NT�- ;
KoyoyN-q in 75, 9 against four times KOYN-; €TBHT63, 4 for €TBHHT and �2.wr instead of �2.wwp, 56, 15; 60, 17;
NM- in 73, 11 against MN-; M€2_{_9OM€T 64, 5; 68, 4; 77, 16 against
otherwise M€2(9OMT. coT- 71, 1 in place of C�T- may be seen as
an overly correct form. N€�- in 74, 4; 75, 10 agrees with V 46, 10 etc.
The form TWWN-q in 76, 11 is unattested, while {9TPTP in 66, 1 is
also found in A2 and Bodmer VI. In 78, 6 coywN- is used as status
constructus. 3
The articles rn, t and NI are used very frequently, although
not consistently. In IV 55, 3 it is striking that, contrary to the normal
usage, the plural article NI is used before the number (_9M-T, although
this may be explained as an error resulting from the frequent use
of the plural article in the context. Noteworthy in this tractate is
the almost exclusive use of NT€ for the genitive. The N is generally
doubled before�. € and oy, and �yw is used to connect adjectives.
{9� €N€2 with the exception of 65, 1 is not linked to the preceding
noun with the normal adjectival N. Greek verbs are introduced by p-.

fa

1 Also the Greek vocative particle ciJ receives such a stroke but it does not occur
in IV, 2.
2 The first letter of 51,1 is in the margin but it appears that this is due t.o the fact
that the scribe had first written the € on the last line of page 50 but changed his mind
after he had already written the BOA on 51,1.
3 It may or may not be accidental that these forms occur mostly in the last part
of the tractate.
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The prefix 61N- builds a masculine noun as in Bohairic (51, 6). The
normal Perfect Relative is €T�, but also €NT�- is used (58, 5;
62, 15). 1 The relative substantives are introduced by the demon
strative pronouns TIH, TH, NH, as in Bohairic. There are only three
definite cases where TI�, is the antecedent of the relative construction
(53, 25; 55, 13 and 60, 4). Otherwise TI�J, T�J and N�J are used
in €T€ TI�"i TI€ and when no relative construction is involved.
€T�- functions as a Temporal after 2,0T�N in 66, 2. Final clauses
are constructed with
N � and the conjunctive, 2 and once with
.X€K��c and the II :Future (63, 8). The tractate frequently uses
the verbal prefix€�- (51, 15; 52, 12.19; 59, 2.4.29; 61, 9.16; 63, 22;
64, 13; 66, 29; 78, 8; 80, 10). The parallel passages in III, 2, when
extant, use the I Perfect. 3 Most likely it is the use of the Perfect
Circumstantial which here does not have the usual circumstantial
function but rather continues a preceding I Perfect (STERN, Kopt.
Gram. § 423).

V

The two Coptic versions of GEgypt are independent translations
of basically the same Greek text, as is the case with the two versions
of ApocryJn found in BG 8502 and III, 1. The extent to which the
numerous differences between III, 2 and IV, 2 go back to variants
in the Greek Vorlagen or to the Coptic textual tradition must be
investigated for each particular case and can not be established with
certainty. The reader is referred to the commentary on the particular
passages. That these manuscripts are copies of earlier Coptic manu
scripts can be clearly demonstrated in the case of III. For instance
this is seen first at III 55, 21-22 where two lines of the Vorlage have
been omitted due to homoioteleuton, and secondly at III 63, 2 where
n N oyT€ instead of Tit is found. 4 In IV 52, 17 a similar case of
homoioteleuton, where a complete line is apparently missing, suggests
that IV too is a copy of a Coptic manuscript. If one assumes that
the Coptic text of III has been frequently copied and either inter
preted or even changed with more or less success, then a considerable
I The NT� in 51, 18 and 53,1 appears to be II Perfect rather than the Perfect
Relative.
2 The third person singular is spelled NT€q in 63, 2 and perhaps 63, 6, as in Bohairic.
The third person singular feminine is spelled NT�C in 63,4 but this should be emended
to N T€C. The other examples of the conjunctive conform to standard Sahidic.
3 The two exceptions are III 52,2 ((9�C) and III 66,6 (Conjunctive following II
Future).
4 Cf. infra, p. 191.
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number of the variants can be attributed to developments within
the Coptic textual tradition. Similarly, unstandardized texts such
as the old Syriac and old Latin textual traditions of the New Testament,
as well as the Coptic translations of the book of Proverbs reflect
the rather wide divergences typical for this period.
Initially the most striking difference between III, 2 and IV, 2
concerns translation policies. Although both versions are translations
into the Sahidic dialect, the diction of III, 2 is strikingly different
from that of IV, 2. In III the translation is rather free, whereas IV
reflects a concerted effort to render the Greek as faithfully as possible;
for example, pg)BHp NtM€T€ for avvEv8oKE'iv, (>AITI Ng,opn
for -rrpoar:rE'iv (AITI i� III); €OY€ZM .xno for dvayEvvav (.xno
in III). In IV 75, 19 Aqoyocqoy is a very literal translation of
JdpwaEv, "to make motionless" (cf. infra, p. 193f.). The use of Greek
words is especially striking, since there are twice as many in III, 2
as in IV, 2. In this respect also the relationship of these two manu
scripts corresponds to that between III, 1 and BG ApocryJn. The
following table provides a list of the corresponding Greek and Coptic
terms used in both versions. The Coptic or Greek equivalents have
been added in parentheses if they are used elsewhere in the tractate
in question.
III
ayELV (€1N€)
dyevv7J Tos
ay wv (€TOYAAB)
a8 7J>i.os (ATg,A.x€ r:iMo->
alwv (MNTg)A €N€Z)
aKA7JTOs (-v>
aA.�0ELa (MH€, M€)
d>i.77 8es d>i.77 8ws
d>.77 8ws d>i.7J0ws
, ,
ava7TUVULS
dopaTOS (-v) (ATNAY €po-)
a7rayELv (.XI)
a7T€ptVO'l)'TOS
app'l)Tos (ATg}A.x€ MMo""'>
dpaEVLK� (zooyT)
du�µavTos

IV
€IN€
ATMIC€
€TOYAAB
A1g)A.X€ MMO..,
€ N€Z (normally alwv)
AT.XA2_M..,
M€ (d>.�0€ta)
ZN OYMNTM€ NAM€
2,N OYMNTM€ NAM€
MTON
ATNAY €po
.xi
ATp.XIOOp MMO..,
ATg}A.X€ MMO..,
zooyT
ATt g,wj;z €po-, MMA€1N AN
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.xno €807\. MMo- MAYAA
(normally av-roy€v�s)

airroyevws

.XTTO €807\. MMO-

acp0apala

AT.XW2M, MNTAT.XW2M

-

acp0ap-ros (-v)

AT.XWZM

f3Lf3Aos (.XWWM€)

.XWWM€

y€vv71-ros (.xno)

.XTTO

f3a1Tnaµ,a (.xw KM)

cooyN
Ovvaµ,is

�

-

MAY�A-

.XWKM, WMC

yvwais (cooyN)

( 6 0M)

60M
p€qt €OOY

.AO;lOM€.AWN
Jmyevvws (mp€ €807\.)

n1p€ €807\. MMo- MAYAA

£7TtKA7J 'TOS

TWZM
OYA2 CA2N€

£7rt:Tp01T�

ATOYAZM- (-lpµ,T)V€V€LV)

-lpµ,TJV€V€LV

-dmyy€At,w0ai

ATTA(9€ 0€1(9 MMO

€VDOK€LV

t M€T€

t:v8oKLa

t M€T€

01">..71µ, a (oyw<9,oyw<9€)

oyw <9,oyw<9€

,:X€KAAC

iva (.X€KAAC)

i€pa (€TOYAA8)

€TOYAA8

KatpoS (Oy0€1(9)

oyo€1<9

Ka-raAvew

8Wl\. €807\.

KaTaV€V€LV

t M€T€

I

K€pavvvvat

6wp0

KoA1ros (KoyoyNT-)

KOYN-,KoyoyN

KplvHv (zAn)

t 2ATT

TA.Xpo,oyocq

KVpovv (TA,:XpO)

.xno N (9A.X€

Aoyoy€v�s

.xno- ZN oy<9A.X€
Aoy os ( (9A.X€)

(9A.X€

Aoiµ os (Moy)

MOY

KoyoyNT

µ,�-rpa (KOYN-,KOyoyN-)

,-,,v�µ,'1) (M€€Y€)

M€€Y€

µ,

opcp� (€1N€)

ovoµ,a,Hv,

-ovoµ,a,€LV

01rA{{€LV
1rapaa-ra-r71s

(t

PAN)

€ I N € ( µ opcp�)

t (pAN), ATt pAN €po2WW K

€TA2€PAT-

1r">.aviiv

cwpM

.XW K (-rrA�pwµ,a)

-rrA�pwµ,a
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7Tpoyvwow
7Tp oEA0E'iv (€1

€BO.I\)

61Np�orn NcooyN
- -.-..
..-...
- --

€1 €BOA, p�opn N€1 €BOA
r�opn NOYWN2_ €BOA

K�pwq (aiy�)
aiy� (K�pwq)
,XO (normally U7To pa)
a-ravp ofJv
avvwis (cooyN)
avvEv8oKE'iv
'TEAE{a (.XH K €BOA)
va-rlpTJµa
cppOVTJULS
cpwv� (CMH)
oyo€1 N (cpwa-r�p)
xapis (2MOT)
oyo€1� (xpovos)
xwpEtV
N0€

aiy� (K�pwq)
K�pwq (aty17)
a7Topa
€1�€
cooyN
p�BHp Nt M€T€
€T,XH K €BOA
2�€
CBW
CMH

cpwa-r�p

(oyo€1N)

2MOT
xpovos (oyo€1�)

� ( W )TT (xwpE'iv)
ws (Ne€)

The list demonstrates the remarkable fact that the large number
of Greek words in III did not cause an appreciable reduction in the
Coptic vocabulary used in the tractate. For elsewhere in the tractate
III uses the Coptic equivalent found in IV of half of its Greek voca
bulary. In other words, in a large number of cases the use of Greek
words in III is not due to the lack of an appropriate Coptic equivalent
nor to uncertainty about the exact meaning of the Greek word. Here,
as is generally the case with the Greek words in Coptic texts, it is not
a matter of whether Greek words have been used in the Coptic trans
lation, but how many.
Some reasons for the large number of Greek words in III are apparent.
Greek in titles as well as words or phrases which have become or were
in the process of becoming termini technwi are preferred. Thus III
retains the Greek words for "holy" only in the title and in "holy
'
' aiwv,
' ' ava7Tavais,
' '
'
'-'-0apaia,
Spin
. ·t." Also suel1 wor ds as av-royEV7JS,
a't'
Svvaµis, Efovala, etc., fall into this category. On this point III
shows more sensitivity to Gnostic religious idiom than IV. III does
not have a consistent policy on the "negative" divine attributes.
There appears to be a tendency on the part of the Coptic-speaking
Gnostic to appropriate for his own the Greek terminology of Gnosti
cism. This is especially strong in the untitled tractate from Codex
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Brucianus. It is not necessary to assume that the Coptic translators
of GEgypt were not able to translate certain words. Rather, to the
extent that such words were not already present in vernacular Coptic,
they intended to make a creative contribution to the language by
importing Greek words. This was nothing unusual, since a great many
Greek words had already been taken up into the vernacular. The
fact that in certain places the translator of III allowed the feminine
ending of the adjective to stand need not indicate lack of skill.1
This phenomenon probably has been occasioned by the fact that
the Greek expression formed a conceptual unit, for example, dpaEviK'YJ
7Tap0lvos, 7TVEvµanK� EKKA T)a{a, iE pa f3{f3"Aos, VALK� aocpla. The last
expression does not even conform to Coptic grammar. In none of
these expressions is there any reason to make corrections.
The appropriation of liturgical formulae in III betrays the same
tendency as the appropriation of gnostic terminology. El o El, El
os El in III and IV were taken over untranslated. In addition III
has also left El Ev and alwv o wv untranslated. One should recall
that the Coptic liturgy retains entire Greek sentences. It is also
possible that the Coptic translators did not recognize these phrases
to be Greek, since they are found in conjunction with unintelligible
speech.
The places in which IV has a Greek word which differs from III
need mentioning. In IV aEpoSws is not used but instead it is replaced
by the genitival attribute MTU.Hp. d"A"Aoyevws is replaced by the
more frequently used word aAAoyEv�s. In III a7TOTaaaw0m and
a7ToTafis occur, while IV has the synonym a7ToTay�. Furthermore IV
has once e7TEL8� for yap and o iJTE for ov8e. III 54, 13 ff. has a main
clause with TOTE where IV 66, 2ff. has a dependent clause with oTav.
Scribal errors have also occured in Greek words, e.g. III has
ANAYITAyc1c for ANAITAyc1c, ATT<l>APTOC (both an error and an
unorthographic spelling) for A<l>eApToc, r€NA for r€N€A, and
CTpArHToc for cTpATHroc. That IV has both ITAPAJ\.HM
TTTwpoc and ITAPAJ\.HMAWpoc is to be explained phonetically,
as is AITOppolA with a single p. Also ITAp€CTATHC in III for
TTAPACTATHC need not be a mistake. TTJ\.ACCA in III instead of
TTJ\.ACC€ is also found in BG ApocryJn and SJC (cf. index s.v.).

1 Cf. A. BOHLIG, Die griechischen Lehnworter im sahidischen und bohairischen Neuen
Testament (Miinchen 2}958), pp. l24ff.
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It can be viewed as a change into another conjugation, especially
when one considers that the form €YX�p1CT� is formed from
€yx�p1CT€1. The use of itacistic spellings and the like are not
uncommon in IV (e.g. €WN), but III is also not free from them
(K€poc, €CeHc1c). Thus it is not possible to deduce the quality
of the texts from the orthography of the Greek words.
The proper names should be discussed along with the Greek words.
They were not part of the vernacular, and a large number of them
look like artificial formulations which must not have been known
to all Gnostics. This made errors possible. A number of itacistic spellings
and the like occur in IV, where III, apart from obvious misspellings,
reflects the Vorlage. C€J\.M€X€.i\. for C€.i\.M€.i\.X€.i\.and the lack of s�r
in C€C€rr€N<l>�r�rrHc appear to be errors in III, for example.
c�M.i\.W instead of C�M B.i\.W could be a sound-spelling. There are
also differences in endings between the two versions. The spelling
B�pBH.i\.ON (III, 2) corresponds to that of III, 1 over against
B�pBH.i\.W in IV, 2 and ApocryJn II, 1; IV, 1; BG 8502. The "great
James" stands over against the "great Jacob." Though in the New
Testament the Greek ending is only used when naming contemporary
persons, and 1�KWB is used for the patriarch, one does not expect
a reference to Jacob here. 1 Rather it should be noted that the Greek
ending was not added when the name was mentioned in a ceremonial
tone as is the case here. Why the attribute "the great" occurs instead
of "the just" is not clear. Is James "the great" being contrasted
with James "the less" (BAUER, Lexicon, s.v.) or has James, who
still bears Jewish-Christian traits in the two apocalypses named after
him in Codex V, become one among other great bringers of salvation ?
That would fit well with the advanced pluralism in Gnosticism as
it is attested in the Nag Hammadi library. For Peter stands along
side of James in ApocryJas, and ApocPaul is found in the same
codex as I and II ApocJas.
For T€CC€YC M�Z�p€yc T€CC€A€K€yc, as in ApocAd V 85, 30f.,
the hymn in III 66, 8-22 has the vocative T€CC€Y M�Z�p€y
T€CC€A€K€Y while IV uses the nominative of the second de
clension, T€CC€OC etc. 2 On the other hand both manuscripts have
the accusative-€� in a place where the accusative may have occurred
in the Vorlagen. The accusative also remains with other names:
1 BLASS-DEBRUNNER § 53,2.
2 Cf. BOHLIG, Lehnworter, pp. 117ff.
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AKpAMAN (III, IV) MIK;:tAN0HpA (IV), MIXANOpA (III, IV),
MIX€A (III, IV), COAOMHN (III, IV). The nominative of these
words occurs in Ml;:tAN0Hp (III), Mlxe:yc (III, but IV Mlce:yc). 1
In IV 76, 4 MNHCINOY could be MNHCINOYN (III has MNHCINoyc).
The N falls away easily, especially here at the end of the line, where
it can be indicated by a stroke over the last letter which could have
been combined with the stroke used over the proper name. The name
Mvr;aivovi; is a typical Greek compound word. The forms for Sodom
are especially interesting. To protect the final consonant an A had
become attached as in tlEpoaoA.vµa: .Eo8oµa III 56, 10; 60, 18; IV
71, 30. This word, inflected as a plural neuter noun, has followed
the pattern of I'oµoppa, while until now only the reverse phenomenon
was known. 2 In both instances of the accusative .Eo86µ'1]v in III,
the corresponding place in IV has the nominative .Eo8oµr;. It remains
a question whether this had already developed in Greek or is a con
struction of the Coptic translator. The occurrences of .Eo8oµa speak
for the latter. Perhaps in IV the final N has fallen away because the
next word begins with N.
A peculiarity of IV lies in the attempt to translate Llofoµl8wv
once with pe:qt e:ooy. Although IV as a rule strives to be faithful
to the Greek text, the translator was not able to avoid mistranslations
completely. IV 52, 17 renders Sofa by means of cooyN, although
here it should certainly be translated by e:ooy as in III. When
IV 76, 27 speaks of the "slain souls" in contrast to III 65, 7 "souls
of the elect", the different translations of the Greek word l(aipr;0Els
(Aorist passive participle of J(aipEtv "to slay" or l.fmpEfo0m "to elect")
could have been in the Vorlagen. Likewise III 61, l 7f. and IV 73, 1
can go back to the different meanings of aµcpif3o>.la, just as
TID2M in IV 75, 7 may well render E7TlKATJTOS. Real misunderstanding
seems to occur in III 60, 21. Furthermore, there are in III a considerable
number of misinterpretations, secondary expansions as well as omis
sions. In light of this, III must be considered the inferior vers10n.
(See commentary for particulars).
1 MIce:yc is not a misspelling but goes back to palatalization, cf. Kaula for KaKla
(E. ScHWYzER, Griechische Grammatik 1, p. 160). Cf. also Rev 18:13 CINAMWMON
(sa) for KlVVap.wµ,ov.
2 BLASS-DEBRUNNER § 38 and 57.

THE TITLE
Ever since JEAN DoRESSE's brief description of III, 2 in "Trois
livres gnostiques inedits: Evangile des Egyptiens, Epitre d'Eugnoste,
Sagesse de Jesus Christ" 1 the tractate has been known as "The
Gospel of the Egyptians". This is the name given to the tractate
at the beginning of the scribal colophon in III 69, 6. The formal
title of the tractate as stated at the end of the colophon III 69, 16-17
and again, with the usual decorations, directly below the colophon
(III 69, 18-20) reads TBIBl\.OC TZ1€p4 MTTN06 NAZOPATON
MTTNEYMA (69, 17 TINA) ZAMHN. 2 The title "The Holy Book of
the Great Invisible Spirit" should have been preferred but DoRESSE's
title is now too well established to change it. 3
Strictly speaking, the colophon does not read "The Gospel of the
Egyptians" but "The Egyptian Gospel"(nEyArrEl\.lON N pM N KH ME). 4
However, the adjective in this context would be most unusual if not
unprecedented. All parallel expressions, such as the Gospel of Peter,
of Mary, of the Hebrews, of the Ebionites, etc., refer to persons either
as the users of the gospel or as the alleged authors. Such titles as
the Gospel of Truth or the Gospel of Perfection refer either to the
subject matter or make a value judgement about the book. Therefore,
the adjective "Egyptian" with "gospel" should be rejected as ren
dering a most unlikely, if not impossible, meaning. Either the scribe
skipped one of the three N's or the plural article was left out, as is done
more often with the names of nations in the genitive case. 5 The German
translation ".Agypterevangelium" allows one to skirt the problem. 6
1 Vigiliae Ohristianae II (1948), 137-143.
The ZAMHN in 69,17 closes the colophon and should not be considered a part
of the title. The final decorated title in 69,18-20 is a copy of the title at the end of the
colophon and it consequently retained the ZAMHN. A jagged line is placed directly
under the title decoration perhaps to prevent further writing on the page.
3 DoRESSE himself now uses the double title "Le Livre sacre du grand Esprit invisible"
ou "L'Evangile des Egyptiens," in his publication of the text and translation of III, 2
in Journal Asiatique 254 (1966), 317-435 (appeared early 1968).
4 pMN KHM€ is the usual adjective of KHM€, see CRUM, Diet. p. llOa.
2

5 See HANS QuECKE, Das Markusevangelium Saidisch, Text der Handschrift PPalau
Rib. lnv.-Nr. 182 mit den Varianten der Handschrift M 569 (Barcelona 1972), pp. 46f.
6 This is the title used by ALEXANDER BOHLIG in his publication of a tentative

translation and short commentary of III 40,12 - 65,16 and its parallel IV 60,l - 67,1
in "Die himmlische Welt nach dem Agypterevangelium von Nag Hammadi," Le Museon
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The question which remains is where the two titles came from.
MARTIN KRAUSE believes that the formal title at the end is an abbre
viation of the full title given in the colophon : nEy�.rrEl\.lON
NpMNKHM€ TBIBJ\.OC NC2�I NNOYTE T21€p4 €T2HTT (69, 6-8). 1
This is unlikely, not only because it is difficult to see 69, 16-17 and
18-20 as an abbreviation of 69, 6-8, but because the formal title is
obviously taken from the incipit to the tractate (III 40,12f. = IV
50,1-3).
Many of the titles in the Nag Hammadi library prove to be secon
darily developed from the incipit to the tractate. In the earliest
stage no title is present but the incipit lends itself to an easy identi
fication of the tractate. The Gospel of Truth (I, 2) is the most obvious
example of this. One step removed from this is the title of VI, 7 where
the first part of the incipit "This is the Prayer that they spoke"
has been made into a title by means of some decorative lines and
diples. In the next development a phrase or abbreviation of the incipit
has been made into the formal title either at the beginning or at the
end of the tractate. Indentation and decorative marks clearly separate
it from the body of the tractate. Tractates in this category are: the
Hypostasis of the Archons (II, 4), the Apocalypse of Adam (V, 5),
the Paraphrase of Shem (VII, 1), and the Three Steles of Seth (VII, 5). 2
The formal title at the end of III, 2 clearly belongs with this group.
In the next group the title is formed by means of a short inter
pretative rephrasing of the incipit. In this category belong the Apo
cryphon of John (II, 1; III, 1; IV, 1), the Gospel of Thomas (II, 2),
the Book of Thomas the Contender (II, 7), the Letter of Eugnostos
the Blessed (III, 3; V, 1), the Apocalypse of Paul (V, 2), the Apocalypse
of James (V, 3), the Apocalypse of James (V, 4), and the Letter of
Peter which he sent to Philip (VIII, 2). A closer look at these titles
reveals that there was more involved than the need for a short and
memorable phrase. What stands out is that the canonical terms
"gospel", "letter" and "apocalyp se" have been introduced even
LXXX (1967), 5-26 and 365-377, and by HANS-MARTIN ScHENKE for his German
translation, based on DoRESSE's transcription, in "Das Agypter-Evangelium aus Nag
Hammadi-Codex III," NTS XVI (1969/70), 196-208.
1 Die drei Versionen, p. 19 n. 7.
2 Zost (VIII, 1) probably also belongs to this category. VII, 1 has its title at the
beginning, II, 4 and VII, 5 at the end, and V, 5 both at the beginning and at the end
of the tractate.
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though these designations were not used in the tractate itself. These
secondary titles betray a Christianization process.
It appears now that the title at the beginning of the colophon in
III, 2 is such a Christianization of the first line of the incipit. The
uncertainty is due to the unfortunate lacunae at the beginning of
both versions. The general structure of the incipit is clear. After
the designation "holy book" there follow two clauses. Using the
evidence of both versions the following reconstruction can be considered
certain:
111 n.xwwME NTi[1€1rcA NT€ N.......1 NT€ n1No6 NATNAY
€r[oq MTINA·]
IV [n.xwwME ETOYA]�8 NT€ NI[....... NT€] lJINo6 NNA[TNAY Epoq MTINA·]
It is immediately apparent that the title in III 69, 18-20 is taken
from the incipit, combining the introductory phrase "the holy book"
with the second attribute introduced by NTE. 1 All that remains
of the word following the first NTE is the plural article in Codex IV.
Fortunately there is a close parallel to the opening lines of GEgypt.
The incipit of 3StSeth (VII, 5) reads noywNz €807\. (= � a1To
KaAvif;rs) NT€ AWCl8€0C NT€ t<90MT€ NCTHl\.H NT€ CHe. 2
The noywNi €807\. is parallel to the "the holy book". The first
NTE introduces the person with whom the tractate is associated,
in this case the mythological author, and the second NT€ introduces
the main subject matter. Thus the parallel in Vil, 5 strongly suggests
that the word in the lacuna refers to persons. If the nEyArrEl\.lON
(N)NpMNKHME is derived from the incipit. then these persons
must be the Egyptians. A careful measurement of the available
space shows that pM NKHM€ fits very well in both cases.
The colophon has a much more Christian character than the tractate
1 Translations of some of the titles are often left partly or completely in Greek.
Examples of this are:
KATA iW[AN]H N ATIOKpy<l>oN (49,27f.)
IV, 1

VI. 3

vn. 2
VII, 3

XIII,1

AY8€N Tl KOC l\.Oroc (35,23f.)
AEYTEpoc l\.Oroc Toy MErAl\.OY cHe (70,11-12)
ATIOKAl\.Yo/IC TI€Tpoy (70,13; 84,14)
Til\.Oroc NTETil<l>ANIA
npWT€NNOIA TplMOp<t>oc
ArlA rpA<J>H TIATporrA<t>oc EN rNWC€1 T€l\.€1A (50,

18-21).
2 VII 118,10-12.

r,

r,
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itself, which can at best only be called marginally Christian. This is
especially seen in the presence of the Christian confession 'l77 aofJs
XpwTos 0EOfJ vios awT�P followed by the 1xeyc monogram
(69, 14f.). Therefore, just as the term dmyylAwv in the title of the
Gospel of Thomas appears to be an apologetic adaptation of "the
secret words" in the incipit 1, so the word Evayyt!Awv in the colophon
of III, 2 can be seen as a Christianizing interpretation of "the holy
book" in the incipit. Also the second line of the colophon reflects
the content of the tractate. TBIBJ\.OC NCZA1 NNOYT€ TZ1€pA
€TZHTT (69, 7f.) refers to the authorship of the book by Seth who
hid it in high mountains on which the sun has not risen. 2
The mythological heavenly Seth inspired by God was the author
of this writing. When one considers the fact that Seth was made the
father of the seed of the primal Father, then he can also be assigned
by the primal Father to write a holy book. The meaning of the phrase
introduced by NT€ is difficult. Is it a subjective or objective genitive?
Is it a holy book which the Egyptians possess and which is about the
great invisible Spirit or which originates from the invisible Spirit?
If one feels obliged to see an exact parallelism to the title of 3StSeth,
then the first meaning would be fitting. If one considers the circum
stance that in Greek, and correspondingly in Coptic, the genitive
occurred, one should he conscious of its ambiguity. One could consider
it to be a genitive of relation which is also possible in the case of
3StSeth. Such a genitive can mean "pertaining to", that is, either
"belonging to" or "concerning". 3 Perhaps the ambiguity is intended
for the Gnostic reader.
Why did the author of the colophon re-name the writing a gospel?
One could, of course, be satisfied with seeing a mechanical process
in this re-naming, since in this case "holy book" could mean "gospel",
assuming the Christianizing tendency. A scribe familiar with the
title of the Christian apocryphal Gospel of the Egyptians would have
been especially tempted to replace "holy book" with "gospel".
But one can also argue on the basis of the content and not only
on the basis of the title. Then it would be well to proceed from the
passages in which Jesus and Christ occur in this writing. Christ is
a figure in heaven and Jesus is the embodiment of Seth on earth.
1 II 32,IOf.
2 III 68,1-4.
3 Cf. in Coptic TT�-, T�-, N �-.
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The central position occupied by Seth in the work makes it not difficult
to see it as a gospel of Seth, since the creation of Seth is presented in the
framework of the creation of the heavenly and lower world. To be sure,
a gospel for the Gnostics is not only a report about the work an<l
words of the historical Jesus, and not a literary genre as in the eccle
siastical formation of the canon, but a view of the history of the
world sub specie acternitatis in which the way of those to be redeemed
and the way of the redeemer is presented. For this an explanation
of their origin was necessary, and therefore, a description of the
light-world. The other Gnostic gospels also can only be understood
on the basis of a real Gnostic-cosmic view. The Gospel of Thomas,
which has only sayings, is only understandable against the background
of this cosmic view. The Gospel of Philip employs mythological
conceptions. In the Gospel of Truth Jesus is pictured as the redeemer
in a cosmic framework. In the present document the Christianization
process is completed by the writer of the colophon who explains the
book as a gospel on the basis of the identification of Seth with Jesus. It
is to be assumed that the colophon did not exist in IV, 2.
It remains a question why the writing was connected with the
Egyptians. This could point to an origin in Egypt. One can, however,
just as legitimately accept the explanation that the naming was
done by non-Egyptians who wanted to see in it references to Egypt.
With great caution can one infer a connection with Egypt on the
basis of the name Seth alone. Perhaps in Egypt someone may have
connected the Seth of the Old Testament with the Egyptian god Seth. 1
Although Seth is often seen as an evil god, there were strong tendencies
in the later period to remove this onus from him. In magical texts
he is designated as the god who hates evil. 2 It is even said of him that
he did not injure his brother. A change in evaluation of a being from
negative to positive is moreover very common in Gnosticism. 3 One
encounters a typical example in GEgypt, where Sodom and Gomorrah
are seen not as cities of sin but as holy cities. 4 When one considers
that the Egyptian god Seth was accused of sodomy, it is a short step
to see GEgypt as an attempt to change the role of the Egyptian Seth
1 Cf. HER.MANY KEES, "Seth" in Pauly-Wissowa RE 2.R., 2.Hbd., col. 1896-1922;
cf. also HANS BONNET, Reallexikon der iigyptischen Religionsgeschichte (Berlin 1952),
Art. Seth, col. 702-715.
2 Cf. KEES, col. 1921.
3 ALEXANDER BOHLIG, 1,Jysterion und Wahrlieit (Leiden 1968), pp. 82f.
4 III 56,8-13 (IV is lost); III 60,9-18 = IV 71,18-30.
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or to surpass him with Seth, the son of Adam. The Egyptian Seth
who was a well-known and powerful god, and who was incarnate in the
Pharaoh, 1 is then changed into the biblical Seth of the Gnostics who
was revealed in Jesus. The Sethians thereby claim to have the correct
theology of Seth. 2
The issue remains of the strange T of NT21€pA in III 40, 12.
It should be kept in mind that the twice-stated title at the end of
the tractate as well as the incipit of IV, 2 support the reading "the
holy book". Secondly, the Coptic translator of III, 2, who also trans
lated the colophon and the title, has in the three parallel occurrences
of the word (G9, 6f. 16.19) translated word for word : � fJ{fJAos � iEpa
= TBI Bl\.OC 'T'21€pA. The colophon has the typical style of an
interlinear version, thereby showing its origin from a Greek Vorlage.
The first two words of the incipit were in the same way literally
translated but the Greek � f3l{3Aos was substituted by TT.XWWM€,
� iEpa was retained, however, in spite of the difference of gender,
and preceded by N. Can one perhaps suppose that T21€pA was
seen as one word and that N ii:; a connective particle indicating the
adjective? Although this construction is not attested, the alternative
of assuming that the title in III, 2 differed from the title in IV, 2 is
more difficult. Therefore, the text has been emended.
1 Cf. KEES, col. 1905-1908; 1911.
2 On the problem of identifying Sethian teaching see "The Sethians and the Nag
Hammadi Library" by FREDERIK WISSE in Bociety of Biblical Literature 1972 Pro
ceedings Vol. 2, pp. 601-607.

THE CONTENT
The so-called Gospel of the Egyptians is a typical work of mytho
logical Gnosticism. In spite of the basic work of HANS JoNAS, 1 writings
of this kind still do not receive their due appreciation. They too
have a situation in life'(Sitz im Leben) - indeed, a situation in intellec
tual life. To view ourselves only as the heirs of the classical period
of Greek philosophy, to devaluate other ancient ways of thought,
and to discard what is different is too easy a solution. It is not the
task of a historian to become a Gnostic himself, but he must make
a serious effort to discern the peculiar inner logic of each text. He
may not terminate the investigation with the assertion that the text
is abstruse.
The question must be asked why a confusing abundance of mytho
logical names and events are offered in a text which in the colophon
is even designated as a gospel. Does this literature emerge out of
theological and philosophical thought or is it the result of a partly
magical, partly fanciful degeneration? Magical currents, however,
are to be found in Neoplatonists worthy of serious consideration
(Iamblichus), and the use of myth (Mythos) was a legitimate means
of philosophical presentation since Plato. The combination of dialogue
and myth he used has been retained in those Gnostic writings in which
a mythological main part serves to answer a question, such as II, 5,
for example, where Hesiod's thesis of the origin of the world from
chaos provides the point of departure for the discussion. Another
example is found in Eugnostos, the Blessed (III, 3; V, 1) where the
problems of pagan philosophers are answered with a mythological
presentation. Likewise in the Exegesis on the Soul (II, 6) the opinions
of "the wise" serve as the starting point of the writing. Thus the dispa
ragement of mythological Gnosticism because of its use of myths is
unfounded.
Another question is whether the mythological presentation so
predominates that it becomes an end in itself and eclipses the main
thought with the result that the logical structure of the work is no
longer apparent. As a parallel one could cite the relationship of theo
logy and liturgy in the liturgies of the eastern churches. According to
contemporary opinion the influence of arithmology led to an uncon1 HANS JONAS, Gnosis und spiitantiker Geist (3 ed. Gottingen 1964).
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trolled overgrowth. At least concerning the Pythagoreans it has been
claimed that "the oddities of symbolic explanation (Deuterei) into
which they fell should not cause us to overlook that thereby the
attempt was made to recognize an enduring conceptual order of
things and to find their ultimate basis in mathematical relationships". 1
The same allowance should be made for the Gnostics, for whom nume
rical harmony also played an important role.
Likewise, the thought pattern of a prototype and its counterpart
(Urbild-Abbild), which already in an older form came out of Pytha
goreanism, required a considerable expansion of the mythology. For
the cosmic world must indeed have its prototype in the heavenly
world. The Gnostics wanted to have information about this heavenly
world, irrespective of whether the supreme, unknowable God was
assumed to be within the heavenly world or to exist above it. Further
more, some Gnostics made another distinction within the world itself
by separating cosmic prototype from an earthly counterpart. Such
speculation can likewise be explained, particularly since the dualism
in these Gnostic systems is a prominent factor as is also the astrological
view of the world.
The discussion of man and his soul is actually the main theme
of Gnosticism. The cosmogonic and cosmological constructions of
Gnosticism form the logical presuppositions for its anthropology and
psychology. The myth (Mythos) of Greek philosophy is combined with
the view of the history of salvation as it was developed by Judaism
and taken up by Christianity. Such a constructed myth (Kunstmythos)
made use of individual myths circulating in the Near East. The
syncretistic multiplicity and frequent parallel arrangement and com
bination cause the picture to appear kaleidoscopic and confusing for
the non-specialist. However, when one investigates the relationship
of the religious content to the form of expression, a definite structure
can generally be discerned. To see mythological Gnosticism as a
degeneration would be a misunderstanding of its method. For even
Christocentric Gnosticism such as that of the Gospel of Thomas, the
Gospel of Philip, the Gospel of Truth, and the Treatise on the Resur
rection can really be understood only in terms of a mythological
understanding of existence, and presents a less perplexing picture
only because Jesus Christ is so much in the foreground. Some of the
1 W. WINDELBAND, Lehrbuch der Geschichte der Philosophie, ed. H. Heimsoeth
(15th ed. Tiibingen 1957), p. 41.
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Nag Hammadi writings are difficult to understand because they
are compilations of various pieces of tradition. Yet the fact that
such a compilation has not always been successfully carried out does
not contradict that Gnosticism was able to communicate by means
of mythology, as the following analysis of the content of GEgypt
will attempt to make clear.
The tractate can be divided into four main sections.
The origin of the heavenly world: III 40, 12-55, 16 = IV 50, 1-67, 1.
The origin, preservation and salvation of the race of Seth: III
55, 16-66, 8 = IV 67, 2-78, 10.
III. The hymnic section: III 66, 8-67, 26 = IV 78, 10-80, 15.
IV. The concluding section dealing with the origin and transmission
of the tractate: III 68, 1-69, 17 = IV 80, 15-81 end.

I.
II.

I. The supreme God dwells in solitary height. He is light and silence,
and he is primarily described by means of negative attributes. His
Pronoia still lives within him. He does not emanate a divine being
in order to beget a third being with her, but rather evolves in such
a way that a trinity made up of Father, l\'Iothe:r and Son comes forth.
At the same time, the Domedon (Lord of the house) comes into being
who is usually called Doxomedon (Lord of glory). He can be considered
to be the aeon which envelops the world of light. Over against the
alien, supreme God, he may be regarded as a kind of second God.
After the main description,1 this evolutionary development is men
tioned once more, this time from a viewpoint which takes the members
of the trinity to be ogdoads. The first ogdoad, the Father, is made
up of EVVOLa, Aoyos, def,0apala, eternal life, 0D,7Jµa, vofJs, 7Tpoyvwais
and Father. 2 The second ogdoad, the Mother, also bears the name
Barbelo. Her parts are complex mythological entitieR which are hard
to identify, partly due to the lacunae in both versions. The third
ogdoad, the Son, is made up of himself together with the seven voices. 3
After the detailed description of the ogdoads follows a section in
which the Doxomedon-aeon is pictured, now in greater detail, as a
heavenly throne room. A plaque has been attached to the throne
with an inscription on it made up of all the vowels of the Greek alphabet
with each vowel listed twenty-two times - the total number of letters
in the Semitic alphabet.
1 III 41,7-23 = IV 50,23 - 51,15.
2 Cf. infra, pp. 171£.
3 III 41,23 - 43,8 = IV 51,15 - 53,3.
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Having provided a picture of the genesis of the heavenly primal
powers, the text continues with their liturgical activities. Presen
tations of praise and accompanying requests for the sending forth
of a new power are now typical for the further development of the
action, particularly in the first section, although this literary device
is also used in the second section.
1. The primal trinity turns to the great invisible Spirit and the
Barbelo. As a consequence the thrice-male child fills the Doxomedon
aeon.
2. The thrice-male child - now shown to belong to the great
Christ - in turn makes a request of the great invisible Spirit and
the Barbelo. The male virgin Youel comes into being. Next the
Splenditenens Esephech appears. The thrice-male child, Youel and
Esephech are considered the five seals of the primal trinity and
together they form its completion. 1
3. There is a presentation of praise, of which the subject has to
be inferred, 2 on the bottom fragment of IV 57. 3 In IV 59 we find
a female being (probably 1rpovoia) who, while passing through the
aeons, establishes angelic powers which are to praise the trinity and
its pleroma. The pleroma seems to be made up of the five seals and
is also referred to here as the great Christ. After the great Christ
comes the great Logos, the divine mhoyEv�s-- The Logos functions
next as the heavenly creator.
4. The Logos offers praise to the great invisible Spirit. As a result
l\ilirothoe appears, a great cloud of light, who begets the Light-Adamas.
The supreme God appears in Adamas in order to eliminate the defi
ciency in the lower regions. The Logos and the Light-Adamas are
united.
5. The Logos and Adamas offer praise and pray together for the
pleroma of the lights. Adamas, on his own, requests that he may
beget his son Seth. As a fulfillment of the request, the lights Harmozel,
Oroiael, Davithe and Eleleth are begotten, and likewise the great
Seth. The four lights, together with the perfect hebdomad, form
eleven ogdoads. It is not further specified with what kind of hebdomad
we are dealing here. The lights are complemented with consorts
1 They add up to eight although this is not mentioned.
2 The fragmentary state of IV 57-58 and the complete loss of the corresponding
pages in Codex III leaves the total number of the presentations of praise uncertain.
s IV 57,13ff.
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(xapis, a'la07J ULS, avvwis, <ppOV'Y)ULS) and thus become themselves an
ogdoad. Added to these is another ogdoad made up of ministers and
their consorts: Gamaliel, Gabriel, Samblo and Abrasax with µvTJµT),
dy a1r7J, dpTJV'YJ and Eternal Life. These two ogdoads, together with
the three ogdoads of the Father, the Mother and the Son form a
quintet of ogdoads, a total of forty heavenly beings.
6. The Logos and the pleroma of the four lights give praise and
request that the Father may be called the fourth in respect to the
incorruptible race, and that the seed of the Father may be called the
seed of the great Seth. In response to this prayer the thrice-male child
appears together with the great Christ who creates a church of angelic
beings which praises the trinity of Father, Mother and Son, and their
pleroma. This church has the task of bringing the revelation to those
who are worthy. The section ends with "amen", indicating that the
first main part has come to an end. 1
II. The second main section is dominated by the work of Seth.
As the son of Adamas, he was one of the lower powers of the world of
light. Through him, the light in the lower world is connected with the
supreme God. The fact that the church of angelic beings was created
in answer to the request to call the children of the Father the seed
of Seth, is probably an indication that this church of angelic beings,
which has been begotten by the thrice-male child and Christ and
thus is the seed of the Father, now represents the heavenly prototype
of the race of Seth.
Also in this section of the tractate presentations of praise with
prayer and response are used twice as a stylistic device. However,
this time Seth performs the action. The first prayer begins the section
which deals with the creation of the seed, i.e. the race of Seth. In
the second prayer Seth asks God for guards for his seed. A third segment
of this section then describes how Seth himself performs the work
of salvation.
In answer to the first prayer Plesithea, the virgin with the four
breasts, comes into being. She is the "mother of the angels, the mother
of the lights, the glorious mother". 2 She produces the seed of Seth
out of Sodom and Gomorrah, and Seth accepts it with great joy and
places it in the four aeons, in the third phoster Davithe.
t III 55,16 = IV 67,1.
2 III 56,6ff. (IV is lost).
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Following this presentation, a description of the or1gm of the
creator of the world is inserted to clarify the background of the work
of Seth and his race in the world. His origin goes back to the wish
of the light Eleleth, who thinks it appropriate that after 5000 years
a ruler over chaos and the underworld should come into being.
Gamaliel, the minister of the light Oroiael, speaks the creative word
upon which the hylic Sophia, who already has come forth, divides
herself into two parts, the second of which becomes the angel Saklas.
Together with the demon Nebruel, he creates twelve angelic assistants
and orders them to become rulers over their worlds. Upon completion
of the world he finally says in mistaken self-confidence, "I am a
jealous God, and apart from me, nothing has come into being". 1
This claim is refuted by a voice from heaven which rebukes him
with the words, "The Man exists and the Son of Man". 2 Along with
the voice, an image appears which presents the occasion for the
creation of the first creature (1rMaµ a). In order to help him, the
µeravoia appears. On account of God's approval (eJSoKfo) of the
race of the sons of Seth, he sends the µeravoia to eliminate the
vaTEpT)µa. She prayed for (the repentance of) the children of the evil
Archon as well as those of Adam and Seth.
�.t\.fter this cosmogonic section the author returns to the creation
of the seed of Seth. A new mythological figure, the angel Hormos,
appears. He creates the seed of Seth in a .\oyoyEvES' aKEVOS' through
the Holy Spirit, although by means of mortal maidens. The great Seth
sows his seed into the created aeons. Again Sodom and Gomorrah
are mentioned. It is the place of the planting, or the place of origin.
Still a third origin of the seed of Seth is reported. Through a word,
Edokla gives birth to truth and justice, the beginning of the seed
of life eternal and of all those who persevere because they know
their heavenly origin, i.e. the children of Seth. Thus they are scattered
over both the heavenly and the lower world. The problem lies in their
existence in the world, for there they are exposed to dangers. Flood,
fire, starvation and pestilence threaten them, afflictions which occur
because of them. The devil is considered the originator of these afflic1 III 58,25f. (IV is lost).
2 III 59,2ff. (IV is lost). As an answer to the arrogance of Ialdabaoth this voice is
also mentioned in OnOrWld II 103 (151), 19f. where it refers to the immortal man of light.
The reference to the existence of Man and the Son of Man also occurs in ApocryJn
(II 14,14f. = III 21,17f. = BG 47,15f.), but there it is directed toward Pistis Sophia.
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tions. He is characterized by his many guises and the strife within
his realm. Therefore Seth raises his voice in presentation of praise
and prayer for the protection of his seed. In response, 400 angels come
forth under the leadership of Aerosiel and Selmelchel to guard the
men of Seth. The earthly history of the children of Seth begins after
the creation of d>..�0ELa and 01.µ waa and continues until the end
of the world, when the judgment of the present aeon and its archons
will take place.
The picture would be incomplete if the saving work of Seth in the
world were left unmentioned. Seth cannot leave his children alone.
In accordance with the will of the great invisible Spirit, he is sent
down by the heavenly world to do this task. For the sake of pacifying
the cosmos, he also suffers the hostilities that are connected with
earthly existence; for that precisely is the means of redeeming the
race that has gone astray. He brings baptism as a rite for rebirth
through the Holy Spirit. To accomplish his mission, he puts on the
living Jesus as a garment. Salvation is accomplished by a reconciliation
of the world with itself, by a denial of the world and the god of the
thirteen aeons, and by the convocation of the saints and the heavenly
beings, in particular the pre-existent Father. Seth-Jesus is established
as Lord over the cosmic powers.
Upon the description of the works of Seth follows a catalog of all
the powers who dispense salvation,1 beginning with Yesseus, Mazareus,
Yessedekeus up to the great invisible Spirit. At the end of the enu
meration the specific means of salvation are dealt with again. Yoel
is listed as a pre-existent heavenly being who corresponds to John
the Baptist in the world. Then a time reference is given: "from now
on ... ".2 From that time stems the gnosis of those who are to be
redeemed through the incorruptible person Poimael and those that
are worthy of the baptism. The section closes with the promise that
the saved ones will not taste death.
III. The hymnic part appears to have two sections of hymns. The
reconstruction of the meter is greatly complicated by the fact that
we are dealing with a Coptic translation from the Greek. A guarded
attempt has been made in the commentary to argue for two hymns
made up of five strophes with four lines each. It is unclear to whom

=

1 III 64,9 - 65,26
IV 75,24 - 77 end.
2 III 65,26 (IV is lost).
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the first hymn is addressed. It could refer to Jesus. In the second hymn
the worshipper is addressing a trinity or a tetrad consisting of the
supreme God as the Father, the Mother, Jesus as the Son, and another
light-being. In this way he expresses the ecstatic-mystical experience
of the Gnostic believer.
IV. The final section 1 consists of several, originally independent
units. First Seth is designated as the author of the book. 2 The first
part mentions3 that Seth had placed this book on very high mountains
so that it has remained unknown up to now. Neither the prophets
nor primitive Christianity were familiar with it.
Also in the second part 4 the authorship is attributed to Seth.
A time of 130 years is indicated for the writing. 5 This time the mountain
on which the book was placed is mentioned by name: Charaxio.
The book will reveal at the end of time the race of Seth and its
adherents who belong to the invisible Spirit, his µovoyo•�s-son and
the Barbelo. This section ends with "amen". 6
Finally a colophon follows. 7 In it the tractate is given the name
"The E gyptian Gospel" or "The Gospel of the Egyptians". The
author - who must be one of the copyists of the tractate - asks
for himself and his fellow lights xap is, avvwis, a 'la0 TJULS and <ppOVT)ULS.
The prayer is addressed to 'I17 aovs XPLUTOS 0EOv vios awT�p whose
monogram I xeyc is added. The author himself mentions both
his spiritual name, Eugnostos, and his name in the flesh, Gongessos.
In the reconstruction of the principal ideas, the preceding sketch
of the content was based upon the version which appeared to be
correct or the one which was extant. Therefore, the details and the
differences between the versions could not be dealt with. These will
be treated in the commentary. However, again and again it becomes
obvious that an adequate interpretation without the version contained
in Codex IV is not possible since it seems to have been based on a
1 III 68,1-69,17 = IV 80,14-81 end.
2 III 68,2 = IV 80,l5f.; III 68,l0f. = IV 80,26-81,I.
3 III 68,1-9 = IV 80,15-25.
4 III 68,10 - 69,5 = IV 80,26-81 end.
5 The 130 years are identical to the time which passed, according to the Hebrew
tradition, before Adam became father of Seth (Gen 5:3).
6 III 69,5.
7 III 69,6-17 (lost or not originally present in IV).
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better Greek original and also contains less errors and misunder
standings than III.
The tractate belongs to those texts which are grouped as writings
of Seth in Koptisch-gnostische Apokalypsen aus dem Codex V von Nag
Hammadi by A. BoHLIG - P. LABIB, p. 87. Though direct access to these
texts has cast doubt upon the Sethian character of some of them1 ,
in the present work we are dealing with a writing of Seth in the
fullest sense of the word. If we accept the title "Gospel of the
Egyptians", then we have a Sethian gospel because in it Seth's
work of salvation in behalf of his children takes the central place.
But it has been combined with Barbelo-Gnostic material in which
the creation of Seth is mentioned. Thus the heavenly prologue could
be given. For this one should compare ApocryJn, which comes
from a similar tradition. Also there, the invisible, virginal Spirit,
whose uniqueness is best expressed by means of negative attributes,
stands at the head of the pantheon. 2 Barbelo, his lvvoia, emanates
from him as a feminine complement. In accordance with the trinity
of Father, Mother and Son, which was current at that time in the
East Mediterranean area, she also gives birth to a spark of light,
a µovoyEv�s- The great invisible Spirit anoints him and makes him
xpiaTos . The emanation in ApocryJn is complicated by the insertion
of beings such as Nous, Will, Understanding, etc., into the order of
emanation. In contrast to ApocryJn, GEgypt presents the trinity of
Father, Mother and Son as an evolution of the great invisible Spirit.
Its description is more disciplined. The understanding of the individual
beings of the trinity as ogdoads is a new element. The Doxomedon-aeon
and the five seals are also not present in ApocryJn.
The Aoyos-, the divine mhoyEv�s, plays a much greater role in
GEgypt than in ApocryJn. In the latter tractate he has moved to the
background in favor of Christ. Christ is the divine mhoyEv�s who has
created the world through the Myos. In GEgypt, Christ has only a peri
pheral role. Both texts know about his anointing by the great invisible
Spirit.3 Another important difference is found in the time of the
creation of the four lights. In ApocryJn they come forth from the
light, which is identified with Christ. In GEgypt they appear upon
the request of the Logos and Adamas. 4 Here the Logos is given a
1 See F. W1ssE, "The Sethians and the Nag Hammadi Library".
2 BG 22,l7ff. = II 2,26ff.
3 III 44,23f. = IV 55,12f.; BG 30,14ff.
III 9,24ff.
II 6,23ff.
4 BG 32,19ff. = III ll,15ff.
II 7,30ff.; III 50,17ff.
IV 62,16££.
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considerably larger role; he practically takes the place of the Christ
in ApocryJn. However, Christ precedes him. 1 This Christ belongs
to the second group of the pantheon, which is only attested in GEgypt:
the thrice-male child, the virgin Youel and the Splenditenens Esephech.
The mentioning of Christ appears to be secondary; it could be an
interpretative gloss. The four lights in ApocryJn have not been com
plemented by consorts to become an ogdoad, but are surrounded
by twelve (4 X 3) aeons. Yet the female consorts, as described in
GEgypt, are also mentioned in ApocryJn, although rather abruptly. 2
Also the ogdoad of their ministers is missing. The creation of Adam
in ApocryJn takes place after that of the lights but also through the
mhoyev�s- However, in ApocryJn he is identified as Christ, whereas
in GEgypt he is identified as Logos. Furthermore, in GEgypt the
work of Mirothoe has been inserted, while in ApocryJn we find the
1rpoyvwais and the perfect voiJs. The difference in the characteri
zation of Adamas is also of interest. In ApocryJn he is the perfect,
true human being, while in GEgypt he originates from Man. This
latter formulation thus presents the concept of the God "Anthropos".
All the more interesting in both versions is the ascription of praise
to the supreme God as he through whom and to whom everything
was created. In GEgypt this refers to "l\fan", while in ApocryJn
it is spoken by Adamas as a presentation of praise to the invisible
Spirit. In both texts Seth is the son of Adamas. Although ApocryJn
also speaks of the descendants of Seth and specifies their dwelling
place - this occurs in GEgypt in a different context -- the proble
matic behind the petition in III 54, 6ff. is absent. However, it is a.
characteristic element of the theme of GEgypt.
The problematic of the second main section of GEgypt is completely
different from the section that follows in ApocryJn. 3 Yet the story
of Sophia and her son, which is treated at great length in ApocryJn,
is also used in GEgypt, though in a very abbreviated form. 4 The
fall of Sophia is not mentioned here, for the creation of a ruler of the
world is due to a decision of the heavenly realm. Eleleth expresses
the wish that a ruler be created, perhaps due to the fact that he stands
closest to the lower region, as the dwelling place of the more susceptible
1 IV 60, 7f. The corresponding page in III is lost.

s

BG 33,6f. = III ll,22f. = II 8,3f.
BG 36,16ff. = III 14,9ff. = II 9,25ff.

4

III 56,26ff.
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=

IV 68,9 (the rest is lost).
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souls. A descending hierarchy oflights, moreover, seems to be indicated
in Zost (VIII, 1) where, similar to ApocryJn, Adamas and Seth appear
subsequent to the lights. 1 In contrast, the hierarchy in GEgypt puts
a special emphasis on Seth.
For the birth of the seed of Seth, its dwelling place, preservation
and salvation as presented in the second main section of G Egypt
there are parallels available in some other writings in the Nag Hammadi
library. Particularly relevant are ApocAd (V, 5), Zost (VIII, 1) and
TriProt (XIII, 1). The Codex Brucianus should also be mentioned at
this point. In GEgypt as well as ApocryJn, Zost and Codex Brucianus,
Seth belongs to the heavenly world. This is also the case in the ApocAd,
yet here the double appearance of Seth and his seed in heaven and
on earth is explained through a clever dialectic. Adam calls the son
who takes the place of Abel, Seth. This is the name of the heavenly
progenitor of the great race, who was given the knowledge (yvwais-)
which Adam and Eve lost. 2 In GEgypt the heavenly Seth is the son
of the heavenly Adamas. But his relationship to the world and his
work of salvation are achieved through his descent into the world,
where he appears as Jesus. For the mythological details of the creation
of the children of Seth, we have, unfortunately, no parallels available
up to now. Even though the mythological repertoire must have been
familiar to the author of Zost, the references there are either on
fragmentary pages or so short that no further conclusions can be
drawn from them. The threat of the flood and the fire to the race
of Seth are described in detail in ApocAd. While in ApocAd the race
of Seth is removed by angels, 3 in G Egypt there are only hints of this,
such as the report that guardians will guard them. Some of the mytho
logical beings who are enumerated at the end of the second main
part are also mentioned in ApocAd, Zost and Codex Brucianus.
One could describe GEgypt as a work in which the Sethians portrayed
their salvation history. That could have been the basis for the name
"gospel" in the colophon. If one extends the term gospel somewhat
beyond its use in the New Testament, this characterization is cer
tainly legitimate. Just as the Gospels of the New Testament describe
the life of Jesus from the history preceding his birth - and in the
Gospel of John from his pre-existence in heaven - through his words
t VIII 29 and 30.
2 V 64,29ff.
3 V 69,19ff.; 76 ,l 7ff.
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and works to death and resurrection, so too, in GEgypt, the life of
Seth is presented: his pre-history, the origin of his seed, its preservation
by the heavenly powers and the corning of Seth into the world, and
his work of salvation, especially through baptism. If one takes into
account that liturgical acts have an important role in the unfolding
cosmic drama, then it is perfectly understandable that the experience
of salvation is expressed in a hymnic section. It is Seth himself who
puts the account about himself in writing. The presence of hymns
brings to mind the presentations of praise in 3StSeth (VII, ,5). 1
The mystery character of GEgypt stems from the fact that the
book has long been hidden. It also fits well with the nature of Gnostic
sects. The name "Gospel of the Egyptians" leads also to a further
suggestion. It is possible that this title was given to the book by
non-Egyptians because they knew that the book had been transmitted
by Egy ptians or that it was especially liked in Egypt. But in that
case there must be a special feature, which forms the basis for this
popularity. Only one comes to mind: Seth, who is a central figure
in the tractate. 2 Gnosticism is fond of interpreting as good what
traditionally was considered evil, e.g. the serpent in paradise. Thus
it is possible that the Egyptian god Seth - or Set - was reinterpreted
in terms of Seth, the son of Adam. Perhaps this was done by the
Sethians for missionary purposes, 3 for we know of attempts to reha
bilitate the Egy ptian god Seth from magical texts. 4 They call him
a god who hates evil, and they deny that he injured his brother.
Since he is connected in this tractate with Sodom and Gomorrah,
which have been reinterpreted as the home of the good seed of
Seth, one is reminded that the Egyptian Seth was accused of sodomy.
Furthermore, the use of the symbol of the fish may also relate to
this, for the fish was a typhonian animal. 5 At the same time lx 0vs
was a monogram for Christ Cl7Jaovs xpiaTos 0£ov vios awT� p) which
is attested in Egypt in The Tutor (IlaiSaywyos)6 of Clement of Alexan1 VII 118,10 - 127,27.
2 For the original location and the interpretation of the Nag Hamme.di library it
is important to know whether the place name (9€N€CHT could mean "the trees
of Seth," since this place is located near Nag Hammadi. Cf. H. KEES, "Seth" (in Pauly
Wissowa, RE), col. 1903.
3 Cf. supra, pp. 22f.
4 Cf. H. KEES, "Seth", col. 1896-1922, especially 1921.
5 Cf. H. KEES, "Seth", col. 1901-1902.
6 Paed. III 11,59,2 ( = ed. STXHLIN, p. 270,8).
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dria. Perhaps the monogram in the colophon was deliberately used.
In that case Egypt may be the place of origin of the tractate.
The work cannot be considered a unity, for it appears to incorporate
several groups of traditions. The first part, which is related to ApocryJn,
must be considered a typical product of "Barbelo-Gnostic" speculation.
Yet the grouping according to ogdoads could he evidence of Valentinian
influence. Even though the redaction appears to be very skillful, it is
evident that older pieces of traditional material were used. Thus
the tractate gives a simple description of the trinity at first, but later
it presents an expanded interpretation which uses the schema of
ogdoads. This further description need not be attributed to the
compiler, since it could just as well have been a piece of tradition
which circulated on the subject. Indeed, such a compilation of pieces
of tradition helps to explain the variation in the order of creation
between GEgypt and ApocryJn.
Even more than the first section, the second section is characterized
by a compilation of disparate pieces. The birth and settlement of
the seed of Seth is made up of three mythologumena designed to
make different contributions to the story and to form a unified account.
The first describes the birth through Plesithea. Also Zost presents
her as the mother of the angels,1 thus indicating that the heavenly
part of the race of Seth is being described. Since the children of Seth
are not cosmic beings by nature, they receive a place in heaven in
the third light Davithe. Consequently this first report precedes that
of the creation of the world. But the same tradition teaches that
the children of Seth appear in the world. In ApocAd this happens
rather unexpectedly; nothing is said about a connection with the
human form. 2 The second mythologumenon which follows upon the
creation story, seems to deal with that question. Here the angel
Hormos clothes the seed of Seth in human form, and they are brought
by Seth into the created aeons. In both mythologumena, the story
has been connected with Sodom and Gomorrah as the dwelling place
of the seed of Seth. How the opinions of the Gnostics differed becomes
apparent in Codex III 60, 12ff., 3 where competing views are plac�d
directly next to each other.
t VIII 53,l2f.
2 V 71,IOff.
3 IV 7l,2lff. does not present these alternatives. Yet it is best to assume that they
were already present in the Greek Vorlage of III.
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The third mythologumenon deals with the race of Edokla. This
must refer to the seed of Seth called here the seed of eternal life.
Through her creation of truth and justice she establishes the beginning
of a new epoch. 1 The time span from "truth and justice" until the
end is the earthly time.
If one assumes a compilation of pieces of tradition, it will also be
easier to separate Christian from pre-Christian material. First of all,
the colophon belongs to the Christianized parts since it speaks of
Jesus Christ, while the two preceding conclusions are pieces of tra
dition ·which, in connection with the composition of the book, speak
only of Seth. The teaching of the appearance of Seth as Jesus, which
presupposes familiarity of the Sethians with Christianity, 2 is exten
sively developed in GEgypt. Jesus is also seated in heaven with Seth.
Furthermore the hostile attitude toward the law is significant. What
is in the law is crucified. This is probably due to Pauline influence. 3
Christ is not mentioned very often. Apart from the occurrence in
the colophon 4 the "great Christ" appears six times. 5 In all cases
the context leaves no doubt that
(IV) or xpc (III) indicates xpia-ros
and not XP"fJU'To,;. It is problematic how far the thrice-male child
has been identified with Christ6• This is in itself further evidence for
the secondary role given to Christ in the tractate.
Some allusions to the New Testament are evident. In the soteriolo
gical passage 2 Cor 5: 19 has been reinterpreted, 7 and at the end
of the passage there is a reference to John 8 : 52. In the description
of the angels Eph 2 : 2 seems to have been reinterpreted. For the
crucifixion of that which is in the law, Gal 6 : 14; Eph 2 : 15f. and
Col 2 : 14 come to mind. The interpretation of the cross as a sign of
victory fully agrees with the Gnostic way of thinking and was favored
by Origen as well. The formula apx wv 'TOV alwvos 'TOV'TOV can be
found in Ignatius 8 and corresponds to O apx wv 'TOV KOUfLOV (-rov-rov)
in John 12 : 31; 14: 30; 16: 11 and o 0Eos 'TOV alwvos 'TOV'TOV in
2 Cor 4 : 4. We also meet the term Suf/3011.os. As in other Gnostic texts,
baptism is mentioned, but it has not been spiritualized as in ApocAd.

xc

1
2
3
4

III 62,l9ff. = IV 74,4ff.
EPIPHANIUS, Panarion 39.1,2-3 (ed. HOLL, p. 72}.
Cf. infra, p. 196.
III 69,14 (not present in IV}.
5 IV [55,6]; IV 55,12=111 44,22; IV [56,27]; 59,17; 60,8; IV 66,8 = III 54,20.
6 Cf. infra, p. 45.
7 Cf. infra, p. 192.
s IGNATIUS, Eph. 17,1 et al.
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It functions instead as a symbol of the Spirit. Thus Christian elements
are found throughout the tractate. This would indicate a composition
date in the second or third century if we can assume that the tractate
in its present form is a compilation. Yet some of the pieces of tra
dition may well be considerably older and, as in the case of other
Nag Hammadi tractates, go back to a Gnosticism which preceeds
the development of Christian Gnosticism.

THE PRESENTATIONS OF PRAISE
Presentations of praise and prayers play an important role in the
development of the narrative in GEgypt. The same phenomenon can
be observed in ApocryJn and the Manichaean literature. 1 In these
acts of worship the whole pantheon is recounted as far as it has been
developed at that point in the narrative. In order to consider these
mythological figures and their characteristics in greater detail and
to simplify the discussion in the commentary, the relevant material has
been brought together into one chapter.
The presentations of praise in III, 2 are introduced by t NoycMoy 2
and once by t CMoy. 3 IV, 2 on the other hand, uses €1 N€ €2,p�J
NoycMoy. 4 Usually the presentation of praise is followed by a
petition. 5
The following beings arc the recipients of the presentations of
praise:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the great invisible Spirit,
the male virgin Barbelo,
the great Doxomedon-aeon,
the thrice-male child,
the male virgin Youel,
Esephech, the Splenditenens,
the ethereal earth.

I. The great invisible Spirit is the supreme deity who can only
be described by means of negative attributes. Such a description has
been employed in GEgypt as well as in the extensive introductory
sections of ApocryJn and SJC. Instances of this are presented in
the presentations of praise as well as in some other places. The tractate
1 Kephalaia II (Lfg. ll-12) ed. A. Bohlig (Stuttgart 1966), p. 271,26ff. See also
A. BOHLIG, "Noue Kephalaia cles Mani", in .Mysterion und Wahrhrit (Leiden 1968), p. 257
2 III [44,25); 49,23; 50,17£. where it refers back to the previous instance; 53,15£.
55,18; 61,23£.
3 III 44,10.
4 IV 54,14£.; 55,15£.; 56,7£.; 57,13; 60,22; 61,24; [62,16] where it refers back to the
previous instance; 65,8£.; 67,3£.; 73,7£.
5 _In III, 2 it is introduced by �I Tl: 44,13; 50,21; 51,6; 56,3; 62,12, and in IV, 2
by PA.I Tl: 54,20; 56,8; [62,19£. 31]; 73,25.
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has been named after this being "the holy book of the great invisible
Spirit". In all the presentations of praise he is called great (No6)
and invisible (4ZOP4TON in 111,2, 4TN4Y €poq in IV,2). 1
The predicate "virginal" (n4p8€N I KON) is missing in one instance. 2
Four times the additional predicates "uncallable" 3 and "unnameable'' 4
have been used. Once the predicate "incomprehensible" (4TT4zoq}
occurs. 5 Outside of the presentations of praise the great invisible
Spirit is also called "Father". 6
2. After the Father comes the male virgin Barbelo. She is found
in six of the seven presentations of praise. The name Barbelo in most
cases has been left out in III, 2. 7 Such differences between the versions
may go back to the Greek l'orlagen. In III 44, 27 the male virgin
is called Yw[H/\.]. 8 Since the male virgin Yoncl does not appear
on the scene until IV 56, 20 - the text is uncertain due to lacunae
in IV, 2 and missing pages in III, 2 - Yoel was most likely mistakenly
written for Barbelo. There is no reference to the male virgin in IV
60, 24f. 9
In one place Barbelo is called "Mother". 10 She is the female com
plement of the Father. However, we are dealing here with a higher
form of existence which is difficult to grasp in terms of human concepts.
She is not simply the divine consort of mythology. She is a virgin
just as the great invisible Spirit is "virginal". The predicate "male"
indicates her truly divine character. For the essence of divine per1 III 44,11.26; 49,23; 53,16; 55,19 (420 p4TOC). 61,24 42_0 p 4TON is missing;
probably the scribe skipped a line. IV 54,16; 55,17; 60,23 (the parallel in III is lost);
61,25; 65,10; 67,5; 73,9.
2 III 44,26 = IV 55,17.
3 4K/\.HTON in III 44,12; 53,17; 55,19 (4K/\.HTOC); 61,24. All the parallel
occurrences in IV are partly or completely in lacunae. There is a question about the
way IV has translated a1<>.17rov. The 4 K/\.HTON in III 65,10 has for its parallel
in IV 77,5 4T.X42,M[€q] (but not in a presentation of praise). Since in IV 54,16
4T.X[ is visible it is possible that the translator of IV, 2 consistently mistranslated
aK>.71rov by 4T.X42,Mq [65,l0; 67,5; 73,8].
4 III 44,11 4T.XW MTT[€qp4N]; 55,20 4TONOM4Z€ MMOq; IV: 4Tt
p4N €poq 54,17; 65,11 (missing in the parallel III 53, 16ff.); 67,6. It probably
also occurs in IV 73,9f., but IV has a lacuna and III appears to have skipped a line.
5 III 49,24. The parallel in IV 61,25 is in a lacuna.
8 III 40,13f. = IV 50,3 etc.
7 It is spelled B4pBH/\.ON in III 42,12; 62,1; 69,3. This same spelling is found
in ApocryJn (III, 1). IV, 2 reads B4pBH/\.W in [52,4; 54,20; 61,27] and 73,12.
s The parallel in IV 55,l 7f. is in a lacuna.
9 The parallel in III is lost.
10 III 42,12 = IV 62,4.
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fection is that unity in which male and female are united. 1 Barbelo
possesses precisely those characteristics which belong to the highest
deity. Like the great invisible Spirit, she too is uninterpretable,
ineffable and self-begotten. 2 According to Irenaeus, 3 as well as the
Gnostic writing Apocry Jn, the so-called Barbelo-Gnostics made
Barbelo their characteristic deity.
The meaning of the name Barbelo remains an open question. 4
One wonders whether barbe' 'eloh ("in four is God") is related to the
TETpaKTV� of Greek philosophy. The sporadic use of the name Barbelo
in GEgypt may be due to the fact that the tractate has borrowed
from Barbelo-Gnosticism yet does not belong to it but wants to go
beyond it.
3. The position of the third being in the order of the recipients
of the presentations of praise varies. Only in one of the four occur
rences does the Doxomedon-aeon appear in the third place. 5 In the
other cases he is preceded by the thrice-male child, Youel and Ese
phech. 6 However, since the Doxomedon-aeon appears upon the scene
first 7 and proves to be the resting place of the thrice-male child, 8
he ought to be discussed third even if he is last in the original sequence.
The alternate name of this being is Lloµi8wv Llotoµi8wv. This
double designation is rare. 9 Probably the first part is the more original
one, meaning "Lord of the House'', 10 which then was reformulated
to "Lord of Glory" in a light-realm theology. Except for the first
two instances, where the double designation Domedon Doxomedon
1 Cf. ApocAd V 64,6ff.; 1 ApocJas V 41,16ff.; GPh II 68,23-26; 70,9-17 (logia 71
and 78); 2 Clem. 12,2; CLEM. Strom. III 9,63 (from the apocryphal Gospel of the Egyp
tians). Furthermore it should be remembered that Philo considered the change from
female to male necessary. Cf. R. A. BAER, Philo's Use of the Categories llfale and Female
(Leiden 1970).
2 III 42,16ff. = IV 52,8-12.
3 Adv. Haer. I, 29.
4 Cf. H. LEISEGANG, Die Gnosis (4 ed. Stuttgart 1955), p. 186.
5 III 53,19f. = IV 65,13f.
6 III 50,4f. = IV 62,4; III 56,l (IV is lost); III 62,8f. = IV 73,19f.
7 III 41,13ff. = IV 51,2-5.
s III 43,15f. = IV 53,13ff.
9 III 41,14f. = IV 51,2f.; III 43,9f. (the parallel in IV 53,5 reads only .aOlO
M €.aW N).
10 The name Domiel found in Jewish literature must be closely related to this meaning,
and was probably judaized by means of the "-el" which gives the being its heavenly
character. Cf. G. ScHOLEM, Jewish Gnosticism, Merkabah Mysticism, and Talmudic
Tradition (New York 1960), p. 33.
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is found, the title "the great Doxomedon-aeon" is used. 1 Several
occurrences of this title are in the plural, i.e. the great Doxomedon
aeons.2 Once IV translates Doxomedon into Coptic as p€qt €ooy.3
This being is further described as "the aeon of the aeons".4
The question remains who this being is and what he signifies. The
fluctuation between singular and plural would indicate a collective
being. Also the fact that he is described as a spacial entity points
in this direction. He is pictured as a throne surrounded by powers.
The relation with the trinity of Father, Mother and Son 5 on the one
hand, and with the thrice-male child on the other, make him a mani
festation of the Father of light who rests in secrecy and suddenly
appears with his light. For this he needs an aeon in which he presents
himself as a second god or as a being who encompasses the heavenly
realm. He is the great throne room of the god who appeared in the
realm of light. This description reminds one of the Jewish concept
of the ;i�:,,� ilW!t.7�. On the other hand, the presentation in terms
of an aeon also comes into play. In Hermeticism the aeon has the
position of a second god just as it does here. 6 Here too he could be the
totality of the revealed god. The Doxomedon-aeon would be meaning
less and inconceivable if he were not filled. That is why he should
not be pictured as a personal being, which is supported by the fact
that he does not speak. It is also insufficient to see him as ruler sur
rounded by hosts of ministering angels, for he is filled by the child
of light and the light beings who belong to him.
It is uncertain whether the name placed on the throne refers to Doxo
medon or to the male child.7 Grammatically both are possible. The
spacial description of the Doxomedon-aeon explains why he is listed
once before the male child and the other times after Esephech. The
male child, the male virgin and Esephech are closely connected with
Doxomedon. Perhaps it stems from this trinitarian notion that the
1 III 43,15 = IV 53,12£.; III 44,20 = IV 55,8£.; III 50,4£. = IV 62,4; III 53,19£.
= IV 65,13£.; III 56,l (IV is lost); III 62,8£. = IV 73,19£. The two exceptions are III
41,14£. = IV 51,2£. and III 43,9£. = IV 53,5. These also happen to be the two instances
where III has the double name .AOt-;-1€.AWN .AOlOM€.AWN.
2 IV 62,4 (III 50,5£. has the singular); IV 65,13£. (III 53,19£. has the singular but
the following pronoun refers to him in the plural); III 56,1 (IV is lost).
3 IV 73,19£.
4 III 41,15 = IV 51,4; III 43,10 = IV 53,5£.
5 III 41,17ff. = IV 51,7-10.
6 This agrees with Melch (IX 6,l; 16,30) where Doxomedon is called the first born Aer•n
7 III 43,17-20 = IV 53,15-19.
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trinity of Father, Mother and Son are added to him.1 In that case
the first three beings are the content of the Doxomedon, the fourth
is the Son, the fifth the Mother and the sixth the Father.
It is tempting to identify Yeu (1€0Y) of PS and the Books of Yeu
with Doxomedon. However, two difficulties arise which run counter
to this suggestion. First, Yeu does not occur in any of the texts from
Nag Hammadi. Secondly, the spelling 1€0Y found in PS does not
correspond with I Hoy in III, 2 and IV, 2. The second objection
is not very strong, because H and € are interchangeable, e.g.
HAHAH e along side of HA.€AH e. The first argument has more
weight, although to be sure, precisely the transformation of Yeu
into Doxomedon could have been the basis for the lack of any other
reference to his name.
Yeu is closely connected with the light, and since he himself brings
forth a plurality of Yen's, he too becomes a collective entity. In the
First Book of Yeu he is designated as the god of truth who has emana
ted from the highest god and appears in manifold form. In the Second
Book of Yeu he is described as belonging to the external treasures. 2
He is the external form of the unapproachable God. In PS he is said
to be the overseer of the light.3 His origin is traced back to the pure
light of the first tree. His primacy comes from his function as the
emissary of the light 4 and as the primal man.5 He also has duties with
respect to the realm of the angels and the archons. Yeu has a wide range
of responsibilities. He is the second god who orders the cosmic world.
His tasks exceed those of the Doxomedon while at the same time
including them. It is important for the event of salvation that the
souls go to their rest inside of him.6
4. In response to the request of the three powers which form the
trinity, the thrice-male child comes into being. 7 The expression
TT<!}OMNT tizooy-r N�AOY in III or TTl<!JMT zooy-r N�A.OY
in IV is open to two interpretations. The question is whether the
<!JOMNT modifies �Aoy or zooy-r, i.e. "three male children''
or "thrice-male child". The first interpretation is supported by the
III 41,13-19 = IV 51,2-10.
II J 307 ,30 transl. SCHllHDT-TILL.
3 PS 15,30; 20,38 etc. transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
4 PS 125,23£.; 208,25 transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
5 PS 185,4; 208,25; 215,29.30 transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
8 II J 307 ,32ff. transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
7 III 44,18£. = IV 55,3ff. The passage is seriously obscured by lacunae in both
versions.
1

2
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occurrence of the plural Nl<!JMT zooy-r[Nl]<9M[T r€]NOC1 which is
an exception to the rule that in Coptic numerals take a singular
article. 2 III, 2 in one place has the accompanying verb in the plural. 3
The second interpretation is supported by the predominant use of
the singular with the verbs, and the occurrence of adjectives formed
with Tp i(a)- for intensification, especially in Gnostic and Hermetic
literature, e.g. TPLUfl,E'')ILUTO�, Tpi8vvaµ,o�, 4 TPL'TTVEVfl,QTO�. Also
Tp iaapa'YJ� occurs: "But (81.) the tenth Father has a thrice-male
(Tptaapa'Y)�} face, an Adamas face and a pure (El;x.iKpiv��) face". 5
In other Coptic-Gnostic tractates Tpiaapa'Y)� is found in translation.
In 3StSeth (VII, 5) the rnpAAAMAC, the father of Seth, is called
thrice-male. 6 In ApocryJn it is said of the Barbelo that "she became
a first man, which is the virginal Spirit, the thrice-male, the one
with the three powers, the three names, the three creatures, the
ageless aeon''. 7 The version in Codex II also describes her as the
fl,TJTpo7TaTwp of everything, yet with the same characteristic descrip
tion. In SJC the spirit of Sophia, who is the female complement of
the perfect Man, is called "thrice-male''. 8 Although 3StSeth and
SJC show that intensification is the primary meaning of the expression,
yet ApocryJn offers at the same time a strong emphasis on three
aspects so that trinity and unity do not exclude each other. 9
The question remains whether the occurrences in GEgypt present
a sufficient basis to establish the meaning of the expression. Most
of the instances in the lists of the members of the pantheon are of
no further help. 10 However, one instance reads n1zooy-r NAAoy11
against n<90M N-r tizooy-r N AAoy. 12 This is possibly, though not
IV 55,3.
Cf. WALTER C. TILL, Koptische Grammatik, § 162.
3 III 54,13f. The parallel in IV 66,2f. is of no help since the verbal prefix precedes
the noun. In III the noun stands in extraposition, and the verbal prefix is in the plural
as is the rule when the subject is a numeral. Cf. L. STERN, Koptische Grammatik, § 486.
4 Cf. the Pistis Sophia (PS), the Books of Yeu (J) and the untitled treatise from Codex
Brucianus (U). Indices are available in the editions of ScnMIDT-TILL and C. BAYNES.
5 U 341,8 transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
6 VII 120,29; 121,8.
7 BG 27,17 - 28,3 = III 7,23-8,4. The parallel passage in II 5,5-11 is considerably
different.
8 BG 96,3 = III 102,12f. It is lacking in Eug (III, 3) due to homoioteleuton.
9 BG 27,19ff. = III 7,23ff.; cf. II 5,6ff.
10 III 49,26 = IV 61,28; III 53,23f. = IV 65,17f.; III 55,<21> = IV 67.8
11 IV 73,12f.
12 III 62,2.
1

2
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necessarily, an error. In another place preserved only in IV TU)\.OY
N N�[T].x;.[wzM] occurs.1 In both cases the expression introduces
the name Telmael Telmachael Eli Eli Machar Machar Seth. The
thrice-male child offered praise and prayed.2 He came forth because
of the first ogdoad, the one of the Father.3 He rests himself in the
Doxomedon-aeon.4 Four times he is linked to the great Christ to
whom he apparently belongs.5 His appearance is related in time to
the appearance of Christ: "When the thrice-male child came from
above down to .. . there came forth the great one who possesses all
greatnesses of the great Christ". 6 The parallel passage in III reads:
"Then the three male children came forth from above to the below ...
(and) there came forth the greatness, the whole greatness of the great
Christ". 7 Just before this passage the Father has been called the
fourth, 8 perhaps by adding one to a trinity to form a tetrad. This
tetrad may also be involved in the name which is given to the thrice
male child, T€A.M�HA T€A.M�X�HA. HA.I HA.I M�x�r M�x�r
CH e. 9 Seth is added to the names of the thrice-male child, because
the race of God is also his race. 10 The presence of the name Seth could
indicate that the trinity of the child combined with Seth has become
a divine tetrad.11 That we are dealing here with a trinity, or a tetrad,
in a unity is clear from IV 59, l 7f. Although the expression is in the
singular, the threefold child together with Seth must be meant since
the names follow. The same expression is found in III 56, 16f. 12 without
the names. Here Seth acknowledges the creation of his seed as a
gift granted him by "the incorruptible child''.
This seemingly confusing mythology is nonetheless meaningful
throughout. It is meant to make plausible the light-origin of the
1 IV 59,18f.
2 IV 56,6-9.
s III 42,5ff. = IV 51,22ff.
4 III 43,15ff. = IV 53,12-15.
5 IV [55,6]; III 44,22f. = IV 55,llf.; IV 59,16-21; III 54,13-20 = IV 66,2-8.
8 IV 66,2-8.
7 III 54,13-20.
s III 54, 7f. IV 65,26f. is obscured by lacunae.
9 IV 59,18-21 (III is lost); III 62,2ff. = IV 73,12ff.; III 65,8f. = IV 77,2ff. (See
also the commentary p. 190).
10 Cf. III 54,6ff. = IV 65,25ff.
11 It is possible that the topos of the three young men in the fiery oven and their
angel (3 + 1) did play a role in the formation of this formulation.
12 IV is lost.
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seed of Seth. The thrice-male child originates from the supreme God.
This explains his connection with the first ogdoad-Father. The child
forms a tetrad with Seth who is also a light-being. Even during the
time that Seth is not yet a historical being he is customarily mentioned
together with the names of the child. The passages in which the child
is connected with the great Christ appear to be secondary. The tendency
would be to identify Christ with the child and thus the separate
mentioning of Christ appears to be evidence of a mythologumenon
which was already present beforehand. The identification of Jesus
with a child or youth is known from Christian-Gnostic texts. While
in the Actus Vercellenses 1 and the Acts of John 2 he has a manifold
appearance, in ApocPaul he is a youth 3, and in ApocryJn he states
unambiguously that he is at the same time father, mother and son. 4
Earlier in ApocryJn it was mentioned that he revealed himself as a
child, an old man and a servant. 5 Yet this connection between Jesus and
the child appears to be a secondary development. Also in Manichaeism
the child appears alone 6 and together with Jesus. 7 The child is also
known from the untitled work from Codex Brucianus. 8 In the latter
case he is an hrlaKo7Tos and presides over a place which does not
belong to the true depth but forms a more accessible entity. In Zost
(VIII, 1) the child possesses a special aspect of perfection and he is
a transcendent being. 9 He is also called "the perfect child who is
higher than God". 10 Thus the concept of the child indicates a being
which evolved from the light. He occupies a special position depending
on the form of the myth and the penetration into Gnosticism of the
person of Jesus or Christ with whom he was connected. His threefold
character is explained by the fact that he is one being which contains
three persons.
5. In response to the prayer of the thrice-male child "the male
virgin Youel'' appears. 11 She follows him in the order of the presen1 HENNECKE-SCHNEEMELCHER, The New Testament
2 Ibid., II, p. 225 [151].
a V 18,7.
4 BG 21,19ff. = II 2,13ff.
5 BG 21,3ff. = II 2,2ff.
6 See the index to the Manichaean Psalmbook.
7 Keph. 35,27 and Mitteliranische Manichaica aus
ANDREAS-HENNING (Berlin 1934), pp. 38ff. [878].
8 U 338,39; 339,12 transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
9 VIII 2,9.
10 VIII 13,4£.
11 IV 56,11-20. The text is obscured by lacunae.
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II, p. 304 [209].
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tations of praise. 1 The name Youel is already known from the untitled
treatise from Codex Brucianus. 2 The meaning of the name given
there, "God forever", 3 has no philological basis. The name refers
to the TTap,p,TJTwp. This leads to a difficulty which is also found in
GEgypt. For in one place the Barbelo, who is in our text the universal
mother, is called TWHh, 4 probably a variant of ToyHh. Considering
their characteristics, an interchange of Barbelo and Youel can
easily be understood. Thus just as Valentinianism has two Sophia
figures, so GEgypt has two virgins, the second of which has not been
relegated to an inferior status, however. In Zost she is also designated
as virginal 5 and as "mother of glory". 6 At the same time she is viewed
as a female SofoKp<frwp (tp€qA[MA2T€] MTT€ooy), 7 "the (f.)
male and virginal possessor of glories" (TA [N 1 €o]oy NzooyT
AYW M[TTAp0]€N I KON) 8 and "she who possesses all the glories"
(TA N€o[oy] THpoy). 9 That means that she has the character
of the being who follows her in the presentations of praise in GEgypt.
She also possesses So[oKpaTla which in the untitled treatise from
Codex Brucianus is attributed to the 7rap,p,TJTWP among others. 10
Thus in the second series of light-beings in our text there is a cor
respondence of the second person to the second person of the first
trinity. The character of the light-virgin can also be illustrated from
other Gnostic texts. Well-known is the characterization of the light
virgin in PS as a judge who resides in the intermediate region. 11 In
Manichaeism she is with Jesus in the ship of the moon and her function
is that of purification.12 In II, 5 she forms a trinity with Sabaoth and
Jesus. 13 Jesus sits to the right of Sabaoth and she, carrying the name
1 TApC€NIKH NTTAp0€NOC ToyHh in III, t ooyT MTTAp0€
z
NOC ToyHh in IV. III 50,lf. = IV 61,29; III 53,24£. = IV 65,18£.; III 55,21£.
= IV 67,9; III 62,5f. = IV 73,16.

2 U 339,33; 355,2f. transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
3 U 355,2£. transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
4 III 44,27 = IV 55,18. This variant is also found in Zost (VIII 59,13 and 64,11).
s VIII 59,15.
6 VIII 56,16.
7 VIII 56,15.
s VIII 59,13.
9 VIII 55,14; 64,11; 65,10.
lo U 354,36 transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
11 PS 153£. transl. SCHMIDT·TILL.
12 For his role as oot/,la see ScHMIDT-POLOTSKY, Ein Mani-Fund in Agypten (Berlm
1933), p. 68.
1s II 105 (153),29£.
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"virgin of the holy Spirit", to the left. We are probably already
here dealing with two concepts of the trinity, that of Father - Mother Son, and that of Father - Son - Spirit. The connection between the
two is that in certain systems the Mother is thought of as both virgin
and spirit. The characterization as judge, which may have come from
the Iranian concept of the daena, is not present in GEgypt.
6. Without a further request the appearance of Youel is followed
by that of ttctt<J>ttx. 1 He follows her in the order of the presentations
of praise. 2 He is identified as TT€T€MA2T€ MTT€ooy (III,2) or
m p€qAMA2T€ MTT€ooy (IV,2). This expression corresponds
with the Manichaean term <peyyoKaTOxo<; or Splenditenens. This being
in Manichaean mythology functions as the first son of the living
Spirit. 3 The exact counterpart is 8ogoKpaTwp which is found in the
untitled treatise from Codex Brucianus. 4 The name is difficult to
interpret. The designation "the child of the child" (TTAAOY MTTAAOY)
has been added to the name. 5
In PS "child of the child" refers to the twin-savior. 6 In the second
Book of Yeu it refers to a being other than the twin-savior who is
mentioned immediately following it. 7 In the same tractate it appears
also without any reference to the twin-savior in the context. 8 The
connection with the twin-savior is perhaps nothing more than an
interpretation of the name and would indicate that the one child
belongs to the other. Otherwise these instances tell us little about
the origin and meaning of this mythologumenon. GEgypt may have
given us a starting point. For if it is legitimate to see a second trinity
of father, mother and son in the thrice-male child, Youel and Esephech,
then the child Esephech is the child of the thrice-male child.
The praise is also offered to "the crown of his glory". 9 This could
1 IV 56,20ff. The spelling in GEgypt is consistently with an X. In Zost it differs
between X (VIII 45,11) and K (VIII 45,2).
2 Ill 50,2ff. = IV 62,lff.; III 53,25 - 54,3 = IV 65,19ff.; III 55,22ff. (IV is lost);
III 62,6ff. = IV 73,l 7ff.
3 Cf. F. CuMON'l', La cosmogonie manicheenne (Bruxelles 1908), pp. 22ff., and the
Coptic Manichaean texts.
4 U 355,IO transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
5 IV (56,2lf.] and 59,25 (III is lost); III 50,3 = IV 62,2f. ; III 54,lf. (missing in
IV 65,20) ; III 55,24 (IV is lost). In III 62,7 = IV 73,18 it is missing in both versions.
6 PS 125,3; 147,38 transl. SCHl\HDT-'llLL.
7 II J 316,1 transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
8 II J 306, 11 transl. SCHMIDT-TILL.
9 IV 59,26 (III is lost); III 50,4 = IV 62,3; III 54,2f. = IV 65,21; III 55,23f. where
it precedes "the child of the child" (IV is lost); III 62,7f. = IV 73,18f.
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be a cosmic reference to the stars. However, the more literal meaning
would suffice. The Splenditenens is, of course, surrounded by light
which adorns him like a crown.
7. Only once has the "ethereal earth" been added at the end
(TTKA2 N A€po.a.1oc 1 = TTKA2 MTTAH p) 2• The intention of the
writer is to contrast the earth where mankind lives with a heavenly
model because it is inhabited by the men of light, probably to be
understood as the race of Seth. The author strongly asserts here his
belief in the special nature of the Gnostics. That "ethereal earth"
is a secondary addition to the presentation of praise is suggested
by the fact that the pleroma is mentioned twice. The phrase "and
the whole pleroma which I have mentioned before", 3 which really
belongs at the end of the description of the Doxomedon-aeon, has
been repeated with variations after the description of the ethereal
earth. 4 The question arises whether, at least at a later point, the
pleroma in its own right was taken up secondarily as part of the
list of the presentations of praise. Especially those places where the
Doxomedon-aeon stands at the end make a reference to the pleroma
in the conclusion of the presentation of praise easy to understand.
Just before mention is made of the place which embraces the realm
of light, and it follows the final summary in the pleroma which includes
everything that has been said about the realm of light, i.e. "which
I have described before" or "which I have mentioned before". 5 It is,
of course, also possible to relate this sentence to the pleroma of the
Doxomedon-aeon. In that case it would refer back to his description
in the beginning of the tractate. In the presentation of praise which
has the Doxomedon-aeon before the thrice-male child , 6 the pleroma
was not moved with it. We may take this as an indication that even
if the pleroma is not a being in its own right, it is seen as the conclusion
and summary of the presentation of praise. Perhaps after the trans
position it was felt that the mentioning of the pleroma had become
unconnected and therefore it was further elaborated. The fact that
this time there is no reference to things which have been mentioned

1 Ill 50,10.
2 IV 62,9.

= IV 62,7f.
= IV 62,l4ff.
5 III 50,l6f. = IV 62,l4f; III
6 III 53,19-24 = IV 65,13-18.
a III 50,Sff.

4 III 50,l6f.

56,2f. (IV is lost); III 62,llf.

=

IV 73,23f.
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before supports the assumption that it originally referred to the
pleroma of the Doxomedon-aeon.
The discussion of the presentations of praise is not complete without
a word about the form of the list in relation to the structure of the
tractate as a whole. Most likely the list was originally a piece of tra
ditional material which existed well before the composition and
redaction of GEgypt. The problems discussed above which arose
because of the change of the sequence and because of additions witness
to this. Originally the list had another purpose than it has at present
within the tractate. The sequence was most likely the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the great invisible Spirit,
Barbelo,
the thrice-male child,
Youel,
Esephech,
Doxomedon-aeon.

From this sequence the parallelism with the trinity of the so-called
Barbelo-Gnostics is even more apparent. According to this list the
trinity of Father, Mother and Son would correspond to the first
three beings in the presentations of praise. However, this is not the
case in GEgypt. There a special trinity of Father, Mother and Son
comes into being from the great invisible Spirit, not through emanation
but through evolution. The Father and the Son remain anonymous
and only the Mother is identified, as Barbelo. The fact that the lists
of beings who are praised retain the traditional form witnesses to
their original character. As can be seen from the placing together
of the trinity and the five seals, 1 GEgypt has regrouped them. Here
a new and second trinity is formed which consists of five persons.
When they - the thrice-male child, Youel and Esephech - are
described as five seals, this is to express their character as the "image"
of the first trinity. The Doxomedon-aeon forms the spacial framework,
which is, as the embodiment of the emanations, indeed the second God.
1 IV 56,24£.
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THE GOSPEL OF THE EGYPTIANS III, 2
The Introduction: III 40,12-41,7

n1

40.12

n.xwwM€ N{T}ic1€1rcA NT€ NPMNKHM€]
NT€ TIIN06 NATNAY €r[oq MTINi TI€1]

14

WT NAT.XU> MTI€qpA[N TI€NTAq€1 €]
807'. 2N N€TJ(OC€ NT[€ m.xwK noy]

16

0€1N Nnoyo€1N NN[IAIWN tioyo]
€IN · noyo€1N NT€ T[cartt NTnpo]

18

NOIA (M)N TI€1WT NTClfl:f TJ[OY0€1N]
MTI(9A.X€ t:f(N) TMH€ · noyQ[€1N NNI]

�

[A<j>8A]r<;1[A 0
2

[M�

no]yo€1N €T€ MN APH.X<r

[ri]TJ€1p€ €807'.

�

NIAIWN NOY0€1N

NT€ TI€1WT NATOYWN2 €807'. NACH
4

MANTOC NAT27'.7'.0 NAT€YArf€7'.I MMOq

n�[1]wN NNIAIWN NAyTor€NHC N
40,12 See Bupra, p. 20 and 23.
41, 5 Perhaps emend to (TI)AYTOr€NH C (IV 50,18).

The [holy {[epa)] book [of the Egyptians] / about the great invisible
[Spirit (m,eiJµ,a), the] Father / whose name cannot be uttered [, he
who came] / 15 forth from the heights of [the perfection, the] light/ of
the light of the [aeons (alwv) oflight], / the light of the [silence (aiy�)
of the] providence (1rp6voia) / <and> the Father of the silence
(aiy�), the [light] / of the word and the truth, the light [of the] fl
41 [incorruptions (d<p0apala), the] infinite light, / [the] radiance from
the aeons (alwv) oflight / ofthe unrevealable, unmarked (da�µ,avTos-), /
ageless, unproclaimable (-evayyel\l{ea0m) Father, / 5 the aeon (alwv)
of the aeons (alwv), autogenes (avToyev�s-), /
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The Introduction: IV 50,1-23

IV

50

£El
[TI.XWWM€ €TOYA]�8 NT€ NI

2

[pMNKHM€ NT€] 1JIN06 NNA
[TNAY €poq MTINA] mwT NAT

4

[.xw Mn€qpAN €TA]qji<9oprt N
[€1 €807\. � Nl].XIC€ · noyo

6

[€1]N NT€ [m]�wK · noyo€1N
(9A €N€2 NT€ Nl€N€2 · noyo

8

[€]!N ZN oyc1rH � oynpoNOIA
t-;1N oyc1rtt NT€ mw-f · noyo

10

[€1]N � oy<9A.X€ MN oyM�TM€'
[no]yo€1N NNAT.XW2M noyo

12
14

[€IN] NNATJ(1oop MMoq · noy
[0€1]� €TAqji<9oprt N€1 €807\. (9A
[€N€2] NT€ N1€N€2 NT€ TIIWT
[NN]AT(9A.X€ MMoq Ayw N

16
18
50, 2

[NAT]t (9Wh2 €poq AYW NNAT
[TA](9€ 0€1(9 MMOq TI€WN N
[T€] l':'�WN · Til,XTIO €807\. MMOq

See Bupra, p. 20.

[The] holy [book] of the / [Egyptians about the] great / [invisible
Spirit (7Tvevµ,a),] the Father whose / [name can]not [be uttered, he
who] / 5 [came forth from the] heights, the light / of [the] perfection,
the eternal light / of the eternities, the light / in silence ( aiY17), in
the providence (7Tp6voia) / and silence (aiy17) of the Father, the light /
10 in word and truth, / [the] incorruptible light, the / inaccessible
light, the / eternal [light] / of the eternities, which has come
forth, of the / 15 ineffable and / [un]marked and / unproclaimable
Father, the aeon (aiwv) / [of] the aeons (aiwv), he who begets /
50,8.10 "in" or "from" see commentary.
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III 41, 6

[AY]TOr€NIOC N€TT1r€NN1oc NA7'.7'.0r€
[N],oc TTAIWN NM€ A7'.ttewc

self-begotten (av-roylvws-), self-producing (J1nylvvws-), alien (dMoylvtos-),
/ the really (d>.-r/Jws-) true aeon (alwv).

The appearance of the three powers: III 41,7 -12

Aynpo
8

[€7'.8]€ €807'. N2HTq . N 61 (90MT€ N 60M
[€N]AY N€ TT€1WT TMAAY TT(9Hp€ €

10

[807'.] fN TClrH €T0N2 rim p€ €807'.

V1

[TT€1]WT NA<J>0ApTOC NAT NTAY€1 €
12

[80"- 2JN TCffH .a€ Mnu•.attl\.oc N€1wT

Three / powers came forth (7rpoeMe'iv) from him; / they are the
Father, the Mother (and) the Son, / 10 from the living silence ( aiy17),
what came forth from / the incorruptible (a<p0ap-ros-) Father. These
(+81) came / [forth from] the silence (air]} of the unknown {a87]Aos-)
Father. /
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[MAyA]Aq . AYW TTITTI p€ €807'.

20

[MMOq] MAYAAq · AYW MN m
[A7'.]�Qr€t:'HC t6oM NNATf'2€P

22

[M]l:fN€Y€ MMOC NT€ ITIW'T
[NN]A'T(9A.X€ MMOq.

himself, and he who comes forth from / 20 himself, and the / alien one
(d,\,\oyev17s-), the uninterpretable (-lpµ,'Y)vevetv) power / of the inef
fable / Father.

The appearance of the three powers: IV 50,23 - 51:2
AY€1

24

[€8]07'. MMOq N61 (90MT€ N60M
[€]T€ NA"i N€ 0 TTIW'T TMA

26

[Ay]

TI(9H p€ N IITI p€ €807'.

[Mo]oy MAYAAY
28

€807'.

M

ZN oy

[car]H €CON[21 °ijT€ mw-t NAT
[.x]cµzM · NAi [A]yp<:9oprt N€1

51

[NA]

€807'.
2

VJ oyc1[rH NT€ mw't NNAT]

(9A.X€ MMQ[q

Three / powers came forth from him; / 25 they are the Father, the
Mother / (and) the Son, they who came forth from/ themselves, from
the / living [silence (aiy17)] of the incorruptible Father. / These came //
51 forth from the silence (aiy17) [of the] ineffable / [Father.]
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The composition of the realm of light: III 41,13-23
III 41

[Ayw] €8c;>[l\. z]M TIMA €TM MAY AqTipo
14

[€7\.0€ €807\. ti]6[1] �OM€aWN aOlOM€
[awN TIAIWN N]T€ NIAIWN Ayw TIOY

16

[0€1 N NT€ Toy]�• Toy€1 NN6oM N
[TAY. AYW NT]�,2€ TI(_9Hp€ Aq€1

18

[€807\. MM]�zqTooy TMAAY NM€2
[t€ TI€1W]T MM€qcoo{o}y N€qo

20

[
[€poq TIAT ]€T€YACHMANTOC TI€ 2N

22

[N160M TH]poy N1€ooy MN NIA
[<f>0Ap]<;I A

41,18£. The reconstructions are 2 letters shorter than expected perhaps due to an
imperfection in the papyrus.
20 Corr. AA over TI€.

[And] from that place / Domedon Doxomedon came [forth] (7rpoeA8e'iv), / 15 [the aeon (aiwv) of] the aeons (aiwv) and the [light] /
[of] each one of [their] powers. / [And] thus the Son came / [forth]
fourth; the Mother [fifth;] / [the Father] sixth. He was / 20 [
]
but (d')..Ad) unheralded / [; it is he] who is unmarked (da�µ,av-ros-)
among / al1 [the powers], the glories and the / [incorruptions (dcp0ap
ala)].
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The composition of the realm of liglit: IV 51,2-15
IV 51. 2

...]. NT[.... AO]
lOM€AQJ[N .. AO]M€�[WN

4

ITl€WN N[T€ Nl€W]N · TTQ[Y0€1N Aq]
p<9oprt N€1 €BO[A M]��[y €T€ TTAT]

6

TT€ rr61 N€1 €BOA N[T€ Toye'. Toy]
€1 NT€ N€y6oM · [Ayw titz€ TT(9H]

8

p€ Aq€1 €BOA €TTM€[2qTooy]
TMAAY A€ €C€ MM[€2t €]

10

TTIWT A€ �[q€ MM€zcooy]

12

[o]yATMA€J[N TT€ TTAT A€ N€q]
€ MMA€1N AN [Vi 2€]t:J (>[OM]

14

TH poy · 2€N�[o]Qy NA["l'.xw]
2M

61, 2

The letter before

NT is

A or

A.

14 No superlin. stroke is visible on N.

] Doxomedon / [Domedon] .' the aeon (alwv) [of the aeons
[
(alwv)], the [light] / 5 came forth from [there, i.e.] / the coming forth
of[each one]/ of their powers. [And thus the Son]/ came forth [fourth],/
and (SI) the Mother is [the fifth,] / 10 and (Se) the Father [is the
but (d,\,\d)] / [he is] without mark [, and (SI)
sixth.] / [
he was] / unmarked [among] all [powers,] / incorruptible glories. /
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The three ogdoads: III 41,23 - 43,8
a) Their appearance: III 41,23 - 42,4

III 41

€8O1'. lM ITMA €TMMAY
24

[AY€1 €]801'. N61 T(9OMT€ N60M"

42

MB
T(90MT€ iiiorac;>�<; €TE? [rr€1w-r]

2

lN oycrrH MN TEqrrpoNOf� [€IN€]
MMooy €BOJ\. lN KoyoyNTq · ET€ N

4

TOOy TT€1WT TMAAY TT(9Hp€·

From that place / the three p owers [came] forth, / / 42 the three
ogdoads (dySoas) that [the Father] / [brings] forth, in silence (aiy�)
with his providence (1Tpovoia), / from his bosom, i.e. / the Father.
the Mother (and) the Son.

b)

The first ogdoad: III 42,5-11

T(9O(prr)€ iizoraOAC €T€ €TB[H]l:iT[C]

6

AIT(90MNT iiiooy-r NAJ\.OY rr[po]
€1'.0€ €801'. · €T€ T€NNOIA T€ MN [ITJ\.O]

8

roe MN TA<f>eApC1A

MN rrw[Nl N]

(9A €N€l IT€0€J\.HMA ITNO[yc]
0

10

MN T€TTpOrNWCIC rrzooyT [Cll]
M€ N€IWT 0

42, 5

Corr. (9 over €? The scribe wrote T(9OMT€ perhaps under the influence
of 42,l.

The <first> ogdoad (dySoas), because of which / the thrice-male
child came forth (1Tpoe>.0eiv), / which is the thought (lvvoia), and
[the] word (Aoyos), / and the incorruption (d<f,0apala), and the
eternal / [life], the will (01Xriµa), the mind (vovs-), / 10 and the fore
knowledge (1rpoyvwais-), the androgynous / Father.
/5
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The three ogdoads: IV 51,15 - 53,3
a) Their appearance: IV 51,15 - 22

IV

51

EAyp<:9oprt N€1 �[Bol\.]

16

MMoq N61 (90MT€ N6[oM ·]
ET€ (90MT€ N€ Nor[.AOAC]

18

IU.l NTATTIWT NT<;>[y €801'.]
� KoyNq

20

ZN

oyq rtt [MN]

oyrrp0N0IA. €T€ N�f( N€]
mw-r TMAAY [IT(9H]

22

p€.

There came [forth] (from him three [powers,] / which are three ogdoads
(o yooas) / which the Father brought [forth] / from his bosom in
silence {aty�) [and] / 20 providence (77povow), which [are] / the
Father, the Mother (and) [the] / [Son].
15

b) The first ogdoad: IV 51,22 - 52,2

22

t<:9oprt Nor.AOAC T[H]
€TAITl(9MT iooy-r NAJ\.o[y]

24

€1

€801'. €TBH HTC €[T€ TAY]

T€ tENNOIA Mt:I ITl(9A[.X€ MN]

26

TTIWNZ NNA[T].XWZM <;y[A €]
N€l · oyw<;y· oyNoy[c·]

52

[NB]

[MN oy61Np<:9o]frt iicooyN

2
52, 2

[mw]r Nl[ooy-r C]VM€

Superlin. stroke on N is in the lacuna.

The first ogdoad (oyooas), the [one] / because of which the thrice
male child / came forth, [which] / 25 is the thought (evvoia), and the
word, [and] / the eternal, incorruptible life, / will, mind (vovs-), / / 52
[and] foreknowledge, / [the] androgynous [Father].
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c) The second ogdoad: III 42,11-21

III 42

TM€lCNT€ N6c;>[M N]
12

iorAOAC TMAAY TB�[pB]l;iJ\.ON [MTU.p]
0€NOC €ITITITIWX[.]-:-[

14

Al " M€M€N€AIM€t:l[

IT€]

Tll.XN TIT€• KApB[
16

T60M NA0€pMl;i[N€Y€ MMOC]
TMAAY N�T(9A�E? [MMOC ACIT€1]

18

p€ €801'. lAPllAPOC l[
MMOC �cITpO€1'.0€ E?[BOJ\. · �cEy]

20

AOK€1 MN TT€1WT M[ITIKApWq N]
K�pwq

The second ogdoad ( oy8oas-)-/ power, the Mother, the virginal
(1rap8lvos-) Barbelon / €ITITITIWX[
] / Al, M€M€N€�1M€N
[
who] / 15 presides over the heaven, K�ps[
] /
the uninterpretable (-epµ'Y)vEvHv) power, / the ineffable Mother [.
She originated] / from herself [
]; / she came forth (1rpoeMle'iv);
[she]/ 2° agreed (evooKe'iv) with the Father [of the] silent / [silence].
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c) The second ogdoad: IV 52,2-14

IV 52, 2

t6oM
[MM]EzcN[Te Eyo]raoAc TE

4

[TMA]Ay t[BApBHJ\.]W MITAp0€NOC
[Nzo]c;>y[-r •.] .KABA . AAWN€"

6

1 ITH

[

] . [. ]AKpWBWplAWp

[

8

€TKH V-XN Tl)"€

[.. . 1. t<ioM NNATPi€rMH

[NEY€] ij�c;>[c ] AYW NN+T
10

[(9A,X€ MMOC] TAJ -rM- [
[

12

]K A[Cm]r[€]

[€BOJ\. MMOC MA]yAAC €AC
[p<:90 prf N€1 €] 807'.

14

0

ACt M€T€

wr [N]T€ tcarH

[MN] m

€Tot:1i

52, 5 Trace appears to be H.
6 There ie a faint € at the end of the line, perhaps erased.
I I There may be too little room for CITI in the lacuna.

The / second power [which] is [an] ogdoad (dySocfs-), / [the] Mother,
the [male] virgin (TTap8€Vos} [Barbelo] / 5 [ ].KABA, AaWN€ /
[
] he who presides over the heaven/ [
] AKpwswplAWp/
[
, ] the uninterpretable (-Jpµ'Y)veveiv) / and in[effable] power,
/ 10 she . . . / [
]. She originated / [from] herself, and she /
[came] forth. She agreed / (with] the Father of the living silence

(air7J).

I
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THE GOSPEL OF THE EGYPTIANS III, 2
d) The third ogdoad: III 42,21 - 43,4

III 42

TM€l(90MT� [N60M NZO]
22

r.AOAC IT(9Hp€ NTC[1rH NClrH]
MN IT€Kl\.OM NTc1rH Nc1[rH MN]

24

IT€00Y MIT€1WT MN TAP�[TH NT]

0

[M�

[MAAY ·] Q"AJ �q€1N€ €807\.
2

ZN NKOl\.

[rroc] NTCA(9q€ N6oM MrrNo6 N
[oyo]EIN NTCA(9q€ NCMH AYW IT(9A

4
42,23
43, 2
3

[.X€ IT]€ IT€Y.XWK

H

and N are connected by a down-sloping diagonal stroke.
Corr. C over A.
Corr. M over erasure. A in A yW over I ?

The third ogdoad (dySoas-) - / [power], the Son of the [silent (aiy�)
silence (aiy�)], / and the crown of the silent ( my�) silence (aiy�),
[and] / the glory of the Father, and the virtue (ap €1"�) [of the] //
43 [Mother. He] brings forth from the bosom (KoA1ros-) / the seven
powers of the great / light of the seven voices, and the word / [is]
their completion.
e) The summary: III 43,4-8

4

NAT N€ T(90MT€ N
[6oM] T(90MT€ Nzor.AOAC NTA11€1

These are the three /
the Father /

5

[powers], the three ogdoads (oy8ock) that
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d) The third ogdoad: IV 52,15-24

IV 52

[t(M€l)(9]0MT€ .A€ w6oM Eyor.A[OAC]

16

[TE] i:r[1]c.9Hp€ NT€ tc1rH MN
[oyKAp]wq · MN oycooyN ij

18

[T€ ITIW]T MN OYAP€TH NT�
[TM]AAY" TUY €Aqpc.9oprf ij

20

[€IN€ €]�<;>�

lt:l KoyNq NCA(9q�

[N6]c;>M NT€ ITIN06 NOY0€1N

22

[N]T€ tcA(_9q€ NCMH €T[Ey]
[€B]ol\. MM<;>oy IT€ IT(9AJ(€

24
52,15
16

[NT€] IT€YITl\.HpWMA.

There is not enough room for tM€l(9 in the lacuna.
!_ has flaked off. Perhaps homoioteleuton: tc1rH MN <Ill Kl\.O�
N >OYKApWq, or a whole line dropped out: OYKApWq MN Ill Kl\.OM N.

And (SJ) the third power which [is] an ogdoad (oy8oas-), / the
Son of the silence (my�) and / <silence, and the crown of the>
silence, and the knowledge / [of the Father], and the virtue (dper77)
of / [the] Mother, who [brought] / 20 [forth] from his bosom seven /
powers of the great light / of the seven voices from / which is the
word / [of] their completion (1r>.�pwµa).
15

e) The summary: IV 52,24 - 53,3
24

€T€
[NAY] t:1€ (90�T€ N60M. €T€

26

These /

11

[fBO]MTe Nc;>[r].AOAC Ne NA[Y]

are three powers, i.e. / three ogdoads (oy8oas-), these If

64
III
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43,6

[w-r 2]N TeqTTpONOIA €IN€ MMooy
[EBOJ\.] fN KOOYNTq · Aqe1N€ MMooy

8

[€BOJ\.] 2M TTMA €TM MAY

43,6-8 DoRESSE was still able to read all except the first letter of each line (JA 254,
1966, p. 340).

[through] his providence (1rpovoia) brought / [forth] from his bosom.
He brought them / [forth] at that place.
The description of the Doxomedon-aeon: Ill 43,8 - 44,9

AqTTp0€J\.

8

[0€ €]BOA N61 .AOM€.AWN .AOlOM€
10

[.AWN] TTAIWN NNl�IWN MN TT€
[epo]r;1oc e-r"Niwrq · M-N N.AYNAMIC

12

[€TK]WT[€ ep]c;>q Nl€OOY MN NIA
[<J>eA]rc;[IA • TT€]1WT MTTN06 Noyo

14

[€1N NTAqe1 EB]OJ\.

V1 m KApwq · TT€

[TTN06 N.AOlOM]€.AWN NAIWN €T€
16

[TT(90MNT tiio]c;>y-r NAJ\.OY MTON
[MMooy MM]c;>q AYW AYTA-Xpo N

43,9-12 DoRESSE was still able to read all except the first letter of 10 and the first
two letters of 9, 11 and 12 (JA 254, 1966, p. 340).
12 Corr. A over?
13 Corr. 0 in oy over €.
14f. Stop after q is unusually high and large. Perhaps it ie not a punctuation mark.
Alternate reconstr. TT€€IN O 6.
17 MM ooy preferable to MMoq to account for the available space.

Domedon / Doxomedon came forth (1rpoe>.Oe'tv), / 1° the aeon (alwv)
of the aeons (alcov), and the / [throne (8povos-)] which is in him,
and the powers (8vvaµis-) / [which surround] him, the glories and
the / [incorruptions (a<f,Oap ala). The] Father of the great light / [who
came] forth from the silence, he is/ 15 [the great] Doxomedon-aeon ( alwv)
in which / [the thrice-] male child rests. / And the throne (Opovos-) /
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[Nrj

Ng
NTAITIWT [NTOY €BOJ\.
2

wq

iw

oyq[rH

MN

VI KOY]

o]yrrp[oNOIA]

NTAq MIT�[MA €TMM]�y.

53 the Father [brought forth from] his [bosom] / through silence
(my�) [and] his providence (77povoia) / at that [place].

The description of the Doxomedon-aeon: IV 53,3 - 54,13
IT[IMA]
4

€TAq PC99p[ rt] N[oy]wwz �[BOJ\.]
MMAY N61 .ao�[oMJ�4-[ww m€J

6

WN NT€ Nl€WN [MN N10pONOC]
€TNZPAT NZHT-q [MN N160M €T]

8

[K]QJT€ €pooy �[N oyEooy]
[M]t:l oyMNTAT[.XWZM · mw-r]

10

[NT ]€ ITINO(> [NOY0€1N Aq€1]
[€BOJ\.]

12

[

fw

1 ..

oyM[

[ ..... ITIN06 N.AO]

[�0]�€.AWN [NN€WN €TqMOTN]
14

[M]Moq NZH"rq ij[61 ITl(9MT zo]
[o]y-r NAJ\.OY [Ayw AqTA-Xpo]

53,ll Perhaps oyM[NTp€qKApWq.

[At that place] / Doxomedon appeared, / 5 [the] aeon (alwv) / of the
aeons (alwv) [and the thrones (0povos-)] / that are in him, [and
the powers which] / surround them, [and glory,] / [and] in[corruption.
]/
The Father] / 1° [of] the great [light came] / [forth] from [
[
the great Doxo]medon / [-aeon (aiwv)] in [which] / [the
thrice-male] child [rests].
/
/
15 [ And the throne (0p6vos-)]
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III

[lPAi' wzwrq] MIT€0pONOC MIT€q€

43,18

o
[ oy · ITAi E
T ]€ITEqpAN NATOYWNl

20

€
[ BO"- CHl]
[

22

i•wwq

iw TIT yloc

].cOYA IT€ IT(9A-X€IT€1

[w-r MIToyo]€1N MITTHp q· IT€N
[TAq€1] �BOJ\. ZN T c1rH EqMTON

u

24

[M Mo]q lM ITIKApwq ITAi ET€IT€q

��

PAN� oycyM BOJ\.ON NA[lOPATON oyM y]

2

CTH PION EqzHTi NA"ff:l[AY €]r[oq AqITpo]
€J\.0€ €BOJ\. • 1111111111111111111[ 111 ]

4

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHl;t[HH O]
000000000000000000000

44, 1

yy[yyy]

Superlin. stroke on N is not visible.

of his [glory] was established [in it,] / [this one] on which his
unrevealable name / 20 [is inscribed], on the tablet (m5�os-) /
[
] one is the word, the [Father] / [of the light] of every
thing, he / [who came] forth from the silence ( my71), while he
rests / in the silence, he whose / / 44 name [is] in an [invisible
(a6paTov)] symbol (avµ{:30>.ov). [A] I hidden, [invisible] mystery
(µvar71pio11) / came forth (7rpoeMNiv) I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
[ 1 1 1]

/

H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H [H H o]

5ooooooooooooooooooooo y y�y�
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IV 53,16
18

67

N
[ 2]rir N2HTqN61 JJ[lepONOC]
N
[ ]T€ rreqeooyJJ[ H £T4yc2�J]
[ 2p]4f" tiiwrq M
[ rreqp 4N €T€]
ti
M
[ e] y.xooq 2N t[ny1o c

20

[..].U>N €T€ 1J[4J TT€ TT(94.X€]

[NT] € mw-.4 4 y[w rroy
oe1N]

22

N
[ T] € N4T THpo[ yTT4T €T€BOA ]

[2N] oyc1rH · 4y[w TJ4I €T4q]

24

p
[ <9
] oprt NEI es[o.i\. � oyc1]
[ rH] TT4I €TM<;> TN
[
MMoq 2N]

26

o
[ yc],rH TJ4J e[ Teneqp 4N]
[ 2No] ycy
Mf:J[OAON eqeN4]

28
54

[ TN] 4yepoq [
[N-3..]

[ ...... 4qp<9]oprt NEI €BOA

2

ti
[ 61 oyM
] y[ cTHp 1o] NNN4T(94
.X.
[ €] ij°Mo[ q · lllll ]PIIIIIIIII

4

[111111]HHH[H]l;IH[H]HHH HH HH
[H H H]H l;l[HH]t;i 000000000

6
53,20
21

0
[ 000000 ]<;>00000 yyy

Perhaps [TTl]€WN.
Perhaps 4'1[ instead of 4y[.

of his glory [was established] in it, I [this one] on [which] I [his] ineffable
] / 20 [the aeon
[name was inscribed,] / on the [tablet (m5�os)
(alwv) ( 1)) which [is the word] I [of] the Father and [the light] I [of]
everything [, he who is from] I silence (aiy�) and [he who] I came
forth [from silence (my�),] I 25 he who rests [in] I silence (my�),
he [whose name] / [is in] an [in]visible / [and hidden( ?)] symbol
(avµ,{30>..ov) I I 54 [
. There] came forth / [an] ineffable my
[stery (µ,vaT�piov)] I [ I I I I I ] I I I I I I I I I I I I [ I I I I I I ] H H
000000000

I

5

[H H H ]H H [H H ]H
/
[ ooooooo ] oooooo yyy

H[H ]H H[H ]H H H H H H H

I
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III 44, 6

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYeeee�[
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 4444444[4444]

8

44, 6
8

www wwww c.µ[www]
wwwwwwwwwww·
44444444444

There is room for 2 more letters at the end of the line. Perhaps a diple was put
here.
DoRESSE was still able to read all except the last two letters (JA 254, 1966, p. 344).

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y E E E E E/E E E E E E E E
E E E E E € E € E 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 [4 4 4 4] / 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

4 4 wwwwwwwww [w w] / wwwwwwwwww
w.

The presentation of praise and request of the ogdoads: III 44,9-21
4 YW [NTEEI]

10

ze 4T{90MTE ti6oM

t cMoy e11[No6]

N420P4TON NJTN4 N4T.XW MTT[Eqp4N]

12

M114p0€NIKON N4KJ\.HTON

Mt:'

[TEq]

4pCENIKH NTT4peENH 4y41T[1 Noy]

44,9-12 DoRESSE was still able to read all except the last letter in 10 and 12, and the
last three letters in 9 and 11 (JA 254, 1966, p. 344).
13 114p0EN H (sic!) cf. SCHWYZER, Griechische Grammatik II, p. 32 note 4.

And [in this] / 10 way the three powers gave praise to the [great], /
invisible ( d6pa-rov), unnameable, / virginal (1rap8EvtKov), uncallable
(aKA'lJTOV) Spirit (1TV€Vf1,a), and [his] / male (ap aEVLK�) virgin (1rapO/.v7J).
They asked (alTEtv) [for a] /
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[yyyyy]yyyyyy[y]

IV 54
8

[yyyyyy]y€€€€€[€€]
[
[
€€€]E?€€€€E? €€]
€€€€

10

[2u
.. •.2..2..2..2..2..2..]�2..2..2.. [u•.]
[2..2..2..2..2..2..2..illill] q., ill
[ ill]

12

[illillillillillill] illillill q.,[ill]
ill
[ illillillillill"]

[ yyyyy] yyyyyy [ y]/[ yyyyyy ] y€€€ €€
[ € € ]/[ € € € € € € € ] € € € € € € [ € € ]/ 10 [2..2..2..2..2..
2..2..2.. 2.. ] 2..2..2..2.. [2..2.. /
]
[2..2..2..2..2..2..2..illill]w[ ww] /
[illillillillWill ]illillillW [ill ]/[illillillillillill.]

The presentation of praise and request of the ogdoads: IV 54,13 - 55,11
2..Yill Nt2�
14

[t(!)OMT]� ij6oM2..Y€1�[€]
[€2p2.."i Noy]c_:;MoyMmN o6 N

16

[N2..TN2..y€p ]o q 2..y
ill N2.. -r .x[ 2..2 ]
[Mq NN 2..-rt p 2..]N €p oq m[,u]

18

[p0€N IKON M]T:TN2.. NT€ TT[lillT]
2..yw
[
t2ooy-r] Mn2..pee�[oc]

20

[ts2..pBHAill ] 2..(y)p2..1T1 N [cgo]

54,14 Imperfection in the papyrus may have caused unusual spacing.
16f. Perhaps 2..T.X2..2M€q (77,5), 2.. T.Xill2M (60,11) or 2..-r.xooq. Cf. also
65,10; 67,5; 73,Sf.
20 MS.2..Cp2..1TI.

[the three] powers brought / 15 praise to the
And in this way
great, / [invisible], and [incorruptible] / [unnameable] one, the [vir
ginal (1rap0mKov)] / Spirit (1rvEDf1-a) of the [Father] / [and the
male] virgin (77apB/.vo�) / 20 [Barbelo]. <They> asked (alTE'iv) /
54,19f. MS. reads: [And the male] virgin [Barbelo] asked etc.
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III

44,14

6oM · AcnpoeAee €BOA N6t oyc1[rH N]
oyc1rH ecoNz N61 2€N[eooy] M-� [2€NA]

16

cf>e4pc14 ZN NAIWN [
WN 2€NTBA eyoyoz[M

18

Al]
TT]

(90MNT iizooyr T[(90MT€ N61N]
,X.TTO iizooyr Nr€f:1[€4 Nzooyr Ay]

20

M€2 TTN06 N.AOlOM[€.AWN NAIWN N]
T60M MTT(9A,X.€ MTT€1l[AH pWMA TH pq]

44,15 Superlin. stroke on MN is not visible.
17 Corr. €YOY02 over erased word beginning with N.
19 Or: r€f:l[OC

power. A silence (my�) of living silence (aiy�) / 15 came forth (1rpoEA0E'iv), namely [glories] and / incorruptions (dcp0apala) in the aeons
(aidJV) [
aeons (ald,v)] / myriads added [on
the] / three males, [the three]/ male offspring, the [male] races (yEvEa)
/ 20
filled the great Doxomedon-[aeon (allvv) with] / the power of
the vmrd of the [whole pleroma (1rA�pwµa).] /
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IV 54

71

[prt N Noy6oM] ACf<9prt ij

22

[oywNz €BO]� N61 oyc[lrH]
[ecoN2 NCl]fl:I � oy6oM

24

[NAT €T€ 2€N€O]oy N€ M�

26

[

[2€NAT.XW2M] 1J1€WN €T

55

NT]€ 'N'€WN
[N€]

ITH €TKH €[2PAT €.XN NIMYCTH]

2

p10N NAT €[T€ 2€NANTBA N€]
Nl(9MT 2[oo]y[-f· N1](9M[T r€]

4

NOC. Nl2O9Y[T M]N N1re�[€A]
ti2ooy-f · N1€[ooy NT€ mw-.4 ·]

6

[NJ,eooy ti-re JJ[IN]o6 [Nxc MN]
[N1]f€Noc ti2ooy[-f·] N1r[eN€A ti]

8

[TA]yMoy2 Mm No(> [NN€WN]
[N.a]oloM €.AW� [N]2[€N6oM N]

10

[T€ o]y<9A.X€ NT€ JJ[ITT;\.HpWMA]
[tio]yo£1N[·]

[for a power.] A [living], / [silent (my-ry) silence (my17)] / [appeared]
in a power, / [these which] are [glories] and / 25 [incorruptions,]
of) the aeons (alwv), I/ 55 he
the aeon (alwv) which / [
who presides [over the] / [myriads of] mysteries (µ,va-r17piov), / the
three males, [the] three [offspring (ylvos-)], / the males [and] the
male races (yEvEa), / 5 the [glories of the Father,] / [the] glories of
the great [Christ and] / [the] male offspring (yli•os-), the [races (yEvEa)]
/ filled the great / Doxomedon [-aeon (alwv) with powers of] / 10 a
word of the [pleroma (1rA17pwµ,a)] / [of] light.
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The presentation of praise of the thrice-male child: Ill 44,22 - ?
III 44,22

TOT€ rr<90MNT N2ooy[-r NAAoy MrrNo6]
Nxpc NTAqTA2Cq N61 rr[No6 NA20]

24

p2..TON MTTN2.. rr2..I NT[AYt p2..N €T€q]
6oM .X.€ 2..1NON Aqt [No]y[cMoy M]

26

TTN06 NA20PATON MTTNA [MN T€q]
2..pC€NIKH MTT2..p0€NOC iW[H.i\. MN]

28
44,2!

Tc1rH NClrH NClrH MN TMNT[No6]

Corr. N in TTN 2.. over €1. It seems the scribe began to write TT€1 WT.

45,lff. are missing.

Then (Tb'rE} the thrice-male [child of the great] / Christ (xpwT6�)
whom the [great] invisible (dop aTov) / Spirit (1rvdJµ, a) had anointed
-- he [whose] / 25 power [was called] Ainon - gave [praise to] / the
great invisible (dop aTov) Spirit (7TvEu,ua) [and his] / male (dpaEviK1})
virgin (1rap 8lvo�) Yoel, [and] / the silence (my17) of silent (aiy17)
silence (aiy1]), and the [greatness] //

\
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The presentation qf praise of the thrice-male child: IV 55,11 - 56,11

IV 55

TOT€ 111(9[MT]

12

[zooy]T NA;\.[OY MTTl]�o(> [NXC]

14

[AT]�AY epoq M[TTNA TTA"f €TAY]

16
18

55,15

[rr]�j €TAqTA2[cq N 61 TTJN06 N]

[t

p]�N €T€q6o[M AINON Aq€JN€]

[ez]pAY NoycMoy ij[rrJNo6 N]
[ATN]AY epoq ij[TTNA MN t20]
[oy]-r MTTApE;3[€Noc "iWH;\. t]
[c1rH N]oyKAp[wq Noyc1rH tl

20

[MNTN]06 €T�[

22

[(9]A.X€ MMc;>[q ... ] ... [

24

[Tp]iepMHN�[y€ M]r-:10q rr[1]

26

[A]yw N NATT[A<9]e oe, <9

[Me]y�ooq· .[

€T€]

NNAT]

[NAT]poyw 2A[pwq Ay]w NN[A]
[<9o]prt €TAq[oywN]2 [e]�o�
[M]Moq NNA[T .. ] 61MA0

There is no room for .X€ before Al NON.

Then(ToTE) the[thrice-] / [male] child [of the] great [Christ (xp wTos-)]/
whom [the great] / [in]visible [Spirit (1rvEvµa)] had anointed [he] / 15 whose power was called [Ainon - brought] / praise to [the
great] / [in]visible [Spirit (1rvEuµ a) and the male] / virgin (1rap8lvos-)
[Yoel, the]/ [silence (my�) of silent (my�)] silence, [the] / 2° greatness
]/ [inJeffable [
] / ineffable. [
]/
that [
[un]answerable and / [un]interpretable (-JpfL1J VEvEiv), the / 25 first
one who has [come forth,] / and (who is) unproclaimable /, un[

J II
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Pages 45-48 are missing.
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IV 56

2

75

[Ne;]
]e €T€ MMOTze

[

2

[

NNAT(9A].Xe MMoq
]q TU NIMN

[..]oy[

4

[TN]<;>6 Tl:f[po]y [N]oyM NTNo6
[N]Te tcff[H N]NOYKApwq M

6

[TTIMA] �[TM]t:,iAy· 111(9MT i[o]
[oy-r] NA[;\.o]y Aqe1Ne ezp[AT N]

8

[oyc]Moy AYW Aqf'AIT[I Noy]
[6oM]

10

€BO;\.

VTOOTq Mrr[1No6]

[NNAT]N[AY] epoq MTTNA ij[rrAp]
[0€NIKO]W

in]effable / [
] which is wonderful / [
], he who has / all the greatnesses [of] greatness / 5 [of]
the silence ( aiy�) [of] silence at / that [place]. The thrice-[male] /
[child] brought / praise and asked (alTEi'v) [for a] / [power] from
the [great,] / 10 [invisible, virginal (1rap8£viKov)] / Spirit (1TV£vµ,a).
56 [

The appearance of Youel: IV 56,11-20

TOT€ Aq p<9[oprt]
12

[Noy]qJN2 €f:\O;\. M1JIMA eT[M]
[MAY] N[61 .... ]c eT[

14

[
[

56,13

e]TNAY eieNe[ooy]
2 €NA]2WP

2N oy[

Perhaps m<J>w]c.

Then (TOTE) there / appeared at [that] place / [
] who [
] /
15 [
] treasures in a [
]
/
who] sees [glories]
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IV 56,16

[

Z]�NMYCTHp[ION]

[NNATNA]y epooy · eze[N
18

[

]. °ijT£ tc1r1:t [€T€]

[TAT T£ tioo]y-r M1up[eeN]

20

[oc ToyHA ·

56,lSf. Or: [€T] / [ONZ N 61.
invisible] / mysteries (µ,vaT�piov) to [ ] / [
[
silence (aiy�) / [who is the male] virgin (1rap0lvos;) /

20

] of the
[Youel.]

The appearance of Esephech: IV 56,20-22

20

TO]T€ Aq P<:9[0 prt]
[NOYWNZ €]�0A N6[1 TTAA]

22

[oy NT£ TTA]�oy HCH<l>[Hx]

Then (7o7e-) / [the child of the] child / Esephech [appeared.] /

The summary ( ?): IV 56,23 - 58,22
�yq., [Ntze] Aq.XWK €�[0A]
24

[N]61 n[1w-r T]MAAY my[H]
[p]� tt[e Nc<l>r]Arrc t6c;>[M N]

26

NAT.Xp[o ep]oc �Te n�[I ne]
n1No6 [Nxc] NT� NIAT�[w]

57
ZM THpoy· [
And [thus] he was completed, / namely, the [Father, the] Mother,
the [Son,] / 25 the [five] seals (o<f;payfr), the / unconquerable power
which [is] / the great [Christ (xpiaTos;)] of all the incorruptible // 57
ones. [
] /
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IV 57, 2

€TOy Aa.[B
TTIAp H.X(j

4

2

79

]TIA [

t[

.XWZM MN N[

] NT .• [
Joy N[

2_€N60M N€ M[N 2_€N€ooy ]
6

[M]N 2_€NA T.X<P[ZM
[. • .] AY€1 €BQ�[

8

[...]ijcaw .[
[

10

[
1

[ . . ]€ €'T NA.[
12

[. ].[...]C€ €[
l)Al A(j€1N€ €[2,pAT NoycMoy]

14

ij°n[1]AToyq..,[NZ €BOA NMYCTH]
[p1o] N €T2_Hlj[

16

[TTl]KA AYTTT[OC

]p[

[...]QN C [
18

[...].HN" �[
[

]tc;[

20

[

]WT[

22

[ MN] N1€W N .[

[M]Moq 2,M n[

].
e]ro

Perhaps N[1€0]oy.
8 Trace appe_!,rs to be q.
_
14 Although N before TT is unprecedented in IV, 2 the trace cannot be M.
17f. Superlin. stroke is visible above C indicating the beginning of a name perhaps
extending to HN in line 18.

57, 4

holy [
] / the end, [the] incorruptible [
] / and
,] / 5 they are powers [and glories] / [and] incorrup[
] / [ ] they came forth [
] / (lines 8-12) /
tions [
This one brought [praise] / to the unrevealable, / 15 hidden [mystery
(µ,vaT�piov)
] / [the] hidden (KaAv1TT6s) [
] /
]
] / [and] the aeons (al.cfw) [
(lines 17-20) / him in the [
thrones (0p6vos), /
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IV

57

l

[N]oc zeN.[

24

2

81

�yw .[
].[.]ON[

[rro]yA rroyA [

[A]YKW[T]€ er[oo]y N 61 ze[N]

26
58

[A]NTBA ij[60M NNA]Tt HIT[€]
[NH]
[epooy- zeNeo]Qy MN zeN

2

[AT.xl<PZM [
[

4

]ye[

] AYW ey
NT]€ TTIWT

[MN] TMA[Ay MN] JJ(9Hp€ MN
[TTITTAHpWMA] THpq €NTATp<yr[rtJ

6

[N.xooq MN t]te Nc<l>r�[r1c]
[MN TTIMYCTHp]ION NT€ 2(;:[N]
[MyCTHp10N] · �yoyq.>[NZ]
[€BOA

10
12

[

].OA(>�[

[

]QyQN .[

[

]. N . [ . . .] . [

[
14

[.XN
[

57,23
24

].[

€T]KH ezpA'i €
] t:,1N Nl€Wt:1 N
ZN. o]yMNTM[e]

Trace at the end of the line may be superlin. stroke.
Trace appears to be €.

] I 25 myriads of [powers]
] and I each one [
I without number surround [them,] I I 58 [glories] and I [in]corruptions
of] the Father, I [and] the [Mother,
[
] and they I [
and] the Son, and I 5 [the] whole [pleroma (1TA�pwµa)] which I
[mentioned] I before, [and the] five seals (oc/,payl,) I [and the
mystery (µ,var�pwv)] of / [mysteries (µ,var�piov).] They [appeared]
/ (lines 9-12) / [
who] presides [over] I [
] and the aeons
really] /
(alwv) [of] / 15 [
[
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IV

58,16
18

20
22

[NAM€

]y MN NI[

e[

]qNA t:1[

83

0

](9A €N€� [

p�[
t:1[

]p€q[

€[

]. 8€ .[

N[

] MN Nl€W[N N]

<!}A €[N€2 ZN o]yMNTM€ [NAM€]

58,16f. Perhaps N l[TTAp]e[€NOC.

truly[
] and the [ ] / [
eternal [ ] / (lines 19-20) / [
[eternal] aeons (alwv). /

J
]I[
] and the / [really] truly

The appearance of Pronoia: IV 58,23 - 59,29
TOT€ [AC€1 €Bo]� N 61 oy[rrpo]

24

[N]OIA Z[N oyc1rH] Mt:J oy[KAp]
°

wq [€]q [oNi NT]€ mrrN� [ MN]
26

[o]y<yA.X� [NT€] rr, q.>T MN [oy]
[0]€1 N €A[C

59

] • • ij[tt €]

[N0]
Nc<l>pAr1c Nl:I €TATT[1w1' NToy]
2

4

€BOA

V-1

KOyNq• €ACCI N[€ €BOA]

V-1 Nl€WN THpoy €TA'ip<:9[prt]
N.xooy · AYW €ACTA.XP€ 2€N

Then (T<he-) [providence (1rpovoia) came forth] / [from silence (aty�)],
and the [living silence] / 25 [of] the Spirit (1rv<:vµ,a), [and] / the Word
the five]// 59 seals(acf,payls;)
[of] the Father, and [a]/ light. [She
which [the Father brought] / forth from his bosom, and she passed
[through] / all the aeons (alwv) which I mentioned / before. And
she established /
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epoNoc NN€o[o]y [M]t:I Z€N[AN]

IV 59
6

[TB]A NArr€AOC [NNAT]t HTT€
[€TA]YKWT€ €[poo]y Z€N[6o]t:t

8

[MN Z€]N€ooy N[N�T.X]<P[iw] €Y
[zwc A]yw €Vt €ooy �[yc]Moy

10

[N Tooy] Tl:l[p]oy ZN oy[cM]1:1
[NoyW]T€ ZN [o]vv KW t:1 [ZN]

12

[oyzpo]oy ti� TKApwq [
[.... M]TT�[W]T M[N] T[MAAY]

14

[MN TT<!}]H p€.[ ..] . [..] . [MN]
[NITTAH]rwM[A TH po]y €[TAlp]

16

[<yprt N].xoo[y €T€] TTAT TT€ [m]
[No6 ti]xc m[€]BOA ZN oy[c1rH]

18

[€T€ TTA]l TT€ TT�AOY NNA[T].X
[WZM] T€AMAHA T€AMAX[A]H�

20

[HAI HA]� M��Ap MAXAp
[cHe t]6oM [€T]oNi ZN oyt:tN

22

[TM€ NA]M€ M[N tzo]oyT ij
[TT Ap0€N]OC €TNM[M]�[q J]oyHA

59,14
20

Trace after <y Hp€ may be €, the next trace may be A.
Corr. C after HA]I crossed out.

s thrones (0p 6vo�) of glory [and myriads] / of angels (ayyeJo�)[without]
number / [who] surrounded them, [powers] / [and incorruptible]
glories, who / [sing] and give glory, all giving / 10 praise with [a
single voice,] / with one accord (d,ai>v), [with] / [one] never silent
to] the Father, and the [Mother],/ [and the] Son [
[voice
] /[
and] / 15 [all the] pleromas (1r>..�pwµa) [that I] / mentioned
[before,] who is [the] / [great] Christ (xpiaT<k), who is from [silence
(a1.y17),] / [who] is the [incorruptible] child / Telmael Telmachael
/
20 [Eli Eli] Machar Machar
/ [Seth, the] power which really
truly lives, / [and the] male / [virgin (1rap0Evo�)] who is with
[him,] Youel, /
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87

[M-N HC]f:icl>HX mreq[A]MA2,T€
[Mrreoo]y rr[A7'.o]y NT€ TTA7'.Q[y]

26

[MN TTIKJ\.]QM °ij[T]€ rreqeooy
[

28

).N[

1 NT€ tt[e]

[Nc<l>rA]flC [TTITTJ\.H]pWMA €[N]
[TA'ip<9plrt N.X[ooq]

[and] Esephech, [the] splenditenens, / 25 the [child] of the child /
[and the crown of] his glory / [
] of the five / seals
(a<pp ayfr), [the] pleroma (1rA�pwµa) [that] / [I mentioned before].

The appearance of the Logos: IV 59,29 - 60,22

60

[�]
[N€1 €80]� MMAY N61 TTIN06 N
2

[{9A.X€] ijAyTore� HC €TONZ
[rrnoy]T€ ZN oyMNTMe· t<l>Y

4

[CIC N]NA'fMIC€ ITAi etNA.XW
[M]rreqpAN £i�w MMoc .xe

6

[...]�"iA[.....]0AW0WC0. [. ]
[€]Te TTAi i:r[e rr]<9Hre Mrr,[No6 N]

8

�c; €T€ [TTA"f] ]J€ TT(9H Pf? [NT€ t]

c1r[H N]N[a"I)]<9A.X€ MMQ[c e]
10

Aq(;:[I €8]07'. ZM JTINQ(> ij�[TNAY]
ep[oq A]yw NAT�wi[M MTTNA]

There / / 60 the great self-begotten ( avTOyev17s-) / living [Word came
forth,] / [the] true [god], the / unborn physis (<pvais-), he whose / 5
name I shall tell saying: / [
]Ab[
]eAwewce[ ], /
who [is the] son of the [great] / Christ, who is the son [of]
10 came forth from
/
[the in]effable silence (aiy�)[, who]
/
the great [invisible] / and incorruptible [Spirit (1rve-Dµa).] /
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89

n[(9H]p€ NT€ tqrH M� [oyc,]
rt:1 [.).q]oywNz €[s]o"- N[

14

[

]. t[ .. ] TH[

[ ...] .[... .).TN]�y €p[O
16

[.. z]HTT [.. TTpW]M€ €T[
[MN N]1.).zwr [NT€ TT]€q€o[oy · TO]

18

[T€ A]qoywNz €1;JOJ\. 2M n[
. [ .] €TOYONZ · [A]yw .).q[T.).20]

20

€[p]�Toy Mmq[T]ooy N[N€WN]
z[NJ oyC9.)..X.€ A[q]T.).zoo[y €p.).J

22
60,14
16

TOY-

t

Trace before
appears to be N.
Perhaps [Oy.)..).8], see 62,ll.27.

The [son] of the silence (aiy�) and [silence (my�)] / appeared [
] / 15 [
] / [
] / [
in]visible [
man] / [and the] treasures [of] his glory. [Then (Ton:)]
/ he appeared in the revealed [
]. / And he [established]
/ 20 the four [aeons (aiwv).] / With a word [he] established / them.

Tlze presentation of praise of the Logos: IV 60,22-30
22
MJJIN06 N�[AT]N.).Y [€poq M]
24

TJ.}.r0€N[IK]QN MTTN�[· tc1rH]
NT€ n[1w]T ZN oyc1[rH NT€ t]

26

c1rH €[T]ON2 N]l'.'IOYK[.).pwq]
[m]MA €TifMQ[TN] M[Moq N2HT(I]

He brought [praise] / to the great, [in]visible, / virginal (1rap8EviKov)
Spirit (1TJJEiJµa), [the silence (my�)] / 25 of the [Father] in a silence
(aiy�) [of the] / living silence (my�) [of silence,] / [the] place where
the man rests. /
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The creation of Adamas: III 48 last line - 49,7

III 49

[Ma]

[€807'.
2

V1 TTMA €]TMMAY N61 T6H

[rr€ Mrr]No6 Noyo€1N TAYNAMIC
[€]TON2. TMAAY NN1A<f>0APTOC €TOY

4

[A]�B · TN06 N.ayNAMIC TM1poaoH
�yw AC.XTTO MTT€€1 €toNOMAZ€

6

ijrr€q PAN · €€1.xw MMOC .X€ i€N
[i]f;:N €A €A €A N(90MNT NCOTT

] I/ 49 [appeared at (or: from)] that [place] the cloud /
[of the] great light, the living / power (Svvaµi�), the mother of the
holy, incorruptible (acp0apTD�) ones, / the great power (Svvaµi�),
the Mirothoe. / 5 And she gave birth to him whose name / I name
( ovoµa{ELv) saying: I€ N / I€ N €A €A €A three times. /
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IV 60,28

91

[N]61 npwM[€ .]€Aq[
[€]807\. 2fTO[OT.] NT.[

30

[€]807\. 0

60,28 Perhaps €Aq[oywN2].

] / through [

[

].

The creation of Adamas: IV 60,30 - 61,8
30

T()[T€ AC]€1 € B()[J\. 2M]

61

[la]
TIMA €TM May N61 t�[o6 NKJ\.OO]
2

J\.€ NT€ noyo€1N N61 oy[6oM]
€CON2 TMAAY NT€ NIAT.X[W2M]

4

€TOYAAB NNIN06 N60M [
[a]yw AC.XTIO MTI[a'f €]tNA[.xw M]

6

[TT€](f PAN €°f.XW M[M]QC .X€ [NTK]
[oyA N]TK oyA NT[K o]yA [

8
60,30
61, 2
4
7

[€A €A] €�

Superlin. stroke on €I is in lacuna.
Unusual use of N61.
Perhaps [TH poy]; there is room for 3 or 4 letters.
Perhaps NCOTT r]; the scribe of IV used the numeral sign perhaps also in
65,27 and 68,2; cf. also Koptisch-gnostische Apokalypsen ed. Bohlig-Labib, p. II.

Then (ToTE) there came forth [at (or: from)] I I 61 that place the
[great cloud] I of the light, namely, a living I [power], the mother
]. I 5 And
of the holy I in[corruptible] ones, of the great powers [
she gave birth to him [whose] I name I shall [tell] saying: [Thou art] I
[One,] thou art One, [thou art] One [
] I [€A €A] €a.
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The origin of Adamas: III 49,8-16

III 49, 8

[ru.]T

rap a.aaMac noyo€1N €Tpoyo

[€]� N TT€T€BOJ\. 2M npWM€ TT€20Y

10

[€1]-t NpWM€ TT€NTaNKa NIM (9W
1J€ €BOA NZHTq · NKa NIM €20YN

12

€poq €T€ a.XNTq MTT€J\.aay (9WTT€
aqnpo€J\.0€ €BOJ\. N61 mw-t NaT

14
16

N0€1 MMoq NNaTT€p1NOHTOC . aq

ru

€BO[A] .XN MTTCA2P€ (9a TT€CHT

(9a TTMQYN� MTT(9WWT

49, 9 If one reads TT€

< €)T€BOJ\. the meaning will be similar to IV 61,Sf.

For (yap) it is [this one], Adamas, the shining light, / who is from
the :Man, the first/ 10 Man, he through whom/ and to whom everything
became, / (and) without whom nothing became. / The unknowable
(-voEtv), / incomprehensible ( a1rEpwchrros-) Father came forth
(npoEA.0Et:v). He / 15 came down from above / for the annulment of
the deficiency.

The union of Adamas and the Logos: III 49,16-22
16

TOT€
rrNo6 NJ\.oroc rrayTor€NHC N

18

NOYT€ MN rra<f>eapToc NpWM€
a.aaMac ayMoy.x-t MN N€Y€PH

20

49,20

oy aq(9WTT€ N61 oyl\.oroc NT€

Corr. q over y. The singular is demanded by the subject.

Then (ToTE) / the great Logos (Aoyos-), the divine Autogenes (avTO
yEv�s-), / and the incorruptible (aef>0apTOs-) man / Adamas mingled
with each other. / 20 A Logos (Aoyos-) of man came into being. /
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The origin of Adamas: IV 61,8-18

IV

€Ill.a€ lJ[a"f] a�[aMac]

61, 8

[oyoyo€1N] TT€ €aqrnpt;; [€BOA]
10

[ZN

oyo€1]N · TIBal\. NT€ n[oyo€1N]

[TT€ naI] rap rnC9oprt tip<.µ[M€]

12

[TT€ €T€ €]TBHHTq N�i THp[oy N€]
[€T€ €po]q THpoy �[€] �y[w a .X:-N]

14

[Tq MN J\.]�ay· TI[IWT] €T[aqe1]
[€B07\. N]NaTp.XIO[o]r MM[oq ayw]

16

[tia-rp]�[o]€1 MMoq €aqii' t;;[BOJ\. M]
[ncazp]€ €[z]pai (9a nqw T[€] f;:[Bol\.]

18

[NT€ Til](9WWT·

For (hrELS17) this one, Ad[amas,] / is [a light] which radiated [from] /
10 [the light; he is] the eye of the [light]. / For (yap) [this is] the first
man, / because of whom all things [are,] / [to] whom all things [are,
and without] / [whom there is nothing,] the [Father] who [came] /
15 [forth,] (who is) inaccessable [ and] / [unknowable (-11oli11),] and who
came / [down from above] for the annulment / [of the] deficiency.

The union of Adamas and the Logos: IV 61,18-23
TOT€ Tll �[06]

18

[N(9a.X]€ tiayTor€NHC NNO[YT€]
20

[MN rna]'t.xwi"H NpWM€ a[.aaMac]
[€ay(9w]n€

22

i"N oy6wp6 €[T€ naI]

[TT€ npw]M€· ayw aq(9W1J[€ ti61]

Then (-ron:) the [great,] / self-begotten {av-royEv17s-), divine [Word] /
20 [and the] incorruptible man A[damas] / [became] a mixture [ which
is] / [man]. And [man] came/
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III

THE GOSPEL OF THE EGYPTIANS III,
49

rrpwM€ �yw rrpwM€ zwwq

22
49,22

2

NT�q<:9wrr€ 21TN 'oy'<:9a.X€

Corr. K€ crossed out; oy above the line.

However, the man / came into being through a word.

The presentation of praise of the Logos and Adamas: III 49,22 - 50,17
22
24

aq

t tioycMoy MrrNo6 Nazop�TON
N�TT�zoq MTTap0€NIKON M

-

TIN� MN T�pC€NIKH NTT�p0€NOC

so

26

MN TT'!JOMNT NZOOYT N�J\.OY
[N]
MN T�pC€NI K[H NTT�]r[e€NOC]

2

royHA

MN

HCH<f>Hx TT€T[€M�21

T€ Mn€ooy rraAoy MTT�Aoy M �

4

TT€KJ\.OM MTT€q€00y MN TINO(>
N.AOlOM€.AWN N�IWN MN

6

N€0pONOC €TN2HTq. MN N
6oM €TKWT€ €poq Nl€OOY M[N]

8

N1�<f>e�pc1� MN TT€YTTJ\.H p[w]

He / gave praise to the great, invisible (aop a-rov), / incomprehensible,
virginal ( TTap0EviK6v) / 25 Spirit (TTVEvµ,a), and the male (dpaEvtK'l])
virgin (TTap 0wo�), / and the thrice-male child, // 50 and the male
(dp aEvtK'l]) [virgin (TTap0lvo�)] / Youel, and Esephech, the splendite
nens, / the child of the child and / the crown of his glory, and the
great / 5 Doxomedon-aeon (alwv), and / the thrones (0p6vo�) which
are in him, and the / powers which surround him, the glories and /
the incorruptions ( aq,0ap ala), and their whole pleroma (TTA77pwp,a) /
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IV 61

into being through a word.
The presentation of praise of the Logos and A.damas: TV 61,23 - 62,16
Aq]

24

[€IN€ € ]2PAI NOYCMQY [MTTIN06]
[NaTN]�y €poq Ayw -.;i[ATTA20q]

26

[ayw MTT]�pa€N1Ko[N MTTNA MN]
[tzooy]-t MTTApa€[Noc tsApBH]

28

[7'.W MN TTl](9MT zooy[T NAJ\.Oy]
[MN tzoo]y-t MTTA[pa€Noc royH"-]

62

[:.tB]
[MN TTAJ\.]Qy HCH<l>HX TTlp€qAMA2

2

[T€ MTT]€ooy MN <nA7'.oy) NT€ m
[47'.oy] MN mK7'.0M NT€ n€q€ooy ·

4

[MN N],N06 NN€WN N.AOlOM€.AWN
[MN N1]ap0Noc €TNZHToy MN

6

[N160]� €[TK]<.pT€ €pooy. 2€[N€]
[ooy] �� z€[NA]T-XW2M MN [mrr7'.H]

62, 2 MS.

reads

IT€ooy (influence

of preceding

€ooy).

[He] / [brought] praise [to the great,] / 25 [invisible,] and [incompre
hensible,] / [and] virginal (1rap0EvtKov) [Spirit (1rvEvµ,a), and] / [the
male] virgin (7rap0lvo�) [Barbelo], / [and the] thrice-male [child,] /
[and the] male [virgin (1Tap0lvo�) Youel,] // 62 [and the child] Esephech,
the splenditenens, / and the <child> of the / [child] and the
crown of his glory, / [and the] great Doxomedon-aeons (alwv), / 5 [and
the] thrones (0p6vo�) that are in them, and / [the powers that]
surround them, / [glories] and incorruptions, and [the whole) /
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III 50

2

Ma THpq · NTae1.xooq N(9Q
10

pn. MN TTKa2, Na€p0.al0C TTI
(9aTT NOYT€ e2,oyN €poq TTMa

12

€C9ay.x1 2,IKWN N2,HT<J ti61
NpWM€ €Toyaas MTTN06

14

NOY0€1N NpWM€ MJJIWT
NTClrH NClrH f?[T]QN2, TT€1WT

16

MN TT€YTTAHpWMa THpq. N
e6 NTa€1.xooc N(90p[ri]

which I mentioned before, / 10 and the ethereal (dEpoSios-) earth,
the / receiver of God, where / the holy men of the / great light receive
shape (ElKc.iJv), / the men of the Father / 15 of the silent (a,y�), living
silence (a,y17), the Father / and their whole pleroma (TTA71pwµa)
as / I mentioned before.
The request of the Logos and Adamas: III 50,17 - 51,14
18

aqt
tioycMoy ti61 rrNo6 NJ\.Oroc
rrayTOr€NHC NNOYT€ MN

20

rra<J>eapToc tipwMe a.aa
Mac ayalTI NOy.ayNaMIC MN

22

oyNaMT€ N(9a aNH2,€ Mnay
TOr€NHC M(rr)rrAHpwMa MIT€

The / great Logos (.\oyos-), / the divine Autogenes ( av-royEv�s-),
and / 20 the incorruptible (aq,0ap-ros-) man Adamas gave praise /
(and) they asked (ahe'iv) for a power (Svvaµis-) and / eternal strength
for the Autogenes (mhoyEv�s-) / for the completion (TTA7Jpwµa) of the/
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IV 62, 8
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[pWMA] n-1[pq] €TAlp(.9prt [ti.xooq]
[MN TTK]�z [MTT]AHp . m[p]€q[(.9€TT]

10

[NOYTE] Epoq TTIMA [€Toy.xi ii]
[KWN N](>[I] NlpWM€ E;:[TOYAAB N]

12

[TE n]<;>yoEIN NT€ mcp[T NT€ t]
[c1rH] MN trrHrH ET<;>t:J[Z NClrH]

14

[TTl]WT �� JTITT;\.Hp[WMA THpq]
[€TN]T[Wy N]0€ €NTAT[p(_9prt N]

16
62,11
15

[.xo]oc;;

I has flaked off.

€TNTWY

see 64,25; or

€TNTAY see

66,24.

[pleroma (77,\77pwµ,a)] that I [mentioned] before, /[and the]earth [of the]
air (d77p), the [receiver] / 10 [of God,] where the [holy] men / [receive
shape (ElKwv),] (those) / [of the] light of the Father [of the] / [silence
(aiy77)] and the living [silent (aiy7J)] spring (1r77y7J), / [the] Father
and [their whole] pleroma (TTA77pwµ,a) / 15 as I mentioned / [before.]
The request of the Logos and Adamas: IV 62,16 - 63.8
16

[Aq€1N]€ €2,PAi [tioycMoy]
[N61 rr]1No(> N(!)A.X.€ NA[yTorE]

18

[NH]<;; NNOYT€ MN [TTMAT.XW2,M]
[N]rwM€ A.AAMAC Ay[w AYPAI]

20

[Tl] Noy6oM MN oy.x[po (_9A €]
[N]Ez MN oyMNTAT-1(.[WZM M]

22

[TT]IAYTOr€NHC EY[TTAHpw]

[The] great, / [self-begotten (av-royE1177s),] divine Word / and [the
incorruptible] / man Adamas [brought praise] and [they] / 20 [asked
{al-rEZv)] for a power and [eternal] / [strength] and in[corruption
for] / [the] Autogenes (mhoyE1177s), for [completion (TTA77pwµ,a)] /
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III 50,24

qTooy NA.IWN JC€KA.A.C €BOA
ZITOOTOY EqNA.OYWNZ €80;\.

51

[NA.]
[ ••••••• N](>[I] ]J"€OOY 'M'N T.A.Y

2

[NA.M]IC MTTA.ZOPA.TOC N€1WT N
NpWM€ €TOYA.A.B. MTTN06 NOY

4

0€1N TTA.J €TNHOY €TTKOCMOC
Eqo Mm NE NT€Y(9H TTA-<f>eA.p

6

[T]OC NpWM€ A..A.A.MA.C A.qA.ITI NA.Y
NOY(9Hp€ €BOA NZHTq. JC€KA.

8

AC €q€(9WTT€ N€1WT NTr€N€A.
�T€M€CKI M NA.<f>eA.pToN JC€

10

�A.A.C €BOA ZITOOTC. €CNA.OYWNZ
€BOA ti61 TClrH

12

MN

TE<f>WNH

A-YW €BOA 21TOOTC €q€TOYNQ
N61 TTA.IWN €TMOOYT JC€KA.A.C

14
61, 8

€q€K[A.]TA.;\. y

Corr. W over N?

four aeons (alwv), m order that, / 25 through them, there may
] the glory and the power (8vvaµ,is) / af the
appear // 51 [
invisible ( a6paros) Father of / the holy men of the great light /
which will come to the world (K6aµ,os) / 5 which is the image of the
night. The incorruptible (aq,0apros) / man Adamas asked (alTetv)
for them / a son out of himself, in order / that he (i.e. the son) may
become father of the / immovable, incorruptible (aq,0aprov) race
(yeved), so / 1° that, through it (i.e. the race), the silence (cny77) /
and the voice (q,wn]) may appear, / and, through it, / the dead aeon
(alwv) may raise itself, so that / it may dissolve (KaTaAVeiv).
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IV 62
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[MA] NT€ mqTooy ij[N€WN]

24

[zrn]� €80;\. ZITOOTO[Y NT€q]

[oy]wNz €BOh. ti61 n[€ooy MN]
26

[t6o]t:,1 NT€ mw't N. [... NN]
[pwME E]ToyAAB NT€ n[rno6 ti]

28

[oyo€1]t:J ITH €TNAtjl €TT€CHT]

['!)A TTIKO]CMOC N€1[N€ NOY'!JH]

30

[TOT€] lJIAT.XWZt:1 [NN06 N]
[pWM€ A.A.AM]AC Aqp�[ITI N]

63
oy<:9H p€ NAq €BO;\. M M<;>[q

2

z•

[::lr]
NA]

NTOq NT€qgJWTT€ N€1<P[T tit]

r€N€A NATKIM Ayw N[AT.XW]

4

2,M AYW €TBHTC NT<E)cp[<:9oprt]
tioywNz €BO;\. ti[61 tc]lfl:I [MN t ]

6

[C]t:,11:1 AYW €TBHHTC N[<.JTW]
[wNq ti]61 TTl€WN €TM<;>[oy't]

8

[.X€KA]A<; €q NABWh. €B[Oh.

62,26
31

The remnant after N is not T.
The line is about 3 letters shorter than the preceding ones. Perhaps the scribe
did not wa�t to split up oy<9 Hp€ between 2 pages.
63, 4 MS. reads NTAC.
6 N[T€q TW] is possible but rather long.

of the four [aeons (aiwv)], / [in order that (iva)], through them,/ 25 there
may appear the [glory and] / [the power] of the [
] Father [of
the] / holy [men] of the [great] / [light] that will come [down] / [to
the night-like] world (K6aµ,os'). / 30 [Then (-r6·u:)] the incorruptible,
[great] / [man Adam]as [asked (aiut:v)] I/ 63 for himself a son out
of himself, [in order that (iva)] / he (i.e. the son) may become Father
[of the] / immovable and [in]corruptible race (yEvEa), / and that
because of it (i.e. the race) / 6 [the] silence (aiy-,J) [and the] voice
may appear, / and that because of it the / [dead] aeon (aiwv) [may
raise itself,] / [so that] it may dissolve.
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The creation of the four lights and Seth: III 51,14-22

III 51,14

A.YW NT€€12€ A
C€1 €B07\. .1(.IN NTTCA.ZP€ N61 TAY

16

NA.MIC MTTN06 NOY0€1N T€
rrpo<f>A.NIA. A.c.xno MTTEqTooy

18

M<f>WCTH p ZA-PMOZHJ\. · opoTA.HJ\.
AA.Y€10€ HJ\.HJ\.HS • €TNA.<9Wq

20

MN nNo6 NA.<f>eA.pToc cHe • ncgH
p€ MTTA.<f>eA.pToc NpWM€ A.AA.

22

MA.C.

And thus I 16 there came forth from above the power (Svvaµ,is-) /
of the great light, the I Manifestation (7rpoq,avEia). She gave birth
to the four great I lights (q,war7Jp) : Harmozel, Oroiael, I Davithe,
Eleleth, I 20 and the great incorruptible (aq,0apros-) Seth, the son/
of the incorruptible (aq,0apros-) man I Adamas.
The completion of tlw hebdomad: III 51,22- 52,3
22

A.YW NT€€12€ A.C.XWK €B07\.
N61 TZ€BAOMA.C

24

NT€J\.€1 A

. TA.i

€T(900TT ZN ZENMYCTH PION

52

[NB]
EyzHri €C(9A.f':l-1(.[1 M]UE?[ooy]
2

(9A.Cp oyz€NA€KA.C NZ<;>
rAOA.C

And thus I the perfect (rEAEla) hebdomad (J{3Soµ,as) which I exists
in hidden mysteries (µ,var77pwv) became complete. I I 52 When she
[receives] the [glory] I she becomes eleven (JvSEKas-) I ogdoads (oySods-).
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The creation of the four lights and Seth: IV 63,8-17

IV 63, 8

Ayw]

10

Ctitz€ Acrl'.9orrt N€1 E;:[80;\. ticA]
[zpAi N61 t]6oM tNo(> [N60M]
[NT€ n], No6 Noyo€1N (TT)np[€1woy]

12

[Ayw AC]-1(.no MmqTooy M[<f>wc]
[THp Ap]MOZH;\. · o[p]obH�

14

[.aAY€10€"] HAHAH[e] M-N TT[1No6]
[NAT.XW]ZM CHS TTl(!)H p[€ NT€]

16

[nrno6 NA]T.XWZM tipw�1€
[AAAMAC

[And] / [thus the] power came [forth] / 10 [from above,] the great
[power] / [of the] great light, <the> [Manifestation.] / [And it] begat
the four [lights (</>wuT�p)] /: [Ar]mozel, Oroiael, / [Davithe,] Eleleth,
and the [great,] / 15 [incorruptible] Seth, the son [of] / [the great,]
incorruptible man / [Adamas.]
The completion of the lwbdomad: IV 63,17-24
A]yw titz€ AY.XWK
18

[€80;\. Nt]i€8.a0MAC €T.XHK
[€80;\. TH €T](_9oort

20

ZN oyMy

[CTHPION] NT€ 2€NMYCTHp10N
[€YZHrt] TH €TAC.XI MTT€<;>[oy]

22

[.....]A €AC(.9WTT€ NO[YZ€N]
[.a€KAC] NOf.AOAC VNA [NT€C]

24
63,24

[.XWK Z]N qT0 NOf.AOA<;

The superlin. stroke is in the lacuna.

And thus [the] / perfect hebdomad (J{38op.as-) was completed/ [which]
exists in a mystery (µvar�piov) / 2° of [hidden] mysteries (p,var�pwv),/
she who received the [glory] / [
] and who became [eleven
(lvDEKas-)] / ogdoads (oy8oas-), in order that (iva) [she may] / [be com
pleted by] four ogdoads (dy8oas-).
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The consorts of the lights: III 52,3-16
III 52

Ayw iqu.TAN€Y€ N61
.4

rr£1w-r AqcyN£y.aoK€1 N61
TT€TTJ\.HpWMA THpq NN€

6

<J>wCTHp AY€1 €B0.l\.

r:i61

N€y(cy)

zyroc €TT.X.WK NTzor.aoic M
8

rriyTor€NHC r-rnoyTE T€
XAPIC MTT€ZOY€1T NOYO€1N

10

ipMOZHJ\. T€C0HCIC MTTM€ZC
NAY ·Noyo€1N opoJAHJ\. · TCYN

12

z€c1c MTTM€Z(90MNT (N)oyoEIN
.aiy£1e€ · T€<J>poNHC1c N(rr)M€Z

14

qTooy tioyo£1 N HJ\.€.l\.He . TAT
T€ T€ZOY€1T€ NZOf.AOAC NTTAY

16

52, 5

12

13

TOf€NHC NNOYT€ ·

Corr. M crossed out before NN€.

MS. reads �OYO€1N.
MS. reads NTM€z.

And the Father nodded approval (,wrnvEVEtv); / the whole plcroma
(7rJ.17pwµa) of the / 5 lights (</>wa-r17p) was well pleased (avvEv8oKEtv). /
Their consorts (av(vyos-) came forth / for the completion of the
ogdoad (dy8ods-) of / the divine Autogenes (cuhoyEv�s-) : the / Grace
(xap is-) of the first light / 10 Harmozel, the Perception (a'la017 ais-)
of the second / light Oroiael, the Understanding ( avveais-) / of the
third light / Davithe, the Prudence ( cf>pov17ais-) of the / fourth light
Eleleth. This / 15 is the first ogdoad (dySoas) of the / divine Autogenes

( av-royEV1JS).
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The consorts of th,e ligh,ts: IV 63,24 - 64,10

IV 63,24
26

[AyW]
[4qt M€]T€ N61 TTl<PT [AYW AQP]
[(!)BHP Nt] MET€ N61 TTllJ[AHpWMA]
[NT€ N1<J>]<PCTHP Aypcg[oprt N]

28

[oywN�] €BOA N61 2,ENcy[NZyroc]
[€TTITTAH p]WM A NT€ tor�[OAC]

64

[�.a]
[N TE rrIA]yTorE NH c N N oyTE
2

[TT2,MO]"t MTTl(90prf M<f>WCTHp
[ApMo]ZHA · TEceHc1c MTTIM€2,

4

[CNAY] M<J>WCTHP · opo'iAHA ·
[rrcoo]yN MTT[1]M€2,(90M€T M

6

[<J>wc]THP �AYEie€ · TECl;J(W]
[Mm M]€2,QTooy M<f>wc;;[TH p]

8

[HAHA]l:IS · €T€ TAT T€ t[cgoprt]
[r:ior.ao]Ac NT€ TTIAYT[OrENHC]

10
64, 2

[NNOYT€]

Superlin. stroke on MTTI is in the lacuna.

[And] / 25 the Father [approved, and] / the [pleroma (TTA�p wµ,a) of
the] / lights (c/>waT�p) [joined] in approval. / [Consorts (av{vyos-)
appeared] / [for the] completion (TTA')Jpwµ,a) of the ogdoad (oy8ocfs-) //
64 [of the] divine Autogenes (avTO}'E"v�s-) /: [the Grace] of the first
light (c/>waT17 p) / [Armo]zel, the Perception (afa017ais-) of the /
[second] light (cf>waT�p) Oroiael, / 5 [the Understanding] of the
third / light ( cf>wan7p) Davithe, the Prudence / [of the] fourth light
(c/>wan1p) / [Elel]eth. This is the [first] / [ogdoad (or•8oas-)] of the
[divine] / 10 Auto[genes (av-royE"v�s-).]
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The ministers of the lights and their consorts: III 52,16 - 53,12

III 52,16

AYW AqKATA
N€Y€ N61 TT€1WT AqcyN€y.Ao

18

K€1 N61 TT€TTAHPWMA THpq N
NOY0€1N AyTTp0€A0€ €BOA N

20

61 N(AIAKONOC) TT€ZOY€1T TTN06
NrAMAAIHA • rr€zoy€1T TTN06

22

NOY0€1N ZAPMOZHA. AYW TTN06
fABplHA. TTM€2_CNAY NN06 N

24

oy0€1N opO"iAHA. AYW TTN06
CAMAW. MTTN06 NOY0€1N AAY

26

€10€. AYW TTN06 ABpACAl.

53

N

[Nr]
[TTN06 NOY0€1N] Hl\.€l\.H0. AYW

2

[ANCY]NZyroc NNAI rrpo€A0€ €
�OA ZM TTOYW(9 NT€Y.AOKIA

4

62,20

MTT€1WT T€MNHMH MTTN06

Or emend

21 NN06 7

.AIAKWN.

MS. reads

cyNZyroc.

And / the Father nodded approval (,w-ravevew); the whole pleroma
(1r>..�pwp,a) / of the lights was well pleased (avvevSoKeiv). / The
<ministen; (8iaKovos-)> came forth (1rpoe>..0eiv): / 20 the first one,
the great / Gamaliel ( of) the first great / light Harmozel, and
the great / Gabriel ( of) the second great / light Oroiael, and the
great / 25 Samlo of the great light Davithe, / and the great Abrasax
of // 53 [the great light] Eleleth. An<l / [the] consorts (av�vyos-)
of these came forth ( 7TpoeA0e'iv) / by the will of the good pleasure
(ev8oKfo) / of the :Father: the Memory (µ,v�µ:r;) of the great one,
/ 5 the first Gamaliel, the Love ( dychr17) /
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The ministers of the lights and their consorts: IV 64,10- 65,5

IV 64,10
12

�yw Aqt M[€T€ N61 m]
[WT A]yq.> Aqp(9BHp Nt [M€T€]
[N611 rrm;\.H rwMA TH

rq [NT€]

CN 1<f>Jq.>cTHr €AYr'9o[rrt NEil

14

[€B]O;\. N(>I i€N.AIAKqJ(N 1Tl(90]

[prt]NNo6 KAMAAIH[A NT€ m]

16

[No6] M<f>WCTH p [ApMOZH;\.·]
M[N] 1TIN06 fABplH[;\. NT€ 1TIN06]

18

MM€2,CNAY M<f>q.>[CTH

r opoiAHA

0

]

1TIN06 CAMB;\.qJ N[T€ 1TIN06]

20

MM€2,(90M'T M<f>q.>[CTHp]

.aAy€1e€ · ABPACA;l ij[rr1No6]

22
24

[M]M€2,qTooy M<f>cp[cTHp]
[HA]l:IAH0 . AYW Ay€[1 €BO;\. N61]
[2,€N]<;yNZyroc

2,N

O[Y tl

[M€T]E;: r;i"Twoy NT€ rr[1w-t]

26

[m M€€Y]€ MTTl(90r[rt NN06]
[fAMAAl]H;\. 0 TUATJ[H MTTIM€2,]

64,16
18
21
26

Superlin. stroke on M is in the lacuna.
The line must have �een unusually long.
Superlin. stroke on � is in the lacuna.
Superlin. stroke on M is in the lacuna.

And [the Father] approved, / and the whole pleroma (1rA�pwµ,a) /
[of the] lights (cpwar�p) joined in / [approval.] Ministers (8iaKwv) /
[came] forth: [the first] / 15 great Gamaliel [of the] / [great] light
(cpwar�p) [Arrnozel,] / and the great Gabriel [of the great] / second
light (cpwar�p) [Oroiael,] / the great Samblo of [the great] / 20 third
light (cpwar� p) / Davithe, Abrasax of [the great] / fourth light
(cpwar�p) / [El]eleth. And consorts (av{vyos-) / came [forth] through
[the]/ 25 [good pleasure] (shone) to them by the [Father]: / [the Memory]
of the first [great one] / [Gamali]el, the Love (dya'TT77) [of the second] /
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53, 6

i1rrno6 TTM€ZCNAY rABplHJ\.
tPHNH MTTM€2,(90MNT TTN06

8

NCAMBJ\.W · TTWN2, N(9A €N€2,"
MTTNo6 {i1}nM€2, qTooy ABPA

10

CA;l • NT€€12,€ AY.-X.WK €807\. N
61'T't€ N2,0r.a0AC OY2,M'€' €C .-X.HK €

12
53,11
12

BOJ\. Noy6oM NATOYA2,M€C

Corr. oyzM over erasure.
Corr. Z over I ?

of the great one, the second Gabriel, / the Peace (Elp�v77) of the third
one, the great / Samblo, the eternal Life / of the great one, the
fourth, Abrasax. / 10 Thus were the five ogdoads (oyoods) completed,
/ a total of forty, / as an uninterpretable power.
The request of th,e Logos and the pleroma: III 53,12- 54,11

12

TO
T€ TTN06 NJ\.oroc TTAYTOr€NHC

14

(MN) TT(9A.X€ MTT€TTJ\.HpwMA
MTT€qTooy Noyo€1N AYt

16

N

oycMoy NTTNo6 NAZOPATON
NTTNA NAKJ\.HTON NTTAp8€NI

18

KON MN TApC€NIKH NTTAp8€
NOC MN TTN06 N.aO;lOM€.aWN

63,14

MS. M € N. Cf. CRUM, Diet. 169b.

Then (ToTe) / the great Logos (Aoyos), the Autogenes (aornyEv�s), /
and the word of the plcroma (7TA�pwµ,a) / 15 of the four lights gave /
praise to the great, invisible (aop aTOv), I uncallable (aKA7]TOv), virginal
(7rap0,wiKov) Spirit (7TvEiJµ,a), / and the male (ap a€VLK�) virgin
(-rrap0lvos), / and the great Doxomedon- /
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[CNAY] ijNo6 rABptH[N tPHNH]

IV 64,28

[MTTl]J;Jo6 MM€ZC;9[0MT CAMB;uu]
65

[i€]
rrurnz N<:!)A €N€Z MTTl;t<;>[6 MM€Z]
2

qTooy ABpACA'.:t · Ayw NtZ[€ Ay]
.x.wK €BOA N61 tt£ NOrA[OAC]

4

tANZM€ €T.XH � €BOA · t[60M]
NNATPZ€PMHN[€Y]€ MM[oc·

great one Gabriel, [the Peace (dp�1117)] / [of thel great [third] one
[Samblo,] // 65 the eternal Life of the [great] / fourth one Abrasax.
And thus / the five ogdoads (oyoods-) were completed, / a total
of forty, the / 5 uninterpretable (-epµ,'r)vEtiHv) [power.]
The request of the Logos and the pleroma: IV 65,5-30

TO]
6

[T]E;: TTIN06 N(9A.X€ NAYT[Or€NHC]
[M]l;t TTITTAHPWMA THpq N[T€ 111]
[qToo]y M<f>WCTH r . AY[€1N€]

8

[€zp]Al N<;>ycMoy MTTIN[o6 N]
10

[ATNAy] E?r[oq] AYW NAT[.XAzMq]
[NATt] r�[N] €poq MlTAp[e€NIKON]

12

[MTTN]A MN tzooy-t M1T[Ap0€]
[Noc] r-:,r� 1;t1No6 NN€WN N4,[o::to]

65, 6
7
10

Superlin. stroke on � Ay T is in the lacuna.
Superlin. stroke on N is in the lacuna.
For

[.xAzMq]

or

[.XWZ M]

see supra 54,16f. note.

[Then (ToTe)] / the great, self-[begotten (mhoyev�s-)] Word / [and]
the whole pleroma (7T>..17pwµ,a) [of the]/ [four] lights(ef>waT�p) [brought]/
praise to the [great,] / 10 [invisible,] and in[corruptible,] / [unnameable,]
virginal (7Tap0EviKov) / [Spirit (7Tve vµ,a),] and the male [virgin
(7rap8evos-),] / and the great [Doxomedon] -/
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III 53,20

NAIWN MN N€0pONOC €TN2H
Toy MN ti6oM €TKWT€ €pooy

22

MN 2€N€ooy MN 2€N€;toyc1A
MN N60M M(N) TT<-_YOMNT tizooy1:

24

NA7'.OY MN TApC€NIKH NTTAP
0€NOC ToyH7'. MN HCH<f>HX

54

N.A.
TT€T€MA2T€ MlJ"�[O]Q[y lTAA.OY]

2

M1TA7'.0Y MN TT€K7'.OM MlJ"�[q€]
ooy 11€117'.HpWMA THpq · MN NI

4

€ooy THpoy €TMMAY NITT7'.H
pwMA €T€

6

MN

ApH.xoy M(N) NIAi

WN NATONOMA.Z€ MMOOY .X€
KAAC €YNAt PAN €1T€1WT .X€

8

TTMA2'qTooy• rrE MN Tr€N(€)A N
A<f>8ApTOC €Y€MOYT€ €T€CTTO

10

PA NTTIWT .X€ T€CTTOPA NTTN06
NCH0

63,23

Corr.Tin MN T over N.

54, 8

Corr . <._yq€TAq crossed out. qTOOY written above the line. T€ changed
to TT€, but probably to bedeleted.

20 aeon (alwv), and the thrones (O ovo<;) which are in / them, and the
p
powers which surround them, / glories, authorities (efovata), / and
the powers, <and> the thrice-male / child, and the male (dpaevi1<17)
virgin (7Tap 0evo<;) / 25 Youel, and Esephech, // 54 the splenditenens,
[the child] / of the child and the crown of [his] / glory, the whole
pleroma(1TA17pwµ,a), and/ all the glories which are there, the/ 5 infinite
pleromas (1TA17pwµ,a) <and> the / unnameable (-ovoµ,a{ELv) aeons
(alwv), in / order that they may name the Father / the fourth
with the incorruptible (acp0apTo<;) / race (yeved), (and) that they
may call the seed (a1To pa) / 10 of the Father the seed ( a1Topa) of the
great / Seth.
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IV 65,14

[zr;.\:, NZHT]oy MN N160M €TK[wJ
[T€ €poo]y MN Z€N€ooy M[N Z€N]

18

[zooyT N:AA]Qy MN tzooyT M

22

[60M M]t:! z[€N]€::toyc1:A MN U<._yM[T]
[rr:Ape€Noc] ToytiA MN HcH<f>Hx
[mp€q:AM:AZ]T€ MTT€ooy MN
[TTIKAOM NT€] rr£q£ooy MN
[lTITTAHp]<.pM:A THpq MN Nl€0Q[y]
[THpoy] €TNZP:Al iN NITTAH rw[M:A]

24

[NN:AT.X1]oop MMo[oy] �[N NI]

26

[NTOOY] NC€MOYTf? [€1TIWT .X€]

28

[N:AT.XWZ]M NT€ rr[1]w[T :Ayw]

30
66,20
24
27
29

[M€.aWN] MN N18pONOC €T[N]

16

20
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[€WN NN]�Tt p:AN €p[ooy VN:A]
[mM€z:iJ �N trnN€� [N:ATKIM]
[NTO]oy NC€MOYTf? [€poc .X€]
[tc]uorA NT€ 1TIN06 <;:[He·

lT:AAOY MlT:AAOY is omitted.
Or Z[N NI].
Fodrr1 M€z:i] se� eupra 61,7 note.
Superlin. stroke on N is in the lacuna.

aeons (aMv), and the thrones (8p6vo�) that [are] / 16 [in] them,
and the powers which [surround] / [them], glories, / [powers, and]
authorities (efovala), and the thrice-/[male child,] and the male /
[virgin (1Tap8evo�)] Youel, and Esephech, / 20 [the] splendi[tenens,]
and / [the crown of] his glory, and / [the] whole [pleroma (7TA�pwµ,a),]
and [all] the / glories that are in the [in]accessable / pleromas (1TA7725 unnameable [aeons (alwv), in order that (iva)]
pwµ,a), [and the] /
/ [they] may name [the Father] / [the fourth] with the [immovable,
incorruptible] / race (yevea) of the [Father, and] / [that they] may
call [it] / 30 [the] seed (a7Topa) of the great [Seth.]

llO
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The response to the request: III 54,11 - 55,2

III 54

TOT€ :AYKIM N61 NK:A

12

NIM· :AYW :ATT€CTWT .XI NNl:A
4>e:ApToc • TOT€ rr<._yoMNT tizo

14

oy-r N:AA.oy :Ayrrpo€A.0€ €BOA.
.XIN NTTC:AZP€ <._y:A TT€CHT€ N

16

zp:AJ � N:Ar€NNHTOC MN N:AY
TOr€NIOC MN N€NT:Ay.xrrooy

18

ZM rrr€NNHTOC • :AcITpO€A.0€
€BOA. N61 tMNTN06 tMNT

20

No6 THpc MITN06 tixpc :Aq
T:A.Xpo NZ€NepoNoc ZN oyeooy

22

2€NTB:A €Mtnoy HIT€ NZp:AJ
ZM IT€qTooy N:AIWN MIT€Y

24

KWT€ Z€NTB:A €MNTOY HIT€
zeN.a.yN:AMIC MN zeNeooy

55

t:!�
MN Z€N:A<f>e:Ap<;1:A • Ayw :AyITpo€A.

2

0€ €BOA. NT€1Z€ .

Then (T6Te) everything shook, / and trembling took hold of the
incorruptible ( acpOapTos-) / ones. Then ( TOTE) the three male / children
came forth (7rpoe>-..0e'iv) / 15 from above down / into the unborn
(dyevv77Tos-) ones, and the self- / begotten (avToyevios) ones, and those
who were begotten / in what is begotten (yevv71T6s-). / The greatness
came forth ( 7rpoe>-..0e'iv), the / 20 whole greatness of the great Christ
(xpiaT6s-). He / established thrones (0p6vos-) in glory, / myriads
without number, / in the four aeons ( alwv) around them, / myriads
without number, / 25 powers (ovvaµ,is-) and glories // 55 and incor
ruptions (acp8apala). And they came / forth (7rpoe>-..8e'iv) in this way.
54,18

Or: in the begotten one.
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The response to the request: IV 65,30 - 66,14
IV 65,30

TO]

[T€ iyKl]M N61 Nil THr[oy·]

66

[l5]
[iyw OY(9]TrTP iqTiio NNliT

2

[.xwi]M 20TAN €TATTl(9MT zooyT
[Ni"'-o]y €1 €80"'- NciiriT C9i2rir

4

[€NliT]MIC€ ":1t;I NI.XTI0 €80;\. MMO
[oy M]�y�[iy] f,;iN €zpil €NH €T[iy]

6

[.xnoo]y €zpiT £m.xno · iq€1 E;:[Bo"'-]
[N61 m]No6 ni NIMNTN0[6 THpoy]

8

[NT€] 1J"IN06 NXC · iyw iqTi�[po]
[N2€N]epoNoc NT€ nE;:ooy [ZM]

10

[mqTooy] NN€Wt;I [iyw NTiy]
[KWT]€ [€]rooy N61 2€NiN[T8A

12

N]

[6oM] NiTt Hn€ €pooy · [2€N]
[€o]oy MN 2[€]NiT.XWZM [iyw tit]

14

[2€] iq£1 €80�

Then (TtiTE)] / all of them [shook,] // 66 [and a] disturbance seized
the in[corruptible] / ones. When ( omv) the thrice-male / [ child]
came forth from above down to / [the un]born ones, and the self
begotten / 5 ones, and to those who [were] / [begotten] into what is
begotten, there came [forth] / [the] great one who possesses [all]
greatnesses / [of] the great Christ (xpiaTo�). And he established /
thrones (8povo�) of the glory [in] / 1° [the four] aeons (alwv), [and] /
[myriads of powers] / without number [surround] them, / [glories]
and incorruptions. [And thus] / he came forth.
66, 6

Or: into the begotten one.
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The emergence of the heavenly church: III 55,2-16

III 55, 2

AYW ;.\.C;.\.(9;.\.€1 N
61 tA(<l>e)ipToc NTIN€YMATIKH

4

N€KKA.HCI;.\. tizpi"i

V-1 TI€qTooy N

oyo£1N MTTN06 N;.\.yTor£NHC €
6

TONZ TTNOYT€ NTMH€ €YCMOY
£yzwc £yt £ooy � oycMH ti

8

oyw-r ZN oyz1KWN ZN oyTirrpo
€M€CMTON MMOC €TT€1WT MN

10

TMAAY MN 1T(9Hp€ MN TT€YTTAH
pWMA THpq · N0€ NT;.\.€1.XOOC N

12

Tt£ tic4>pir1c €T€ NA NITBA MN
N€T;.\.pXI €.XN Nl;.\.IWN MN N€T

14
66, 3
6
11
13
14

4>op€1 Mrr£ooy NNICTp;.\.(T)H(r)oc

MS. reads ATT<f>;.\.pTOC. See also ApocryJn III 11,16.
Corr. TT over €1?
(9 0 pri dropped out after N. It is unclear what else is missing (see IV 66,25).
Corr. N in N€T over T.
MS. reads CTpArHTOC.

And / the incorruptible (acf,8ap-ro�), spiritual (1TVevp,a-riK17) / church
( EKKATJala) increased in the four / 5 lights of the great, living Autogenes
(av-royev17�), / the god of truth, praising, / singing (and) giving glory
with one voice, / with one accord (elKwv), with a mouth / which
does not rest, to the Father, and / 1° the Mother, and the Son, and
their whole / pleroma (1rA17p wp,a), just as I mentioned <before>. /
The five seals (acf,payfr) which possess the myriads, and / they who
rule (apxeiv) over the aeons (alwv) and they who / bear ( cf,opeiv) the
glory of the leaders (a-rpa-r7Jyo�) /
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The emergence of the heavenly church: IV 66,.14 - 67,1

IV 66,14
16

iyw ic.x[1c€ N61 tl
[iT].xwzM· trrniT[IKH N€K]
[KAH]qi NzpiJ ZM mqT[ooy M]
<f>q.,<;::THP NT€ TJl[No6 Ng]i.X€]

18

NiyTOf€NHC €T[ONi TIINOYT€]
NT€ TMNTM£· £y[cMoy iyw]

20

£yiq.,c £Yt €<;>[oy ZN oycMH]
TH roy ZN oyv �q.,[N NOYWT€]

22

iN

oyirooy NiTKipq.,[q MTTIWT]

Mf:! TMiiy MN TI':!JHp[€ MN m]

24

[.xw]K [€Bo]� €TNTiy- [Ne€ €N]
[Ti"ipg]oprt] N.Xooq €.. [. tt£ N]

26

[c4>pir1c] €TKH €zpiI [€-XN N1]
[iN TBi] � I':! NH €T[pipX1 €zpiJ]

28

[€.XN N1€]WN MN Nl<;::[i]tro[c NH]

[€Tp<f>o]p1 MTI€ooy £iyt

66,14 Reconstruction .X[IC€ corresponds to A':!)AI in III 55,2
cf. CRUM, Diet. 788b.
25

Perhaps €1;1.[

27

� l;I very uncertain.

=

avfavEo8a,;

And [the] / 15 [in]corruptible, spiritual (1Tvevµ,a-riK�) / [church (eK
K">.:r1a{a) increased] in the [four] / lights (cf,wa-r�p) of the [great] /
self-begotten (av-royev�s-), [living Word, the god]/ of truth, all [praising
and] / 20 singing, giving [glory with one voice,] / with [one] accord
(elKwv), / with a never silent voice, [to the Father,] / and the Mother,
and the Son, [and] / their [pleroma, just as] / 25 [I] mentioned [before.
. . . the five] / [seals (acf,payls-)] which preside [over the] / [myriads,
and] they who [rule (apxeiv)] / [over the] aeons (alwv), and the
leaders (a-rpa-r1}yos-) / [who bear (cf,opetv)] the glory were given /
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III 55
16

AYt (N;.\.y) NT€rr1Tporrn £oyurnz €B07\.
NN€TMTT(9;.\. Z;.\.MHN.

15 were
given the command (em-rpo1T�) to reveal / to those who are
worthy. Amen (dµ,�v).

The presentation of praise of Seth and the request for his seed:
III 55,16 - 56,3
TOT€ TTN06

16

NcHe • TT(9Hp€ MTT;.\.<f>e;.\.pToc N
18

pwM€ ;.\..A.iM;.\.C Aqt NoycMoy
MrrNo6 N;.\.zor;.\.Toc NNAKAHToc

20

N;.\.TONOM;.\.Z€ MMOq MTT;.\.p0€
NIKON MTJN;.\. MN T(;.\.pC)€NIKH

MN TT(90MNT N
zooy-r N;.\.AOY MN T;.\.pC€NIKH)

(NTT;.\.p0€NOC
22

NTT;.\.p8€Noc JoyHA MN HcH<f>Hx
TT€T€M;.\.ZT€ MTT€OOY MN TI€

24

56

KAOM MTT€q€ooy lTAAOY MTii7\.oy

NS
MN NN06 N.A.O:iOM€.A.WN iii1q.,[N]

56,21
24

MS. reads TT;.\.pa€ N I K H. The scribe skipped almost 2 lines due to homoiote
leuton.
Corr. ;.\. over I. The scribe began to write 111 ;.\.7\.0y.

Then (T6,re) the great/ Seth, the son of the incorruptible (acf,8ap To�) /
man Adamas, gave praise / to the great, invisible ( aopaTo�), uncal
lable (aKA7J'TO�), / 2° unnameable (-ovoµ,d,ew), virginal (7Tap8evt,Kov) I
Spirit (7Tvevµ,a), and the <male (apaEVLK�)> <virgin (7Tap8evo�),
and the thrice-male child, and the male (dpaevr.K�) > / virgin (1Tap8/.vo�)
Youel, and Esephech, / the splenditenens, and the / crown of his glory,
the child of the child, // 56 and the great Doxomedon-aeons ( alwv), /
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IV 66,30
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[Niy M]rroyi2 ci2N€ [€oywN2]
[�

67

€BOA NNH €TMTT(9[i] 2[iMHN:]

the command [to reveal] // 67 to those who are worthy. [Amen
(dp�v).] /
30

The presentation of praise of Seth and the request for his seed: IV 67,2 - ?
2 TOT€ TTIN06 CH0 TT(9Hp€ [NT€ m]
i1\xwi"M NpwM€ i[.a]iM[ic iq£1]
4

N€ €2piJ Noy<;[Moy] MTT[1No6 N]
t:riTNiy €po[q iyw NiT.xizMq]

6

[iy]w N[i]-tt piN €poq [Mrripe€NI]
[KON M]rrNi MN tzoo y[T Mrrip]

8

[0€NO]C MN TTl(9MT zoo[yT NAAOy]
[MN t]2ooyT ijt:rip�[€NOC ToyHA]

10

[

] ..[

11 ff. are lost.
67, 5

For [.,xizMq] or [.XW2M] see aupra 54,16f. note.

Then (ToTe) the great Seth, the son [of the] / incorruptible man Ada
mas, brought / [praise] to the [great], / 5 invisible, [and incorruptible,] /
[and] unnameable, [virginal (1Tap8eviKov)] / Spirit (1Tvevµ,a), and the
male [virgin (7Tap0evos-),] / and the thrice-male [child,] / [and the]
male virgin (1Tap8evo�) [Youel,] / (lines 10 - ?)
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III 56, 2

MN TT€TTAHrwMi NTA€1.XOOq I':!
<:9opri MN T€qcrropi AqAl'T1' MMOC

and the pleroma (1TA77p wµa) which I mentioned / before; and he
asked ( al-reiv) for his seed (a1Topa). /

Plesithea and her work: III 56, 4-13
4

TOT€ iC€1 €BOA ZM TTMi €TMMAY
N61 TN06 N.ayNiMIC MTTN06 N

6

OYO€1N TTAHCl0€A TM€€Y NNir
r€AOC TM€€Y€ NNOYO€1N TM€

8

£Y€ £ei£ooy • Trripe€NOC TA T€
qTo NKIB€ €C€1N€ NTTKiprroc

10

€

BOA ZN rOMOppi NTTHrH MN co
.A.OMA €T€ TTKAPTTOC NTTTHrH N

12

roMoppi €TNZHTC. ic€1 €BOA
ZITOOTq MTTN06 NCH8 °

56, 9

Corr. B over erasure, perhaps M.

Then (-ro-re) there came forth from that place / 5 the great power
(Svvaµ,is-) of the great / light Plesithea, the mother of the angels
(ayyeAos-), / the mother of the lights, the / glorious mother, the
virgin (7Tap0evos-) with the / four breasts, bringing the fruit
(Kap1T6s-) / 10 from Gomorrah as spring (m7Y77) and Sodom, / which
is the fruit (Kap1T6s-) of the spring (7T7JY7J) of/ Gomorrah which is in her.
She came forth / through the great Seth.
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Plesithea and her work: Il' 67, ?-27

11-23 are lost.
IV 67,24

[
[

26

[

]T€ MTT[
]t-:,1€

2HT .[

€B01\.]

[VTOOTq] MmNo[6 NCHe·

67,24ff. The line numbers are based on an estimate.

/ 25 [
(lines 1-24)
through] / the great [Seth.]

] the [

] I

f
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The rejoicing of Seth: III 56,13-22

III 56

TOT€
TTN06 NCH8 • .).qT€AHA €2P.)."f €.XM

14

TT€2MOT NT.).YX.).pl.Z€ MMOq N.).q
€BOA 21TOOTq MTT.).<Jl8.).pTOC N

16

.).AOY .).q.XI NT€qCTT0p.). €BOA
18

21TOOTC NT.). T€qTO NKIB€ TTT.).p
8€NOC .).qT.).2O MMOC €p.).T(C) NM

20

M.).q N2P.)."f 2N TTM€2qTooy N.).I
(ON 2M TTM€2(90MNT NN06 N

22
66,19

oyo€1N A4Y€18€

MS. reads €p.).Tq.

Then (Tch-e) / the great Seth rejoiced about / 15 the gift which was
granted (xapttea0ai) him / by the incorruptible ( acp0apTos) / child.
He took his seed ( 01ropa) / from her with the four breasts, the
virgin ( 1rap0lvos), / and he placed it with / 20 him in the fourth
aeon ( alwv), / in the third great / light Davithe.

The creation of the rulers of the worl.d: III 56,22 - 58,22
22

MNNC.). toy
N(90 NpOMTT€ TT€,X.).q N61 TTN06

24

Noyo€1 N HA€AH8 • .X€ M.).p€OY.).

r

ppo €,XM TT€X.).0C MN .).MNT€ ·
56,22

Corr.

0

crosse d out before

oy

(dittography).

After five / thousand years the great / light Eleleth spoke, "Let
someone / 25 reign over the chaos (xaos) and Hades''. /
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The reJ°oicing of Seth: IV 67,27 - 68,5
IV 67

.).q]
28

[T€7\.H7\. €2P].)."( [€].XN mi[MOT €T]
[.).y .... ]1' MMOq N[.).q €807\. V]

30

[TooTq] iju[1 .).]"J'.xwz[M ti .).A.oy ]
[€.XI T€q]CTT[Op.).] iN [

68

[�H]
[
2

] tn.).p0€NOC T.).

[NKl8€ :i] €T.).qT.).ZOC €p.).TC NM
[M.).q 2M] mqTooy tiN€WN

4

iM m

[No6 M]�€[2]<9[o]M€1' M<J>WCTHp
[A.).Y€1]0«?

67,27-31 The line numbers are based on an estimate.
68, 2 See supra 61,7 note.

[He] / [rejoiced] about the [gift which] / [
] him [by] / 30 [the
in]corruptible [child] / [to take his seed (a1ropa)] from [
J //
] the virgin ( 1rap0lvos-) with / [the four breasts,]
68 [
which he placed with / [him in] the four aeons (alwv) in the / [great]
third light (cf>warfJp) / 5 [Da vi]the.

The creation of the rulers of the world: IV 68,5 - 70,?
[.).A.A..).] MNNC.). toy ti
6

[<90 N pOMTT€ TI€.X].).q N <>, TII NQ[6]
[M<l>WCTH]r H�HA.1:10 .X€ M[A]r«?[oy]

8

[ON p ppo] €2P.)."f €.XN JTX.).Q[C MN]

[But ( d.\,,\cf)] after five / [thousand years] the great / [light ( cpwar17p)]
Eleleth [spoke] "Let [someone] / [reign] over the chaos (xdos) [and] /
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III 56,26

57

.).yc.o AcoyWN2 €807\. N61 oy6HTT€

[Nrj

[€T€TT€Cp.).N TT]€ 2YA-I KH co<1>1.).
2

[

.).C]6W(!)T €807\. €NM€

[roe MTT€X.).0C] €p€TT€czo O N8€ N
4

6

[

Z]M TT€CCMOT N€q

[

]<;Noq • .).YW TT€.'.X.).q

[N61 TIN o 6 NA]frE;:A.OC r.).M.).A.I HA. •
[MTTNo6 r.).8p1H]� • TT.A.1.).KWN M

8

[TTN06 M<J>WCT]Hp · opobH7\. · TT€
[.'.X.).q .'.X€ M.).p€y].).rf€7\.0C €1 €807\.

10

[.'.X€K.)..).C €q€p p]po €.'.XM TT€XAOC
[MN .).MNT€ • T]<;>T€ T6HTT'€' €CM.).

12

[Twoy .).C€1 €80]� � TMONAC CNT€
[€YNT€ TOY€1 T]OY€1 NOY0€1N. N

14

[
[€p.).Tq NZPAIJ � T6Hrr€ MrrcA<z>

16
57, 2
11

[p€ • TOT€ AqN]�y N61 CAK7\..). TTN06

Perhaps ACTTpO€7\.0€ in the lacuna.
Corr. € above the line is partly blotted (haplography).

14 Perhaps in the lacuna: [TOC MN TT€0poN]OC or ......
15f. Perhaps MJTC.).p[z€ is a misspelling of MJTC.).zp€.

Arr€7\.]OC.

And there appeared a cloud // 57 [whose name is] hylic ( uAtK17) Sophia
She] looked out on the parts (µJpos-) / [of the chaos
/ [
in] her form ... / 5 (
]
(xcfos-)], her face being like / [
blood. And / [the great] angel { ayyEAos-) Gamaliel spoke / [to the
great Gabriel], the minister (8iaKwv) of / [the great light (<pwaT71p)]
Oroiael; / [he said, "Let an] angel (ayyEAos-) come forth / 1° [in order
that he may] reign over the chaos (xaos-) / [and Hades".] Then (ToTe)
the cloud being / [agreeable came forth] in the two monads (µovas-), /
the throne (0p6vos-)], which she
each one [of which had] light. / [
15
had placed / in the cloud [above.] / [Then (To-re)] Sakla, the great /
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IV 68
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[AMNT€· A]yw AG€1 €BQ7\. ti61 o[yJ
10

[K7\.007\.€ ... ]T[
11-25 are lost.

26

]6

[

c]NT€ NT[

[
28
30

1 t;iTTIKOY[

[
[
[pA
[

.).G�.[

TIJ

]N TTH [€]TA[CTA20q €]
]€1 €807\. [€]BO� [2N

]ETTI [ .... ] .. [

69

[�a]
ti61 c�KAA n1No6 [NurE7\.0C E]

68,26-31 The line numbers are based on an estimate.

[Hades".] And [a cloud] came forth / (lines 10 - 25) / [
] she
]
/
[
]
two
[
] / [
[
] the . . . [
] /
] came forth from
1 the one which [she had placed] / 30 [
[
] // 69 Sakla, the great [angel
[
] / [
] the [
(ayyEAos-), saw] /
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III 57

[t�Afr€A.OC €]J:TN06 N.aAIMWN €

18

[TNMM�q N€Bp]QYHN AYW �YC!JWTT€
[NM MAY NOY]JJN� N.X.TTO NT€ TTK�Z

20

[AY.X.TTO N2€N]�rf€A.OC €YTT�r�c
[T�T€1" TT€.X.Aq] N61 C�KA� MTTN06

22

[N.aAIMWN Nes]poyHA- • .X.€ MAPOYC!JW
[TT€ ti61 TTMNTC]�ooyc NAIWN

24

]�IWN 2NKOCMOC ti

[TT

TT€]�Aq ti61 TTN06 NAr

[
26

zt-t

[r€A.OC CAKAA] 2M TTOYWC!J MTTAYTO

58

[NH]
r€NHC .X.€ €p€TT€[
2

NTHTT€ NCA(!)q[
AYW TT€.X.Aq NN[IN06 NAfr€A.OC]

4

.X.€ MAC!)€ NHTN N[T€TTOY� TTOYA]
MMWTN <r>rro €TT€<f[KOCMOC. Ay]

6

(!)€ ti61 TTOYA TToy[A €BOA. 2N TT€€1]
MNTCNooyc N[Afr€A.OC · TTC!Joprr]

8
57,25
58, 8

ti �rr€A.oc TT€ Af;l[we TT�I zwwq]

N

Corr. 6 in 61 over N (dittography).
TTA°i 2WWq uncertain.

[angel (ayyei\os-), saw] the great demon (8alµ, wv) / [who is with
him, NebrJuel. And they became / [ together a] begetting spirit
(7rvevµ,a) of the earth. / 20 [They b egot] assisting (1rapaaTaTe'iv) angels
(ayyeAos-). / Sakla [said] to the great / [demon (8alµ,wv) Neb]ruel,
"Let / [the] twelve aeons (aldw) come into being in/ [the
] aeon
] the great angel (ayye.\os-) / [Sakla]
(aiwv), worlds (K6aµ,os-) I 25 ["
said by the will of the Autogenes (avTOyev77s-), / / 58 "There shall [be] the
]". / And he said to
] / of the number of seven [
[
the [great angels ( ayye.\os-)], / "Go and [let each]/ 6 of you reign over his
[world (Koaµ,os-)".] / Each one [of these] / twelve [angels (ayye.\os-)]
went [forth. The first] / angel (ayyeAos-) is Ath[oth. He is the one] /
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IV 69, 2

ITH €TNMMAq N€Br[oyHA TTIN06 N]
.a€MWN" AYW �[y(!)WTT€

4

123

NM MAY N]

oyTTNA N.XTTQ [NT€ TTKA2. mMNTCNo]
oyc N�[r]r[€AOC

6 ff. are lost.

him who is with him, Nebr[uel, the great] / demon (8a{µ.wv). And
[they became together] / a begetting spirit (7rvevµ,a) [of the earth.
The twelve] / 5 [angels (ayyeAos-)
] /
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III 58

TT€TOYMOYT€ €p[oq ti61 NNo6 Nr€]

10

N€� NNpWM€ .X€ [

• TTM€2]

CN�Y TT€ 2�PM�C [€T€ TTB�A MTTKC.02,T]

12

TT€ TTM€2C!JOM N[T TT€ r�AIA� TTM€2.)
qTooy TT€ IWBHA [TTM€2toy TT€

14

�1

.a.wN�1oc TT€TOYM[OYT€ €poq .X€ c�]
s�we· TTM€zcooy [TT€ K�TN TT€Toy]

16

MOYT€ €poq N61 N[No6 Nr€N€� N]
ppWM€ .X€ TTpH TT[M€2C�(!)q TT€ �8€� ·]

18

TTM€2(!)

H �Klp€CCIN� 1J[M€2o/lC IoyBHA ·]

TTM€2MHT TT€ 2APl':1[0Y1ll�HA. TTM€2]

20

MNTOYH€ TT€ ApX[€1p �.a.WN€1N]
TTM€2MNTCNooy[c TT€ B€AIAC N€]

22
58,11
14
20

€1 N€T21.'.XN �MNT[€ MN TT€X�OC ·]

Or MTTKC.02, see ApocryJn II 10,31.
Corr. W over A.
Corr. X over M.

whom [the great] generations (yeve&) / 1° of men call [
. The]
/ second is Harmas, [who] is [the eye of the fire.] / The third [is
Galila. The] / fourth is Yobel. [The fifth is] / Adonaios, who is [called]
/ 16 S
abaoth. The sixth [is Cain, whom] / the [great generations
(yeve&) of] / men call the sun. The [seventh is Abel ;·I / the eighth
Akiressina; the [ninth Yubel.] / The tenth is Harm[upiael. The]
/ 20 eleventh is Arch[ir-Adonin.] / The twelfth [is Belias. These] / [are]
the ones who preside over Hades [and the chaos (x&o!>).] /
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[�]

[ •• TT€TOYM]OYT€ €poq ti61 Nr€
2

[N€� TH poy] NT€ NI pWM€ .'.X€ TTPH"
[TTM€2CA(!}q A8€A.]° TTM€2C!JMOYN

4

[�Klp€CCIN�· TTM€2]o/€1T ioyBH�
[TTM€2MHT z�pMo]yJJ[l�HN] TTM[€2]
6 ff. are lost.

70, 3

II

Pa.rt of the stroke over � 8 €A is visible.

70 [ whom all] the generations ( yevecf) / of men call the sun;
/ [the seventh Abel]; the eighth / [Akiressina; the] ninth Yubel; /
5 [the tenth Harmupiael;] the / (lines 6-1)
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The arrogance of Sakla: III 58,23 - 59,1
III 58

�yw MN NCA rrc�BT[€ MTTKOCMoc]
24

rr€.X€ c�KA� tiN€q�[rr€l\.oc .x€

�1

NOK �NOK oyNoy[T€ Np€qKW2]
26

AYW �.XNT MTT€l\.��cy (!)WIT€ €qm]

59

[Ne]

0€ €T€qzyrroCT�CIC
And after the founding [of the world (K6aµ.os-)] / Sakla said to his
[angels (ciyye.\os-),] / 25 "I, I am a [jealous] god, / and apart from
me nothing has [come into being", since he] // 59 trusted (1rel8ea8ai)
in his nature (inr6a-raa,s).

The rebuke of Sakla and the creation of man: III 59,1-9
TOT€ oycMH
2

�C€f 21 TT.XIC€ €C.XW MMOC .X€ q(!)O
ori N 61 rrpWM€ MN ITC!) Hp€ tirrrw

4

M€ €TB€ TK�T�B�CIC NT21KWN M
rrc�zr€ €tN€ NT€CCMH 2M TT.XIC€

6

NT21KWN NT�C6W(!)T €807\. €
Bol\. 21TH rr6WC!JT NT21KWN

8

M

rrc�zr€ �YTTA�CC� MIT€20Y€1T N
TTJ\.�CM�

59, 6 Corr. €8 over TT€.
9 Corr. pWM€ crossed out at the beginning of the line.
Then (-r6Te) a voice / came from on high saying, / "The Man exists,
and the Son of the Man". / Because of the descent (KaTafJaa,s)
of the image (elKwv) / 5 above, which is like its voice in the height /
of the image (elKwv) which has looked out, / through the looking
out of the image (elKwv) / above, the first creature (71'Aaaµ.a) was /
formed (7r.\cfoaeiv).
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IV 70, 6 - end is lost.
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The redeeming activity of Metanoia: III 59 ,9 - 60 ,2

III 59

lTA°i €TBHHTq A

10

TM€TAN01A f:9WTT€ · ACJ(.I MJT€C
.xwK MN T£c6oM 2M rroyw<::9£

12

MJT€1WT MN T€q£y.a.OKIA €TAq
£y.a.0K1 £.XN TN06 Nr£N€A NA

14

<j>eApTON £T£ M£cKtM NN1No6
N pWM£ N.xwwp£ MrrNo6 Ne He·

16

€Tp€q.XW MMOC €NAIWN NTAY
.x(rr)ooy .X£KAAC £BO.i\. 21TOOTC £Y£

18

.XWK €80.i\. MlT12YCT€pHMA N€
AC€1 rAp £BO.i\. 21 TTCA2P£ £TI£CHT

20

€1TKOCMOC €TO MJTIN€ NT€Yf:9H
NT€p€C€1 ACTWB2 MN NCA T€CTI0pA

22

MlTApXWN MJT€€1AIWN MN (N)€lOY
CIA NTAYf:9WlT€ €80.i\. N2HTq TH

24

€TCOOq €TNATAK0 NT€ TINOYT€
Np€q.XTT€ .a.itMWN MN NCA T€CJTO

59,17

For the emendation see 60,ll.

Because of this / 10 Metanoia came to be. She received her / com
pletion and her power by the will / of the Father and his approval
(ev8oKla} with which he / approved (evSoKe,v) of the great incor
ruptible (acp8ap-rov}, / immovable race (yevecf) of the great, / 15
mighty men of the great Seth, / in order that he may sow it in the
aeons (alwv) which / had been brought forth, so that, through her
(i.e. Metanoia), / the deficiency (va-rep77µ,a) may be filled up. / For
(yap) she had come forth from above down / 2° to the world (Koaµ,o�)
which is the image of the night. / When she had come, she prayed
for (the repentance of) both the seed (mropcf) / of the archon (apx wv)
of this aeon (alwv) and <the> authorities ( lfovala) / who had
come forth from him, that / defiled (seed) of the demon (Salµ,wv)
begetting god / 25 which will be destroyed, and the seed (a7rop&) If
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The redeeming activity of Metanoia: IV 70,? - 71,11

IV

71

o�
1TH €T�qCOTC €2P�I €Nl€WN N.XTTO
2

NK�2 VN� €TBHHTC NC€.XWK N6[1]
N 12�€oy· TH [r�]p €T�C€1 €TI€CHT

4

€BO.i\. 2M rr.x1c€ €2P�I €TTKOCM[oc]
N€1N€ NOYf:9H €� .. [.]�c �c€[1 €€]

6

[p]HT·

�vw

MN NC� T<;;nor� N[T€]

[n]�pXWN NT€ TI€bl WN c�]yw N1[€80.i\.]
8

[MM]oq [T]H €Tcooq �yw [€]T[T�K]
[HY]T NT€ TIINOYT€ N6.[

71, 5
7

Perhaps €�y�[�]�c.
The line is unusually long.

(lines 70, 1-end) // 71 who sowed it in the earth-born aeons (alwv), /
so that (i'.va), because of her, the deficiencies / may be filled up.
For (yap) she who came down / from the height to the night-like /
5 world (Koaµo�), [having been appointed ( 1) came to] / [pray] for
(the repentance of) both the seed (mropa) [of] / [the] archon
(apxwv) of this aeon (alwv) and those [who] / [are from] him,
[which (i.e. the seed)] is defiled and [perishable] / of the [
] god, /
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III 60

�

r� N�.a�M T€tN€ tirrpH MN rr
2

60, I

N06 NCH0 ·

Corr. � in p� over 0.

60 of Adam and the great Seth, / which is like the sun.
The work of Horrnos: Ill 60,2-8
TOT€ �q€t N61 TTN06

2

N�rr€AOC 2opMOC €C�BT€ €BOA
4

21TOOTOY NMTT�p0€NOC MTI€
T.XO €T.X�2M · NT€ TI€€1�1WN 2N

6

oycK£yoc NAoror€NHC €(q)oy�
�B. €BOA 21TOOTq MTI€TIN� N2�

8

60, 6

r10N (N)T€crrop� MrrNo6 NCHe •

MS. reads £yoy �-

Then (ToTE) the great / angel (ayyEAos-) Hormos came to prepare, /
through the virgins (1rap8lvos-) of the / 5 corrupted sowing of this
aeon (alwv), in/ a Logos-begotten (.\oyoyEv7]s-), holy vessel (aKE:t7os-), /
through the holy (a'.yiov) Spirit (1rvEvµ,a), / the seed (a1ropa) of the
great Seth. /
The placing of the seed of Seth: III 60,9-18
TOT€ 1TN06 CH0. �q€t �q€tN€ NT€q
10

ClTOp� �YW

�y.,xo MMOC €N�IWN

NT�y.xrrooy €T€YHTT€ TT€ rr�• N
12

CO.AOMHN 20€1N €Y.XW MMOC

10 seed
Then (-roTE} the great Seth came and brought his
/
(a1ropa). And it was sown in the aeons (alwv) / which had been brought
forth, their number being the amount of / Sodom. Some say /
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IV 71,10
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[AYW MN NCA] TCTTOPA NA[.AAM llpH]
[MN cHe mN]Q6·

and] the seed ( mropa) of [ Adam, the sun,] / [ and Seth the] great.

10 [

The Work of Hormos: IV 71,11-18
TOT€ Aq€(1 €80.i\.] ij 61

12

[TTIN06 N]Aff�.i\.OC 2OPMOC €<;[O]BT€
[€80.i\. 21TOOT]oy NNITTAp0€NOC

14

[NT€ TCTTOp]A €T.XA2M NT€ T1€b1<p[N]
[fN oycK£]yoc N.XTTO N (9 A.X£ £q

16

[OYAAB €8O.i\. 2]fTOOTq MlJ[TT]NA€
[TOYAAB NTc]rropA NT� [rr]t No6

18

[NCHe·

Then (-ro-re) [the great] / angel (ayye.\os-) Hormos [came forth] to
prepare, / [through] the virgins (1rap8lvos-) / [of the] corrupt [seed
(a1ropa)] of this aeon (alwv), / 15 [in a] Logos-begotten, [holy] vessel
(aKevos-), / through the [holy] Spirit (1rvevµ,a), / [the] seed (a1ropa) of
[the] great / [Seth.]

The placing of the seed of Seth: IV 71,18-30
18

TOT]€ TTIN06 CH[e Aq]ea
[Aq£1Ne NT£]qcrropA A[yw A]qcA

20

[Tc £2PA"i £N1]€WN N.X[rro N]KA2
[€T€ TT€Yf:91 TT€] oyATt [HTT€ €]po

22

[q NT€] co.aOMH · NT[ooy .a]€ Ay

[Then (-ro-re)] the great Seth came / [and brought] his seed (a1ropa),
[and] he sowed / 20 [it in the] earth- [born] aeons (alwv) / [of which
the amount is] an uncountable (number) / [of] Sodom. [But (Si) they]/
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Ill 60

.X€ CO.aOMHN TT€ TIM� NMON€
14

MTTN06 NCHe. €T€ roM02r� TI€
20£1N .a£ .X£ �TIN06 NCHe q, M

16

TI€qTW6€ €80.i\. V' rOM02P� �yw
�qTW6€ MMOC

18

2M TTM€2 TOTTOC

CN�Y TI�"i NT�qt pNq .X€ CO.aOM�

60,13 Corr. N€ over 2 and?
16 Corr. 2 in rOM02P� over p.
that Sodom is the place of pasture / of the great Seth, which is Gomor
rah. / 15 But (Stf) others (say) that the great Seth took / his plant out
of Gomorrah and / planted it in the second place (To1ros-) / which
he gave the name Sodom. /

The race of Edokla: lll 60,19 - 61,1
T�i T€ Tr£N€� NT�C€1 £BO.i\. 21TO

20

OTC N€.aWK.i\.� " �C.XTTO r�p 2M TT':!)�
.X£ NT�.i\.He£1� (M)N e£{N}M1cc� T�P

22

XH NT€CTI0p� MTTWN2" Nf:9� �
NH2€ €Tf:900TT MN N€TN�2YTTO

60,21 MS. reads N 0€ NM ICC�; see 62,20.

This is the race (yt:vt:d) which came forth through / 20 Edokla. :For
(yap) she gave birth through the word / to Truth ( cL\778t:ia) and
Justice (8/.1-uaaa), the origin (dpx77) / of the seed (a1ropa) of the
eternal life / which is with those who will persevere (imoµ,lvt:w} /
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IV 71
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[MoyTe] �pooy .xe c[o.aoM]H N

24

[T€ JTINO](> CHe· €T� [T�I T€] rOMO
C2r� �qTwoy]N N61 1T![N06 CH](;)

26

[€B0.i\. 2N t]rrHrH NT� [rOM02]
[p� NTcrrop�] �yw �q[To6c]

28

[2M 1TIM€2M�] CN�Y 2N Q[YM�]
[MMOON€] �wwq �yM[oyTe]

30

[epoq .xe c]<;>[.a]OM�·

[called] them [Sodom] of/ [the great] Seth, which [is] Gomorrah./ 25 The
[great Seth carried] / [the seed (mropa) from the] spring (7r7JY�) of /
[Gomorrah] and [planted it] / [in the] second [place], even in [a place] /
[of pasture;] they (called] / 30 [it] Sodom.

The race of Edokla: IV 71,30 - 72,10
30

T�"i [T€]
[tr€N€� NT�co]ywNz �[8O.i\.]

72

08
21TOOTC NN€.AWK.i\.�·
2

�c.xrro r�p 2N oy<:9�.xe N�.i\.(H )ee�
MN 0€MICc�· �T€ .�pxH T€ NT€

4

c;>ycrrop� NT€ 1TIWN2 '-9� €N€2
�N oyc;>[N] r:,1[1]M €TN� p2yrroM1r:,1[e]

72, l
2

The line is extra short due to some large cursive writing in the top right corner
of the page.
MS. omits H. €� for I�.

This [is] / [the race (yevea) that] appeared // 72 through Edokla. /
For (yap) she gave birth through a word to Truth ( d.\�0ew) / and
Justice (81µ, waa), which is the origin (apx�) of / the seed (mrop a)
of the eternal life, / 5 and everyone who will persevere (v1roµlvELv) /
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III 60,24

MIN€ €TB€ ncooyN NT€YATIO
2ro1A TAIT€ TN06 Nr£N€A NA

26

<j>eApTOC €p€1 €BOA 21TN f:9OMNT

��

61

N KOCMOC €TTKOCMOC

because of the knowledge of their emanation ( a.1r6pp oia). / 25 This
is the great, incorruptible (acp0apTo'>) / race (yt:vea) which has come
forth through three // 61 worlds (Koaµ,o'>) to the world (Koaµ,o',).

The perils facing the seed of Seth: III 61,1-15
AYW AlTKA
2

TAKAYCMOC ':!)WIT€ NOYTYITOC
':!)A TCYNT€AIA MlTAIWN lTAI .A€

4

C€NA.XOOyq €2PAI €TIKOCMOC €
TB€ T€€tr€N€A oyN oypwx2 NA

6

f:9WTI€ 21.XM TTKA2" AYW €p€TT€2
MOT ':!)WIT€ MN N€THri £Tr€

8

N€A €BOA 21TOOTOY NN€lTpO<j>H
THC MN N2OYPIT €T2APH2 €TIWN2

10

NTr€N€A. €TB€ T€€1r€N€A €p€
2€N2€BWWN ':!)WIT€ MN 2€NAO1

And the / flood (KaTaKAvaµ,6�) came as an example (Tv7To'>) / for
the consummation ( avvTeAeia) of the aeon ( aiwv). But (8e) it / will
be sent into the world (Koaµ,o'>) / 5 because of this race (yevt:d). A
conflagration will / come upon the earth. And grace / will be with
those who belong to the race (yt:ved) / through the prophets (1rp o<p�T7J'>}
/ and the guardians who guard the life / 10 of the race (yt:vt:a).
Because of this race (ycvd) / famines will occur and plagues (Aoiµ,6'>). /
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[€]BO.i\. VTOOTC t-itrnwc[1c] NT[€]
TOY�n[o]po1� · T�I T£ tNQ6 ti[rn]

8

[N€]� �[y]w N�T.xwzw Tl:i £T[�c]
[oywN]i £BO.i\. ZN c»OMT N�[oc]

10
72, 9

[Moc·]

Trace appears to be M rather than 2-

because of the knowledge (yvwms-) of / their emanation (d1r6pp oia).
This is the great / and incorruptible [race (yevHf)] that [has] / [appear
ed] in three / 10 [worlds (Koaµos-).]
The perils facing the seed of Seth: IV 72,10-27
�yw qN�(:9[WTT€ ti61 m]

10

�[�T�]K.i\.ycMoc £Y[Tyrroc ��]
12

[Tc]yNT€.i\.l� NT€ TJl€<.p[N Nq£1]
€2P�I €TTKOCMOC [€TB€ T€'i]

14

r£N€� c£N��wrr[£ ti61 Z£N]
rwKi i•.xN JTK� � [
TT€ N[61] 1Tl2MOT �[80.i\. 2fTOOTOy]

18

N[Nmp]o<j>HTHC

M[N

N1zoyp1T]

NT[€ tr]£N£� €T[ON2 · £TB€]
20

T€[Ir£N€]� C€N�c»[WTT€ N61]

2€[NMo]y MN 2€N��BW[ww]
72,16
18

The first letter is

C or 6.

Or M[N NI p€q�p€z].

And [the] flood (KaraKAvaµos-) will / [come] as an [example (rv1ros-)
for] / [the] consummation (avv-rE'Aew) of the aeon (alwv), [and it
will come] / into the world (Koa,ws-) [because of this] / race (yt:ved).
Conflagrations will come / 15 upon the earth [
1 / [
]
of the [
] / grace [will come to be through] / [the] prophets
(7rpo</>�r71s-) [and the guardians] / of [the living] race (yevd). [Be
cause of]/ 20 [this race (yt:vd) plagues] / will [occur] and famines. /
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III 61,12

MOC N�T .A€ €VN��(l)JT€ €TB€

t

N06 Nr€N€� N�<l>e�pToc • €TB€
14

T€€1r€N€� €P€2NTTIp�CMOC �w
TT€ oyrr.i\.�NH Nrrpo<J>HTHC NNoy.x.

61,15

Corr. N in JT.i\.�N H over?

But (Se) these things will happen because of the / great, incorrupti
ble ( a<p8apro�) race (yEvEa). Because of / th1R race (yEvd) tP.rnpta
tions (7TEtpaaµ.,6;) will come, / 15 a falsehood (m\av17) of false pro
phets (7Tpo<pr;r17�). /

Seth recognizes the devil's schemes: III 61,16-23
16

TOT€ rrNo6 NcHe • �qN�Y €T€N€p
rl�

18

MJT.Al�BO.i\.OC MN TT€q�TO N

CMOT MN N€qM€€V€ €TN��(l)JT€
€.X.N T£qr£N€� N�<l>e�pTON €T€

20

M€CKIM MN N.AIWrMOC NN€q

60M MN N€q�rr€.i\.OC M-N T€Y
22

JT.i\.�NH .X€ �YTO.i\.M� €pooy MMIN
MMooy·

61,20

Corr. NO 6 crossed out at end of line.

Then (-rorE) the great Seth saw the aetivity (JvlpyEia) / of the devil
(8ui./30Ao�), and his many / guises, and his schemes which will come /
upon his incorrnptible ( a<p0apTOv), immovable race (yEVEa), / 20
and the persecutions (Siwyµ.,6�) of his/ powers and his angels (ayydo�),
and thf'ir / error (7rAav17), that they acted (-roA µa11) against them/
selves.
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NA["i THp]oy C€NA�WTT[€ €TB€]
T€"i[No6 Nr]€N€A Aye.µ [NA"f]

24

.XQ)[ZM ·] �TB€ T€"i[r€N€A]
<;:[€NA�]WTT€ N6[1 2€NTT€1PA]

26

[CMOC M]N 2€NTT.i\.A[N H NT€]
[Nmpo]<l>HTHC N[Noy.x ·

All [these] things will happen [because of] / this [great] and [incorrup
tible] race {yEvEa). / Because of this [race (yEvd)] / 25 [temptations
(7TEtpaaµ.6s) will] come / and falsehoods (1rAcfv77) [of] / [the false]
prophets (7rpo<p�T77s).

Seth recognizes the de'oil's schemes: IV 72,27 - 73,6
TO]
28

[T€ TTIN]06 CHS NT[AqNAy]
[€t€]N€pr1A M[m]�[IABO.i\.oc]

73

c;>[r]
MN N€qKOTC €TNTAq· AYW MN
2

TTIM€€Y€ €[-r]t:iTAq €TqN�

NTq
4

€2PAI €.XN tr€t1€A [NA"f]

KIM MN m.zdWrM[oc NT€ N€q]
[6]c;>M MN N€qArr€.i\.O<;: [MN T€q]

6

[rr.i\.]ANH .X€ qNA(>TO.i\.MA [€poq]

[Then (rorE)] / [the] great Seth [saw] / [the] work (dvlpyEia) of
[the devil (Sia/30}.os-),] // 73 and his crookEd tricks, and / his scheme
which he will / bring upon the [im]movable race (yEvEa), / and the
persecution (8iwyµ.os) [of his] / 5 [powers] arnl his angels (ayyEAos-),
[and his]/ error (7rAcfi 77), that he will act (roA,uav) [:igainst himself.]/
1
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Seth requests guardians for his race: III 61,23 - 62,13

III 61

TOT€ JTN06 f:'CH0" Aqt

24

woycMoy MTTN06 NAKAHTON

--

MTTAp0€NIKON MTTNA MN TAP

62

l[B]
CENIKH MTTAp0€NOC TBApBH/\.ON

2

MN TT(_90MNT Nzooy-f NA/\.OY TE/\.

-- ---

MAH/\."T€/\.MAH/\."2H/\.12H/\.1° MAXAp

4

MAXAp · CHS T60M €TON2 AAH0€C
AAH0WC MN TApCENIKH NTTAp0€

6

NOC JoyH/\. · MN HCH<l>HX TT€TMA2
TE MTTEOOY MN TTEK/\.OM MTTEqEo

8

oy MN rrNo6 N.aOlOME.aWN NAI
WN MN NEepoNOC ETNZHTq . MN

10

N6oM ETKWTE Epooy MN TTETT/\.H
pWMA THpq NeE NTAE1(_9p( rr) N�o

62, 6

C orr. N in MN over H.

Then (Tou) the great Seth gave / praise to the great, uncallable
(�KAYJTov), / 25 virginal (7rap0eviK6v) Spirit (7Tvevµa), and the male
(dpam,K�) I/ 62 virgin (7rap0evos;) Barbelon, / and the thrice-male
child Telmael / Telmael Heli Heli lVIachar / Machar Seth, the power

which really truly ( aA170es; d)i.170ws.) I 5 lives, and the male ( apat:VLK�)
virgin (7rap0evos;) / Youel, and Esephech, the / splenditenens, and the
crown of his / glory, and the great Doxomedon-aeon (alwJJ), / and the
thrones (0p6vos.) which are in him, and / 10 the powers which surround
them, and the whole / pleroma (7TA�pwµa): as I mentioned before. /
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Seth requests guardians for his race: IV 73,7-26
IV 73

[TO]TE TTIN06 CHS :A.qEIN[E Ezp.1."(]

8

[tioy]c;Moy MmNo6 .;i[N.1."l'.:x.1.]
[zMq] NN.l.TN.l.Y Epoq "ij[.1."l't p.1.N]

10

[Epoq] Mrr.1.[p]SENIKON M[TTN.1.]

"i:i

[TE mw]"I' NM tzooy"I' Mrr:\.psE

12

[Noc ts].1.pBHi\.W MN mzooyi
[N].1.�oy TEi\.M :A.Hi\. TEi\.M.1.x.1.Hi\.

14

[H]i\.1 Hi\.l Mix.1.p M.1.X.1.p CHS
[t]6oM ETON-l · � oyMN[T]ME N.1.

16

[M]E tzooy"I' Mrr.1.psENo[c] "ioy[Hi\.]
[MN H]c;H<l>HX TTI pEq.l.M.l.ZTE M

18

[rrEoo]y MN TTKi\.OM NT€ rrEqEo
[oy] MN mNo6 NNEWN NpEq

20

Ct E]ooy MN N1spONoc ETNzp.1.J

[Nz]wrq MN NIN06 €TKWT€

22

[Ep]ooy MN ZENEQ[o]y MN
[zE]f'.-1.1."l'.:xwzt,1 MN [m]rri\.H pw

24

[M .1.] Tl:-I

P9 �T.1."€p(_9 prt ti.:xooq

73, Sf. For [.:X.1.ZMq] or �WZM] see supra 54,16£. note.
9 Superlin. stroke on NN is in the lacuna.

[Then ( T6Tt:)] the great Seth brought / praise to the great, [incor
ruptible,] / invisible, [unnameable,] / 10 virginal (7rap0eviK6v) [Spirit
(7Tvt:vµ,a)] / [of the Father,] and the male virgin (7rap0evo<;) /
Barbelo, and the male / child Telmael Tdmachael / Eli Eli Machar
Machar Seth, / 15 [the] power which really truly / lives, the male
virgin (7Tap01.vo<;) Youel, / [and] Esephcch, the [ splendi]tenens, /
and the crown of his glory, / and the great glory-[giving] / 20 aeon
(aiwv), and the thrones (0p 6vo<;) that are / in him, and the great
ones who surround
/ them, glories and
/ incorruptions, and
[the] whole / pleroma (7TA'Yjpwµ,a) which I mentioned before.
/
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III 62,12

oc .1.yw .1.q.l.lTI NZ€N p€q.1.p€ z €T€q
cnop.1.

And he asked ( ahe'iv) for guards over his / seed ( a1ropa).

The arrival of the guardians: III 62,13-24
TOT€ .l.Y€1 €BO/\. ZN NN06 N

14

.1.IWN N61 qTOY(.9€ NN.1.€pOCIOC N
.1.rr€/\.OC €qNMM.l.Y N61 TIN06 N

16

.1.€pOCIH/\. MN TTN06 C€/\.M€X€/\. €
z.1.p€ z €TN06 Nr€N €.1. N.1.<1>0.1.pTOC

18

TT€CK.1.prroc

MN

NN06 NpWM€

MTTN06 CHS .X.IN MTT€OY0€1(_9 MN

20

TTK€poc NT.l./\.H0€1.l. MN 0€MICC.l.
(_9.1. TCYNT€/\."€.l. MTT.l.lWN MN N€q

22

.1.pxwN · N.1.'i NT.l.YKPIN€ MMooy
N61 NN o6 NKr ITHc

24
62,13

€

TTMOY ·

Corr. y over q.

.a

14

C for

15

Corr. €q NM over erasure.

23

'-9 .1.zr .1.I

in .1.€pOCIOC, see ScuwYZER, Griechische Grammatik I, p. 208.

Corr. T over N in Kpl THC.

Then (T6-re) there came forth from the great/ aeons (alwv) four hundred
ethereal (depoSws-) / 15 angels (ayye.\os-), accompanied by the great /
Aerosiel and the great Selmechcl, to / guard the great, incorruptible
(acp0apro�) race (yevea), / its fruit (Kap1r6s-), and the great men /
of the great Seth, from the time and / 20 the moment (Kai,p6�) of
Truth (d,\�0Eta) and Justice (0{µ.waa) / until the consummation
(avvrEAEta) of the aeon (alwv) and its / archons (apx wJJ), thm,e
whom the great judges (KptT�s-)/ have condemned (Kp{veiv) to/ death.
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IV

73

[AYW] Aq(>AITI N(_9orrt NZ€N

26
25
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[peq]APEZ NT€ TeqcrropA·

he asked (ab(iv) for / guards of his seed ( mropa). /

[And]

The arrival of the guardians: TV 73,27 - 74,9

28

[N€]WN ij61 qTOY(_9€ ij[Arr€]
[/\.OC MTTAH]p €'!NMMA[Y N61]

74

[o].a
A€pOCIH/\. MN lTIN06 C€/\.M€/\.X€/\.
2

�•p[€]qAp€z NT€ tNo6 NA"f�WV'f
Nr[€]N€A MN TTE?[CK]Aprroc MN Nlpw

4

[M€ €T]N€AY NT€ m No6 cHe· €(_9
[... TT]! �ro[N]OC MN moyo€1(_9 N

6

a

[A/\.H0€1]A MN 0€MICCA (_9A TCY[N]
[T€AIA NT€] N€"iAIWN MN NE?YAPX[WN]
[MN NH €T]Avt zArt N61 NINo6 N[Kr•l
[THC (_9Az]r A"i €TTMoy·

74, 4f. Perhaps €(_9[�€N as form of IC�€N (B).

Sf. MS. omits €pooy. One could also emend (NAY>-

Then (T6Te)] there came forth from the great / aeons (alwv) four
[ undred [ angels ( ayyeAos-)] / [ of the air (a17p)] accompanied by / /
h4 Aerosiel and the great Selmelchel, / the guardians of the great,
7ncorruptible / race (yevea), and [its] fruit (Kap1r6s-), and the / great
imen of the great Seth, / 5 [from (?) the] time (xpovos-) and the moment
of / [Truth (aA170em)] and Justice ( Oeµ waa) until the / [ consummation
( avVTEAELa) of] these aeons (alwv) and their archons ( apx wv), I
[and those whom] the great [judges (KpiT17s-)] have / condemned to
death.
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The mission of Seth: III 62,24 - 63,4
III 62,24

TOT€ rrNo6 NcHe • AqTN
Nooy €BO/\. z1ToOToy MTT€qTooy

26

NOYO€1N ZM 1T€0€/\.HMA MTTAYTO

63

lr
r€NHC MN TT€TT/\.HpWMA THpq ZITM
2

(rrt> MN T€y.aoKIA MrrNo6 NA
zopATON MlTNA MN Tt€ Nc<J>pArlC

4

MN 1T€lT/\.HpWMA THpq ·

62,24f. Perhaps A<Y>TN N ooy<q >63, 2

MS. reads TTNOYT€; see infra p. 191.

Then (ToTE) the great Seth was / 25 sent by the four / lights, by the
will (0eA'Yjµa) of the Autogenes (avTOyev�s-) I/ 63 and the whole
pleroma (7TA�pwµa), through / <the gift> and the good pleasure
(ev8oKla) of the great invisible ( aopaTov) / Spirit (7Tvevµ,a), and the
five seals (a<ppaylS'), / and the whole pleroma (7TA�pwµ,a).

The work of Seth: III 63,4 - 64,9
4

AqoyWTB
NT�OMT€ NlTApoyc1A NTA€1.X.Ooy

6

N�opri MN lTKATAKAYCMOC MN rrpw
KZ MN rrz€ri NNApXWN MN N.ayN�

8
63, 7
8

MIC MN N€lOYCIA €NOYZM TH €T1TA.�

Corr. Z over N.
N oyzM normally construct form used here as if absolute.

He passed through / 5 the three parousias (7rapovala) which I men
tioned / before: the flood (KaTaKAvaµoS'), and the conflagration, /
and the judgement of the archons (apxwv) and the powers (Mvaµ, tS') /
and the authorities (e[ovala), to save her (i.e. the race) who went
astray ('1TAaviia0ai), /
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The mission of Seth: IV 74,9-17

IV

74

TOT€ ll[IN06]
10

[cHe AYT]Ayoq EBO/\. VT[OoToy]
[MmqTo]oy NNo6 M<J>wcT[Hp ZM]

12

rr[oy]w�E NT€ lllAYTOrEN[Hc MN]
ll!ll/\.H pWMA TH pq ET[NTAY ZN]

14

oyt NTAq MN oyt METE [NTE]
mNo6 NNATNAY Epoq MTTN[A]

16

MN ttE Nc<J>pu1c MN mrr/\.[H]
pWM� THpq·

Then ('ro-re) the [great] / 1° [Seth] was sent by / [the four] great lights
(cpwa-r�p), [by] / the will of the Autogenes (mhoyev�s-) [and] / [their]
whole pleroma (7TA�pwµ,a), [by] / a gift and good pleasure [of] / 15 the
great invisible Spirit (7Tvevµ,a), / and the five seals (acppayls-), and
the / whole pleroma (7TA�pwµ,a).

The work of Seth: IV 74,17 - 75,24
E(q )<;:![N]E €80/\. Z�
18

t[�]OMTE MllAPOYCIA �[TA"ip]
�prt N�ooy- EBO/\. .a€ [ZM m]

20

KATAK/\.ycMoc MN mpw[Ki]
MN mzArt NT€ NIAPXWN t:1[N]

22

Nl€loyc1� MN N160M €No[y]

74,17 MS. reads €CCl[N]€.
<He> passes through / the three parousias (7rapovala) [which I] /

+

mentioned before, through (
Se) [the] / 20 flood (KamKAvaµ,os),
and the conflagration,
and
the judgement of the archons
/
(apxwv) [and] / the authorities (Jfovala) and the powers, to save /
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III 63

NA ZITM TTZWTTT MTTKOCMOC MN

10

TTBATTTICMA ZITN oy/\.oror€NHC N
CWMA NTAqCBTWTq NAq N61 1TN06

12

NC He • ZN oyMycTHp1ON €BO/\. z1To
OTC NTTTAp0€NOC €Tpoy.x.rro NN€

14

TOYAAB ZITN TT€lTNA €TOYAAB. ZITN
Z€NCYMBO/\.ON NAZOPATON €YZHTT

16

ZN

OYZWTTT MlTKOCMOC €TTKOC

MOC ZITN TTATTOTACC€ MTTKOCMOC

18

MN lTNOYT€ MTTMNT�OMT€ NAIWN
MN N€TTIK/\.HTOC NN€TOYAAB MN

20

NIAZPHTOC MN NIA<l>0ApTOC NKOA.
rroc MN rrNo6 Noyo€1N MTT€1WT

63,16
19

20

Corr. final C over?
Corr. T over p.
Corr. Z over p.

through the reconciliation of the world (K6aµos-), and / 1° the bap
tism (/3a.7rnaµa) through a Logos-begotten (Aoyoyev�s-) / body (awµa)
which the great Seth / prepared for himself, / secretly (µvaT� pwv)
through the virgin (7rap0evos-), in order that the / saints may be
begotten by the holy Spirit (7TVEv a), through / 15 invisible (ao aTov),
µ

p

secret symbols (avµ/30Aov), / through a reconciliation of the world
{Koaµos-) with the world {K6aµos-), / through the renouncing (a7To
Taaaw0ai) of the world (Koaµos-) / and the god of the thirteen aeons
(aiwv), / and (through) the convocations {E7TLKA'YJTOS') of the saints,
and / 20 the ineffable ones (appYJ TOS'), and the incorruptible ( acp0a pTos-)
bosom (KoA7Tos-), / and (through) the great light of the Father /
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IV 74
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iM NTH €TACCWpM €807\. VT[N]

24

OYZWT[IT] N KOC MOC" MN TT[l�W]
KM tio[yc]CJ)MA" €80[7\.] ic1]Tt:1 [m]

26

�no N�A�€ TTH �[T]AqC8T[WTq]
N61 1ll[N]<;>6 CH0

28

ZN QYM[yCTH]

p1ON €807\. z!TOOTC [N]trrAp(;:)[€]
t:,i[o]c €OY€2M �rro NN€T<;>[y]

30

[AA8" €]807\. 21TQOTq M[TTTTNA €T]

75

0[€]
oyAA8 MN Z€NCYMBO7\.ON NNA

2

TNAY €pooy �y(J) €YZHIT €807\.
VTN oyzw-rs N[T]E? oyKOCMOC

4

€YKOCMOC" €807\. ii TN oyATTO
TArH NT€ oyKOCMOC MN TTNOY

6

T€ NT€ TTIMNT�OMT€ NN€WN"
€807\. VTN oyTWZM €807'. VTN N[€]

8

TQYAA8

MN

NIAT(_9A�€ MMooy

MN NIAT�WZM NKOYQYNq N[T€]

10

rroyo€1 N €TN€Aq· Tll:I €T[P� prt]

74,24 Or ZWT[8]; see infra 75,3.
75, 3 ZWT8 sound spelling for ZWTIT; see also
on N[T]� is in the lacuna.

infra

p. 192. Superlin. stroke

her (i.e. the race) who went astray, through / cosmic (Koaµos-)
reconciliation, and the [baptism] / 25 of the body (awµa), through
[the]/ Logos-begotten one, which the great / Seth secretly ( µvar�pwv)
prepared / through the virgin ( 7Tap01.vos-), / to beget again the [saints] / 3°
through the holy [Spirit (7TvEvµa),] // 75 and invisible / and secret
symbols (avµf)o>..ov), / through the reconciliation of world (Koaµos-) /
with world (Koaµos-), through the / 5 renunciation (a1Toray11) of
the world (Koaµos-) and the god / of the thirteen aeons (alwv), /
through convocation by the / saints, the ineffable ones / and the
incorruptible bosom [of] / 10 the great light which [pre-]exists /
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63,22

ETAqp(_9prr N(_9WTTE MN TEqrrpo
N0"iA AYW AqKypoy €80/\. z1Tooic

24

NTT8ATTTICMA €T0YAA8" €T0YAT8"
€TIT€ €80/\. ZIT00Tq M1TIA<J>0ApTOC

64
N/\.0rorENHC MN IHC TTET0NZ MN
2

lTENTAqt MMOq z1wwq N61 1TN06
NcHe • AYW Aqwq-r NNAYNAMIC

4

MTTMNT(_90MT€ NAIWN AYW Aq
Kypoy €80/\. ZIT00Tq " NN€TAr€ MN

6

N€TATTAr€ Aqzorr/\.lZE MM00Y
ZN oyzorr/\.0N NC00YN NT€°iAAH

8

eE1� ZN oyAyNAMlc N�-r.x.po Epoc
NT€ TA4>e�pc1�

63,22
24
64, 3

Corr. q in ETAq over p.
Corr.Tin 0YAT8 over A (dittography).
Corr.Yin AYW over?, Mover T.

who pre-existed with his Providence (7rpovom) / and established
(Kvpoiiv) through her / the holy baptism (/3a1Tnaµ,a) that sur
passes / 25 the heaven, through the incorruptible ( acpOapTo�), fl
64 Logos-begotten (.\oyo yev��) one, even Jesus the living one, even
/ he whom the great Seth has / put on. And through him he nailed
the powers (Svvaµ,,s) / of the thirteen aeons (alwv), and / 5 established
(Kvpovv) those who are brought forth (ay eiv) and / taken away
( cbayHv). He armed ( 01TAl{£w) them / with an armor ( 01TAov) of know
ledge of this truth (c:L\�Oeia), / with an unconquerable power (Svvaµ,i�)
/ of incorruptibility ( dcp0apala).
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IV 75

'ij'-!)[O]ort

12

147

2N oyrrpONOIA Ayc.p Aq

TA�ro Mrre-royAAB €80.i\. VTOOTC

MN m WMC e-rcAirA"f NN 1rrnye

14

€80.i\. VTOOTq MTT€"f0YAAB MN

11[1]4-r.xwv,t· MN Tc TIH €TAy.xnoq

16

� oy{_9A.X,€ [e]qowz· 11H €TAqTA

Aq vwwq N61 TTIN06 CHe A[y]q.,

18

Aqt e1q-r NN160M NT€ TTIMN-t
(90MT€ NN€WN Ayw Aqoyocqoy

20

eBoi\. VTOOTq· (!)AYN Toy Ay[w]
{9AY.XITOY- AYW (9AY20KOY

22

2N oyiorri\.oN NT€ ncooyN NTM€
2N oy6oM NA"f.X[W]v,t ijA-r.xro

24

epoc·

in Providence (1rp6voia) and established / through her the holy one /
and the baptism that surpasses the heavens,/ through the holy one,
and/ 15 the incorruptible one, even Jesus who has been begotten/ by
a living word, he whom / the great Seth has put on. And/ through
him he nailed down the powers of the / thirteen aeons (alwv), and
rendered them / 20 motionless. They are brought (forth) and / taken
back, and are armed / with an armor ( 01r.\ov) of the knowledge of
the truth, / with an incorruptible, unconquerable / power.
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The list of the bringers of salvat-ion: III 64,9 - 65,26

III 64

AqoywNi NAY €

10

BOA N61 TTN06 N1TAp€CTATHC I€CC€A
MAZAp€Al€CC€A€K€A

12

€TON2 •

MN

TTTOC

MN

TTMOoy

N1No6 NCTpATHroc

YAKWBOC TTN06

14

0

MN

8€O1T€M

ICAOYHA MN N€T21.X.N

TTTHrH MMH€ MIX€A MN MIXAp

16

MN MNHCINOYC MN TT€T21.X.M
TT.X.WKM NN€TON2 · MN N1p€q

18

TOYBO MN C€C€fr€N<J>ApAfrHN
MN N€T21.X.N MTTY.i\.H NMMOY€1O

20

oy€ MIX€YC MN MIXAP MN N€T
21 .XM TTTOOY NC€AAAW MN N€AAY

22

NOC MN N€NTTAPA.i\.HMTTTWp N

There appeared to them / 10 the great attendant (1TapaaTaT17�) Yesseus /
Mazareus Yessedekeus, the living / water, and the great leaders
(aTpaT-r;y6�), / 'laKw/30� the great and Theopemptos / and Isavel,
and they who preside over / 15 the spring (7T1JY�) of truth, Micheus
and Michar / and Mnesinous, and he who presides over / the baptism
of the living, and the / purifiers, and Sesengenpharanges, / and
they who preside over the gates ( 1rv,.\17} of the waters, / 20 Micheus
and Michar, and they who / preside over the mountain Seldao and
Elainos, / and the receivers (7Tapa>.�µ7TTwp) of /
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The list of the bringers of salvation: IV 75,2-1- 77,?

IV 75,24
26

Ay[w Ay]oywNi NAI €BOA
NNlt:W6 €TAZ€PATOY 1€C€A
MACAp€A · "i€CC€A€K€A · TIIMO
oy €TON2 MN NI N06 NCAt[roc]

28
76

TTI N06 b.KWB
OS

MN

0€OTT[€MTTTOC]

---

MN "i<;:AOYHA MN ITH €TKH €ZPA"i

2

€£t:-f 11NA Ml:IJ:r[ .. ]1:fA · MN NH €11
KH €ZPAi €.XN NITIHrH NT€ TM€

4

MIX€� M[N] MIXAP

MN

MNHCINOY

M-N TIH €"fKH €ZPA"i €.X,f':I 111.XW

6

KM NT€ N€T<;rnz 111p€qTBBO
C€C€ff€N BAP<l>ArArrHC MN

8

[N]H €"f�H €2PA"i €.X,N Nl11YAH

N

[T€ Nl]Mc;>oy NT€ mwNz M,c€yc

10

[MN] MlxAr MN NH €-tKH € zrrA1, €

-- --

.X,N TTTWWNq C€AAAW MN €A€

12
75,27
76, 2
9

--

NOC MN NITIAPAAHMTTTWpoc

Superlin. stroke on N2 is in the lacuna.
Or Ml:fT[
MIC€YC for MIX€YC; cf. ScHWYZER, Griechische Grammatik I, p. 210.

And they revealed / 25 the great attendants to me: Yesseus / Mazareus
Yessedekeus, the / living water, and the great leaders ( mpar1yos), /
the great 'laKw/3 and Theop[emptos] // 76 and Isavel, and he who
presides / over the grace, Mep[ .. ]el, and they who / preside over the
springs (1T?')y�) of the truth, / Micheus and Micl1ar and Mnesinous, /
5 and he who presides over the baptism / of the l iving, the purifier /
Sesengenbarpharanges, and/ they who preside over the gates (1rv)\17 ) /
[ofthe] waters oflife, Micheus / 1° [and] Michar, and they who preside
over/ the rising, Seldao and Elenos, / and the receivers (1rapa)\�µ1rrwp) /
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III 64

TN06 NrENEA NA<J>8ApTON N{1}rw

24

ME N.x,wwpE (M)nNo6 NCHe • N.Au.
KONOC MTTEqTooy NOYOEIN

26

1TN06 NfAMAAIHA. TTN06 NfABpl
HA" 1TN06 CAMB.i\.W MN TTN06

65
NABpACAl · MN N€T21.XM rrpH TEqz1

2

H N€1 EBO;\. O.i\.CHC MN 2YTTNEYC MN
2EYPYMAIOYC MN NET21.XN TE21H

4

N(9E EZOYN ETANA{y}rrAyc1c MTTWN2
N{_9A €NEZ· NmpyTANIC MllAN8Hp

6

MN MIXANOpA MN NET2Af€2 ENE
tyxooyE NNcw-tri AKfAMAN MN

8
64 ,23

65, 5

CTpEMtoyxoc MN TNo6 NAYNAMIC

MS. has I squeezed between N and p, probably e. correction.
Corr. N in NI over TT.

8 Between lines 8 and 9 TE.i\.M AHA (bis) has inadvertently been left out.

the great race (yEvd), the incorruptible (acf,0apTDv), / mighty men
<of> the great Seth, the / 25 ministers (SiaKovos-) of the four lights,
/ the great Gamaliel, the great Gabriel, / the great Samblo, and the
great // 65 Abrasax, and they who preside over the sun, its / rising,
Olses and Hypneus and / Heurumaious, and they who preside over
the / entrance into the rest (dva1ravais-) of eternal / 5 life, the rulers
(1rpvmvis-) Mixanther / and Michanor, and they who guard the /
souls ( tf;vxTJ) of the elect, Akramas and / Strempsouchos, and the
great power (Svvaµ.is-) /
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IV 76

151

NT€ tr€N€A €TOYAAB MN NI

14

A"f�WZM NpWM€ AYW €T.XO
or NT€ 1TIN06 CH�· NI.A.[l]�KWN

16

[NT]€ mqTooy M<J>WCTHp m
N06 NfAMAl\.lHl\. MN TTIN06 N

18

rABp[l]Hl\. MN TTIN06 CAM�l\.W
MN 1TIN06 ABpACA;! MN NH €"f

20

�H €2PA"f €.XN tVH

N€1

€807\.

ij°T€ TTPl:I 07\.CHC MN )'MN€0C

22

MN €y[r]yMf?[o]y[c] MN NH €"f
KH €ip�J €.X,N TT![M0]€1"f N€1 €

24

zoyN €1TMTON NT€ TT!WNZ

Mt:J MIK;lAN
MN MIX�Nopi MN NI

{9A €N f?i <1>r•TAt:,11c;:

26

[eH]p�

[p€qA]p[€]i NT€ N1'),yxH €-tzoTB

77

[oz]
AKPAMAN MN CT'p'€M'),oyx[oc]

2
76,15

18

MN tN 06 N6oM [T€l\.M]AXAH[l\.]

I has flaked off.

I has flaked off.

of the holy race (yEvEa) and the / incorruptible and mighty men /
of the great Seth, the ministers ( Sia1@v) / [ of] the four lights
(cf,waT�p), the / great Gamaliel, and the great / Gabriel, and the
great Samblo, / and the great Abrasax, and they who / 20 preside
over the rising / of the sun, Olses and Umneos / and Eurumaious,
and they who I preside over the entrance / into the rest of eter
15

nal / 25 life, Phritanis and Mixanther
dians] of the slain souls (t/ivx�),

II

and the great power [Telm]achael

I

and l\1ichanor, and the

I [guar

77 Akramas and Strempsouchos, /

I
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III 65
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2Hl\.l 2Hl\.l MAXAp MAXAp CHS MN

10

1TN06 NA20PATOC NAKl\.HTON NATO
NOMAZ€ MMOq M1TAp0€NIKON M

12

lTNA MN TClfH MN 1TN06 NOY0€1N
2APMOZHl\. · lTMA MTTAYTOf€NHC €

14

TON2 1rnoyT€ NTMH€ MN (n)€T{N}NM
MAq 1TA<J>8ApTOC NpWM€ A.aAMAC ·

16

TTM€2CNAY opoTAHl\. TTMA MnNo6
NCH8'

18

€1

MN IC lTA 1TWN2' MN TT€NTAq

AqCTAypoy Mll€T2M TTNOMOC

1TM€2(9OMNT .A.AY€18€ TTMA NN

20

(9Hp€ MrrNo6 NCHe · TTM€2qTooy
Hl\.€7\.He· TTMA €T€p€N'),yxooy€

22

NN(9Hp€ MTON MMooy N2HTq ·
TTM€2toy TWHl\. TT€T21.XM npAN

24

Mll€TOYNATAAC NAq €.XWKM 2M
1TBA1TTICMA €TOYAA8 €TOYATB €TTT€

26

m A<l>eApTOC

65, 14 MS. reads N.
26 Corr. 0 over I.

Heli Heli 1\fachar Machar Seth, and / 10 the great, invisible (dopaTos-),
uncallable (axA77Tov), / unnameable (-ovoµa(ELv), virginal (7Tap0€
v1.K6v) / Spirit ( 7TvEvµa), and the silence (aiy17), and the great light /
Harmozel, the place of the living Autogenes (avrnyEv17s-), / the God
of the truth, and (he) who is with / 15 him, the incorruptible
(a<p0apTos-) man Adamas, / the second, Oroiael, the place of the
great / Seth, and Jesus, who possesses the life and who came / and
crucified ( amvpovv) that which is in the law (voµos-), / the third,
Davithe, the place of the / 20 sons of the great Seth, the fourth, /
Eleleth, the place where the souls (ifivx11) / of the sons are resting, /
the f ifth, Yoel, who presides over the name / of him to whom it will
be granted to baptize with / 25 the holy baptism (f3&rrnaµa) that
surpasses the heaven, / the incorruptible (acf,0apTos-) one.
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IV

153

--

77

T€l\.MAXAHl\. Hl\.l l:l�I MAXAp

4

MAXAP CHS Mt:,I 1TIN06 NN�[T]
f':IAY €p[o]q AYW NA"f.XA2M[€q N]

6

A-rt PAl':I €poq· €T€ TTA"f 2N oy
rr[N]A MN oycIrH MN m N<;>6 [N]

8

<J>WCTHP APMOZH� TT[IMA] €T[qM]
MOq N61 TTIAYTOf[E)r:l[HC €]TON[2]

10

rrN[o]yT€ 2N oyMNTM€ €q[N]M
MAq N61 1TIA"f.XW2M NpWM�

12

AAAMAC MN opo"iAHl\. TTIMA [€TCJ]
MMAY N61 1TIN06 CHS MN ![C]

14

NT€ 1TWN2" 1TH €TAq€1 AYW A[q]
€1(9� ijrrH €"f2� JJ[N]<;>MOC

16

1TIM€2(90M€"f �.[Ay€1S€ TTIMA]

€TOYMOTN MMO<;>[y] N2HT[q N61]

18

N(91:1r€ MmNot61 cHs· mt:1£€21
qTooy Hl\.Hl\.HS (m]MA �[

20

.. (..] ... y[

21 ff. are lost.
Telmachael Eli Eli l\fachar / l\fachar Seth, and the great, / 5 invisible
and incorruptible, / unnameable one, who is in / spirit ( 7rvEiJµa) and
silence ( my�), and the great / light (</>waT�P) Armozel, the [place] where
/ the living Autogenes (avrnyEv�s-) is, / 1° the God in truth, with whom
is / the incorruptible man / Adamas, and Oroiael, the place [where] /
the great Seth is, and [Jesus] / of the life, he who came and / 15
crucified that which is under the law (voµos-), / the third, [Davithe,
the place] / where the sons of the / great Seth rest, the / fourth,
Eleleth, [the] place [where] / (lines 20- ?)
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The c,ertainty of salvation in the present: Ill 65,26 - 66,8
AAl\.A .XN titNoy

III 65,26

lS

66

21TM TTlpWM€ NA<J>0ApTOC TTOI
2

MAHl\. • MN N€TMTH9A N€TTIKl\.HCIC
NATIOTAllC NTt€ tic<J>pu1c ·2M

4

TTIBATTTICMA MTIHrH N€€1 €YNA
coyN N€YTTAPA7'.HMTTTWP · Ne€

6

€TCTCAB0 MMooy €pooy NC€
coywNoy €BOl\. 21TOOToy NA°i

8

Corr. MNN€ over erased word beginning with
line. 1T(9A over (9€€.
Corr. ATTO over €TTIK (dittography).

66, 2
3

7

NN£y.x1 trr£ MnMoy

Corr.

TOY

NN. TM

written above the

over T'j.

But ( cL\Acf) from now on // 6(] through the incorruptible (acpOapTO�)
man Poimael, / and they who are worthy of(the) invocation (E7T{KAYJ at�), /
the renunciations ( a77orati�) of the five seals ( acppayl�) in / the spring
(1r77y�)-baptism ({3a7TTiaµa), these will / 5 know their receivers
(7rapaA�µ1rTwp) as / they are instructed about them, and they will /
know them (or: be known) by them. These / will by no means taste

death.

Hymnic section (part I): Ill 66,8-22
8

IH 1€YC
HW oy HW WYA · Al\.H0WC Al\.H0WC

10

1€CC€Y MAZAP€Y 1 €CC€A€K€Y
TIMOOY €TON2 1TA7'.0Y MlTAl\.OY

66, 9

Corr. first e over

l\. (dittography).

IH 1€YC / Hw oy Hw wyA ! Really truly (aA YJ8W� aA778w�), / 1° 0
Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus,/0 living water, 0 child of the child,/
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The certainty of salvation in the present: IV 77,? - 78,10
IV 78

[o]H
[ ... ]N €807\. VTOOTq MTTH E"f

2

[oy]��� A[yw NA]1'-XW2M TTIMAHl\.
[MN] �H ETNlJ{9A NNI.XWKM

4

[NT]€ tATTOTAfH MN N!C<J>p�
[r1c N]�A"f{9A.XE MMo[o]y NTE

6

[rrE]y.xwKM" [N]A"f AycoywN
[NE]yt:rAPAl\.HMAWpoc zq.,c

8

[AY]T<;:[800]y E?rooy €AYEIME
[€807\. VT]QQTOY AYW NN[E]y

10

[.XI] tt:rE MTTMOY :

78,1-10 Part of the text has become illegible due to flaking.

] through him who / [is holy and in]corrup
[
] If 78 [
tible, Poimael, / [and] those who are worthy of the baptisms / [of]
the renunciation ( d1rorny�) and the / 5 ineffable seals ( acppayl�)
of/ [their] baptism, these have known/ [their] receivers (1rapaA�µ7nwp)
as (w�) / they [have learned] about them, having known / [through]
them, and they shall not / 10 taste death.

Hyrnnic section (part I): IV 78,10 - 79,3
"fE<;:<;:E0C

10

[OH]W HOYW
12

wyi iN oyMN

[TM]€ NAME "fECCE0C MACApE0C
[JECC]E?AEKEOC m M0QY €TON2

14

[rr]��[o]y NTE lTAl\.QY- lJ[I r]AN

Yesseus / [. H]w Hoyw wyA, really / truly, 0 Yesseus Mazareus /
[Yess]edekeus, 0 living water, / [O child] of the child, [O] name /
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III 66,12

TTPAN €8A€00Y AAH8WC AAH8WC
AIWN0WN 1111 HHHH €€€€ 00

14

00

yyyy WWWW AAAA{A}

A

.i\.H8€C AAH8WC HI AAAA WW

A.i\.H8€C A.i\.H8WC A€€ HHH 1111

18

yyyyyy w w w w w w w w
TT€T(_900TI N(_9A ANH2€ N€N€2

20

2\..i\.H8€C AAH8WC IHA AIW 2M
<f>HT TT€T(_900TI YA€1 €1CA€1

22
66,14

€10€1 €10C€1

The scribe probably wrote one A too many.

0 glorious name, really truly
15

(a),17 8ws- aA17 8ws-), I

alwv 0 wv,

1111 HH

yyyy wwww AAAA{A}, really (aA1J0Es-) /
truly (d>.17 0ws-), HI AAAA ww/ww, 0 existing one who sees

HH

€€€€

00/00

the aeons (alwv) ! / Really truly (aA'IJ0Es- a>.17 8wr;), A€€ HHH 1111
/ yyyyyy wwwwwwww, / who is eternally eternal, / 20 really
truly ( d>.17 0Es- d>.17 0ws-), 1HA Al ill in / the heart, who exists, y aEt EtS-

Hymnic section (part II): III 66,22 - 68,1

22

TT€€1NA6 NPAN
€TN TAK 21.X.ill€1 1TIAT(_9WillT

24

NAYTOf€NHC TTAi €TM1TAB0;\. AN
€€1NAY epoK TTIATNAY epoq N

66,23
24

Corr. first ill written above crossed out 0.
Corr. € in €TM over N.

This great name/ of thine is upon me, 0 self-begottcn(mhoyEv�5') Perfect
one, who art not outside me. / 25 I see thee, 0 thou who art invisible/
66,24f. Or: Thou who art not outside me, I see thee.
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IV 78

[NT€ N1]e;:[ooy] THpoy

16

iN

157

oyMN

[TM]€ ��[M€] 1J€T(_90<;>rt (9A. €
[N]e;:z n,T[H]l:f l:fH €€€4? 9000

18

[yy]y[y] <.µWWW A.A.A.i Z[N]
[OYMNTM€ NA.]M[€] 91:l[i A.A.A.A.]

20 ff. are lost.

79

[oe]
€NEZ €T(_900TT ZN [TTl2HT]

2

TT1(_9A. €N€2 · y[A.€1 €1CA.€1]
€[10] €l€1 OC€[1·

79. 1

TTIZHT is too short. TKA.p.AI� fits well but is not attested in Coptic.

15[of]all[theglories],

rea1ly /[truly], who exists eternally,/ [1111 HHH]H
wwww A.A.A.A., / [really truly, OH 1
A.A.A.A.,] /
(lines 20-end) // 79 eternal who is in [ the heart ,] / 0
Eternal one, y [det els de{,] / el [o] el, el os el.
€€€€

0000

/

[yyyy]

Hymnic section (part II): IV 79,3 - 80,15
rrEiNo6
4

oy[ .. o]yMEp<;>[C
TM H[...] A.loy[

6

ti pA-N]
TTI A.]

TP2A-€" EY.XTTO C;:[807'. MMOq MA.Y]
A.A.Cf rre;: EY€l[oyc1 A. €807'. M]

8

Moq MA-YA-A-q rrE n[H ET€ NNA-T]
NA.Y e;:[p]Q q CA.BO;\. M"'.f[Ol TTH €T€]

[This great name] / [
] a part (µ, Epos) [
] / 5 the [
, OJ / Perfect one who art [self-] begotten / (and) autono
mous (etovala), / [who art in]visible / except to [me, who art] /
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III 66,26

NA-Z.PN oyoN (N)IM NIM

nr

TT€TNA.<.9

xwp1 MMOK ZN K€CMH T€Noy

67

lZ

,X€ A.€1COYWNK A.€1MOy.XT MMO

2

€1 €TT€T€ M€q(_91B€ A.€1ZOTT7'.IZ€
MM0€1 ZN oyzoTT7'.0N NOY0€1N

4

A.€1poyoern N€p€TMA-A-Y rA-p M
TTMA. €TMMA.Y €TB€ tMNTCA.€1

6

€ €TN€CWC NT€ TT€ZMOT €TB€
TIET A.emw p<.9

8

N NA-61.x

€807'. ey

KH s • A.e1.x1 Mop<J>H ZM TTKYK7'.0C
NTMNTpMMA.O MTTOY0€1N eqzN

10

KoyoyN-r eqt Mop<J>H MTTl�To
N.XTTO ZM TTOY0€1N €T€ MN €NK7'.H

12

MA. .xi ezoyN epoq tNA-.XW MIT€
K€OOY A.7'.H0WC ,X€ A.€1pxwp1 M

14
66,26

67, 1
14

MOK <;:oy IHC IA€ �€1W A.€1€ OIC W

Corr. € over

Z?

Corr. first I over C.

Corr. coy over erasure. N faintly written above the y.

to everyone. For (yap) who will be able / to comprehend (xwpe'iv)
thee in another tongue? Now /
/ 67 that I have known thee, I have
mixed/ myself with the immutable. I have armed ( o71'Al(eiv) / myself
with an armor ( o71'Aov) of light; / I have become light. For (yap)
the Mother was at / 5 that place because of the / splendid beauty
of grace. Therefore / I have stretched out my hands while they were/
folded. I was shaped (µopcf,�) in the circle (KVKAos) / of the riches
of the light which is in / 10 my bosom, which gives shape (µopcfrrD
to the many / begotten ones in the light into which no complaint
( eyKA7Jµa) / reaches. I shall declare thy / glory truly ( a.A7J 0ws-), for I
have comprehended (xwpew)/ thee, coy I Hc IA€ A.€1W A.€1€ 01c � /
6 7, 7

Or: spread out my hands which were folded.
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IV 79,10

NN4TN�Y Epoq NN[oyoN NIM"]

12

CMH MN oycMoy [E�TcoywNK]

14

TW6E· �yw c�nczwwK MMOT]

16

2MOT MN moy[oE1 N �JjioyoE1 N]

18

N�61.X [EB]OA �[yKHB" �YW 4J,XI]

159

oy r�r TT€T(9(W)Jj [MMOK iN oy]
�NOK tNoy �·,Moy[.XT MN TTEK]
4J<9W1J� [z]N o[yzonAON NT€ m]
4YW El;\OA VTOQ[Tq �lnwp<9 N]
Mop<J>1;t[..] . N[

20
22
24
26

ijNoy��AY[MM� NTE tMt-1TpM]
M40 ECKWT[E
NOYMH[Tp�
2� OYEIN[E
[

ZN oyMNT[ME .XE 4Jpxwp1 M]
MOK IC NT€ 1TH ET[
HE€ °ii€€ OIC [W

79,11 MS. reads (900TT.
26 Superlin. stroke on MN is in the lacuna.
invisible to [everyone]./ For (yap) who comprehends [thee in]/ voice
and praisd [Having known thee] / I now have mixed [with thy] /
steadfastness, and [I have armed myself;] / 15 I have come to be in
[an armor ( 01rAov) of] / grace and the [light; I have become light.]/
And because of [it I have stretched]/ out my hands [while they were
] / 20 a veil
folded. And I was] / shaped (µopc/nD [
(Ka.Avµµ.a) [of the] richness / which surround [
] / a [womb
(µ.,frpa)
] / in a likeness [
] / [
] / 25 truly, [because I have comprehended (xwpEi'v)] / thee,
Jesus of the one who [
] //
] / HEE 41€€ 01c [w
10

79, l 7f. Or: spread out my hands which were folded.
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III 67

A.IWN A.IWN TTNOYT€ NTClrH t

16

A.::UOY MMOK THpK NTOK TT€ TIA.
MA. NMTON TT(9Hp€ HC HC O € TTI

18

A.TCMOT €T(9OOTT ZN NIA.TCMOT
eq<9oorr eqTOYNOC MTTpWM€

20

€TKNA.TOYBO€1 NZHT(j ezoyN

22

W.-XN €TB€ TTA-l TT€CTO€1 MTTWNZ

€TT€KWNZ · KA.TA. TT€KpA.N €T€ M€q

NZHT A-€1KepA- MMoq ZN oyMo

24
26

[o]y errTyrroc NN A-pxw N THpoy
.:X,€ €€1NA.WNZ ZA-THK ZN tPHNH
NN€TOYA-A.B TT€T(9OOTT N(9A. €N€Z

68

lH
A.7'.H0WC A.7'.H0WC

67,15
68, 1

Corr. N over C?

A.7'.H0WC A.7'.H0WC could also belong with the following paragraph.

The several possible translations are discussed in the commentary.

alwv, alwv, 0 God of silence (my�) ! I / honor (dfwvv) thee
completely. Thou art my / place of rest, 0 son H c H c o e, the
/ formless one who exists in the formless ones, / who exists, raising
up the man / 20 in whom thou wilt purify me into / thy life, according
to (KaTa) thine imperishable name. / Therefore the incense of life /
is in me. I mixed (Kepiiv) it with water / after the model (TV1ros)
of all archons ( apxwv), / 25 in order that I may live with thee in the
peace (elp�v77) / of the saints, thou who existeth really truly (d>..71 0ws
aA71 8ws) / / 68 for ever.
15
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IV

80

[�]
[

2

€]TOYA.A.B TTNOYT€

[NT€ tc1rH ... ] ... [NT]OK 1J'4?
[

4

lt:i°MTON NT[€ TT](9H

[p€

]€T<:!]<;>[ort] iN

[

6

[

] TTI M A.[€1]N TTI M �

] NoypwME A-KT[B]

[so MMO"i NZHTq]

8
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V1 TTEKw�i

[KA.TA. TT€KpA.N N]�A-TqqJT€ €807\.

[€TB€ TTA.'f q<9o]ort NZH"rq N61 oy

10

[CT0€1 NT€ TTW]NZ. €A.(f (>QJp6 ZN
[oyMooy N.X]WKM N[T€] NIA.pxwN

12

[THpoy ETpA-W]NZ Z�TOOTK Z-N oy
[1pHNH NT€ N€TOY]��f;l [TTl](9A. €NEZ

14

[TTH €T(9OOrt] i[N] <;>yM t:1 TM€ NA.
[M€"

80,14

See III 68,l note.

80 [O] holy [
], 0 God / [of silence (aiy17)
.] Thou
] who exists
] of rest of [the] son / [
art / [
] the [mark], the place(?) / [
] a man,
in / 5 [
thou hast / [purified me in him] in thy life, / [according to (KaTa)
thine] imperishable [name.] / [Therefore, there is] in him / 1° [incense
of life] that has mixed with / baptismal [water] of [all] the / archons
(apxwv), [in order that I may] live with thee in the / [peace (dp17v77)
of the saints. Ol eternal one / [who exists] really / 15 truly.
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The first conclusion: III 68,1-9
III 68

TAT T€ TBI BAOC
2

NTAqcAzc N61 rrno6 NCHe AqKw
MMOC ZN Z€NTOOy €Y.-XOC€ €M

4

TT€TTpH (9A €.:X,WOy oy.A.€ €MN
60M . AYW .XIN N€zooy NN€TTpO

6

<l>HTHC

MN NATTOCTOAOC MN N

KHpy::t MTT€Tlp€'N' ZOAWC TAAO
8

€.-XN NEYZHT oyTE MN <960M
Ayw MTTETTEYMA.:X.€ cwTM Epoq

68, 4

Corr.

7

Corr.

.:X,WO over €Wq.
€ in p€ over H ? See 68,4.

This is the book (f3lf3>i.os) / which the great Seth wrote, and placed /
in high mountains on which / the sun has not risen, nor (ov81) is
it / 5 possible. And since the days of the prophets ( 77'pocf,�-r77s), / and
the apostles (a'TT'oaToAos), and the / preachers (Kfjpv{), the name
has not at all ( o>i.ws) risen / upon their hearts, nor (ov-rE) is it pos
sible. / And their ear has not heard it. /
The second conclusion: III 68,10-69,5
10

T€€1BIBAOC AqCAlC N61 TTN06
NCH0. ZN Z€NCZAT N(9€MAAB

12

NpOMTT€ AqKW MMOC ZM TITO
{o}oy €(9AyMoyTE Epoq .-XE XA

14

PAllW .:X,€KAAC ZN NZA€ NN€

The great Seth wrote this book (f3lf3Aos) J with letters in one
hundred and thirty / years. He placed it in the mountain / that is
called Charaxio, / in order that, at the end of the /

10
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The first conclusion: IV 80,15-25
TT€l,XWW]M� [A.]<f<;A-zq N6,

1v 80
16

[rrrno6 cHe A-yw] A-qK1A-q tizpA-T
[.XN oyTooy €q].XOC€ ITH €T€ MA

18

[p€rrpH (9� EZPA-l €.Xwq] oyTE
[

20

]€[ ...] AYW N

[.xi N NEzooy ti N mp]o<l>HTHC r-:t[N]

MN

[

22
24

v

N 1]�TTOCT07'.0C

[

]MN<;W[

[

]€1 €1;\[07'.

A-yw rrEy]MA.

[

[.X€ MTT(JCWTM €]roe :

[The great Seth] wrote / [this book, and] he placed it on / [a] high
[mountain] on which / [the sun] does not [rise] nor (ovn) / [
.] And / 20 [from the days of the] prophets ('TT'pocf,f]-r'Y}s),
and the] apostles (ci77'6a-roAos), / [
[and] / [
]
] come forth / [
... / [
, and their] ear /
215 [has not heard] it. /

The second conclusion: IV 80,26 - 81,?
26

[rr€T.XWWM€ 1q]c1iq N61 rr1No6

81

[n1]

CHe ZN 2€NC21l [
2

>.q K��'I f.[ ... ] . [
3 ff. are lost.

The great Seth wrote [this] / 81 [book] with letters [
placed [it

]. / He
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III 68

xpoN oc MN N K€pOC ZM TT€0€

16

i\.HMA. MTB.yTOr€NHC NNOyT€
MN TT€TTi\.HpwMA- THpq z1TM rrt

18

Nrroyw<9€ NA.TN pA.Tq. NA.T
MEOYE Epoq N€1w·1= Eq(E)rrpo

20
22

€i\.0€ €BOi\. · NqoywNz NT€€1
r€N€A. NA.<f>eA.pToc €TOYAA-B
NT€ TTN06 NCWTHP MN N€T
6A.i\.Hoy Epooy ZN oyA-rATTH M-N

24

TTN06 NA.ZOPA.TOC N(9A. A.NHie;:
MTTNA. MN TT€qMONOr€NHC

26

N(9Hp€ MN rroyo€1N N(9A. €

69

le
NEZ MN T€qNo6 NcyNZyroc

2

NA<f>eA.pToc MN TA.<f>eApToc N
co<f>1A- MN TBApBHi\.ON MN oyrri\.H

4

pwMA. THpq ZN oyMNT(9A- €NEZ"
ZA-MHN

times (xp6vos-) and the eras (Kaipos-), by the / will (8/A'flp,a) of the
divine Autogencs (mh-oyev�s-) / and the whole pleroma (7rA�p wµ,a),
through the gift / of the untraceable, unthinkable, / fatherly love,
it may / 20 come forth (1rpoeA8e'iv) and reveal this / incorruptible
(acp8ap-ros-), holy race (yeved) / of the great savior (aw-r�p), and
those who / dwell with them in love (dya1T'f/), and / the great,
invisible (dopa-ros-), eternal / 25 Spirit (1TVevp,a), and his only begot
ten (p,ovoyev�s-) / Son, and the eternal light, // 69 and his great, incor
ruptible (a</>Bap-ros-) / consort (av{vyos-), and the incorruptible (acJ>Bap
-ros-) / Sophia, and the Barbelon, and the / whole pleroma (1TA�p wµ,a)
in eternity. / 5 Amen (dµ,�v). /
15
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IV 81, 3 - end is lost.
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Tlie colophon: III 69,6-17
III 69, 6

m�yA-frEJ\.ION (N)NfMNKHM€
TBIBJ\.OC ticzA.T N NOYT€ TZI€

8

pA. €TZHTT T€XA.p1C TCYNZ€CIC
T€C0HCIC T€<f>pONHCIC MN TT€

10

pczH TC • EyrN WCTOC TTA.rA.TTH
Tl KOC ZM TT€TTN A

12

it-1 oyA.<f>eA.pc1

A.

IC TT€XC TT(9H p€ MTTNOYT€
TTCWTH

16

TCA.pl •

TTA.p€N TT€ rorr€C'C'OC MN NA.

<9 spoyoE1N
14

ZN

r · 1 xeyc eEorpA-<J>oc

TBIBJ\.OC TZ1€pA. MTTN06 NA.ZO
PA.TON MTTNA. ZA-MHN

9,6 See supra, p. 18.

The gospel ( evayy eAiov) of <.. the> Egyptians. / The God-written,
holy (iepa), secret / book (/3{/3,\os). Grace (xapis), understanding
(avveais-), / perception (a'la87Jais-), prudence (cppov71ais-) (be) with
him / 10 who has written it, Eugnostos the beloved (a y a1r17ri1<os) /
in the Spirit (1r11eiJµ,a) - in the flesh (aapf) / my name is Gongessos and my / fellow lights in incorruptibility (acp8apala), / Jesus Christ
(xpiaros-), Son of God, / 15 Savior (awr�p), 1xeyc. God-written
(Beoypacf,os-) (is) / the holy (iepa) book (/3{/3,\os-) of the great, invisible
(aopaTov) / Spirit (77Vevµ, a). Amen (dµ,17v).

1'he title : III 69, 18-20
18

TBIBJ\.OC TZ1€pA. MTTN06
NA.ZOPA.TON MTTN€Y

20

MA. ZA-MHN

The holy ( iepa) book (/3{/3,\os-) of the great, / invisible (doparov)
Spirit (77VeiJµ,a). I 20 Amen (aµ,17v).
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Only a blank top fragment of IV 82 survives.
The colophon was probably absent (see pp. 8f.).
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The Introduction: III 40,12-41,7 = IV 50,1-23.
III 40, 12f.: See the charter on the title, supra, pp. 20ff.
The holy l>ook is linked with the Spirit, which is at first charac
tcri./,cd in three ways expressing its nature and origin. Then follow
a series of seven more appositives which describe the Spirit as light.
After these come three other appositives: the Father, the Aeon of
the aeons, and the uninterpretable Power. To each of the first two of
these appositives, three attributes are added. The third attribute
is different ir� the t\yo vernions. Since some of the differences between
III, 2 and IV, 2 can be explained in terms of mistranslations from
the Greek, the Vorlage has been reconstructed as follows:
• • ' - AiyV1rnwv
,
17• {3JL'{3'/\OS' 17 u,pa
-rcvv
'TOV JLEyaAov aopa-rov 1TJJEVfta'TOS',
'TOV 1Ta-rpos- aKA�-rov,
'TOV 1rpoEA.8ov-roS' El( 'TWV vif;la-rwv,
'TO iJ 'TEAEtOV 'TO iJ <pW'TOS',
'TOV </>w-ros- Els- alwva 'T(VV alwvw11,
'TOV q>W'TOS' (JK) aiyijs- 1rpovolas- Kal aiyijs- 'TOV 1ra-rpos-,
'TOV <pW'TOS' (JK) Aoyov Kat aA776Elas-,
'TOV <pW'TOS' cup0apaiwv,
\
,
-rov- ,I.._
<tJW'TOS'
a1rEpav-rov,
'
, aiwva
•- 'TWV
- aiwvwv�
,
"" \ 'TOV- 1rpoE/\'0OV'TOS'
ELS'
'TOV- 'i-'W'TOS'
'TO V ?Ta 'TpOS'
-ro iJ 817,\ov
rniJ am;µav-rov
(-roiJ ap7pa-rov)
'TOV avwayyEAi(oµlvov,
'TOV aLWOS' 'TWV aiwvwv,
(-roiJ av-royEVOVS')
'TOV av-royEvlov
'TOV E1TLYEVLOV
ToiJ dX\oyEvlov
-rijs- aVEPJLYJVEV'TOV SvvaµEWS' 'TOV app17-rov 1Ta-rp6sI

I

I

a

-

, -

-

, I

III 40,15f.: III mistakenly read -roiJ nAElov "perfection" (LAMPE,
p. 1381a) with the preceding rather than the following noun. This led to
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the merging of the first two "light clauses". III 40,16f.: it is not clear
why III translated ELS' alwva TWV alwvwv by NIAIWN NOY0€1N
(cf. 41,2). 40,l 7f.: III usually supplied a definite article where the
Greek must have been indefinite. The varying translations, TT€1WT
NTClrH in III 40,18 over against oyctrH NT€ TT€1WT in IV
50,9, presuppose the same Greek Vorlagc, aiyijs- ToiJ 1raTpos-. Since
aiy17 lacked an article in Greek, III mistakenly assumed that it
depended on ToiJ 1raTpos-. Thus the intended parallel between Pronoia
and the Father was lost (cf. III 42,lf.; 43,5f.; 63,2lf.). The genitive
constructiorn; in III 40,17.19 correspond to the phrases with i"N
in IV 50,P.lO. It is likely that both the genitive constructions in III
40,17.19 and the phrases with ZN- in IV 50,8.10 go back to the
same text. The intention of the text is to qualify the term "light"
by specifying its origin. Therefore the genitive in III can be seen as
the translation of the original Greek text (genitive of origin}. On the
other hand, IV perhaps interpreted the Greek genitive as EK plus
the genitive (ZN- often equals €BOJ\.
cf. CRUM, Diet. p. 684a}.
Herc the genitive of origin comes very close to a partitive genitive.
The striking rendering of (EK) aiy17s- 1rpovoias- as Z N- oyc1rH VJ
oyrrpoNOIA ::;hows that IV interpreted aiyfjs- and 1rpovo{as- as
coordinate nouns. On the other hand, EK could have occurred before
the first genitive as IV suggests and III has sim plifie<l it. The same
applies to the subsequent expression in HI 40,l8f. = IV 50,9f.
III 41,1: The same conflict between III and IV is found in III 41,22f.
par.; 42,8 par.; 64,9 par.; IV 59,8. In III 41,2 TT€1 p€ €BOJ\.
"come forth" includes the concept "light" (cf. CRUM, Diet. p. 267a).
III 41,3f.: l\fost likely Loth III and IV mistakenly connected this
clause to the preceding with NT€, forgetting that it stands in
apposition to the great invisille Spirit. IV normally connects a series
of adjectives with Ayw. The ATt �WJ\.2 (ACHMANTOC) may mean
that the supreme God cannot be expressed in writing. NAT2J\.J\.O
(ToiJ ay17p<frov} is missing in IV 50,16. "The aeon of aeons" expresses
primacy of origin. One could consider NAYTOr€NHc in III 41,5
as a comment in the margin, that was included in the text by a later
scribe, or that NAYTOr€NHCneeds to be emended to TTAYTOr€NHC.
In the latter case the translator of III, 2 did not recognize that ToiJ
avToyEvoiJs- in the Greek Vorlage stands in apposition to the great
invisible Spirit. Then IV translated ToiJ avToyEvovs- ToiJ avroy Evlov
by means of a single expression, �ince otherwise it would become an
overly redundant construction in Coptic translation. IV turned the

iN-;
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attributive adjectives TOV Jmyevlov and ToiJ d.\.\oyEv{ov into sub
stantives parallel to Tov avwyEvoiJs. The forms ending in -ios are
unattested and must have been designed for stylistic effect (cf. Zost
VIII 18,14 NIAY'TOr€NION [NN]€WN). The difference between arho
ylvios and lmylvios may lie in that the former indicates that the
Spirit had his origin in himself while the latter stresses that he appeared
out of himself (cf. III 41,2 = IV 50,13). III 41,7 differs greatly from
IV 50,2lf. Perhaps IV is closest to the original while III restates
41,5. Ending with the ineffable Father would appropriately round
off this section which spoke of the metaphysical and mysterious
domain of the great invisible Spirit.
The appearance of the three powers: III 41,7-12 = IV 50,23 - 51,2.
The trinity of Father, Mother and Son does not originate
through emanation, as in ApocryJn, but through evolution, a self-un
folding of the supreme God. m pe is a typical expression for the
coming forth of light (supra, p. 169). In IV N 1111 p€ is an appositive
to Father, Mother, Son (in 50,26f.). The Vorlage may have been
E1TLYEYWL EK aiy-f7s (WUTJS 'TOV 1TaTp os dcp0ap ToV. III, however, saw
Tov 1raTpos as an appositive to aiyijs (wa'Y}s, and thus introduced
both with €BOJ\.
If one considers III to be correct, then nm p€
would be either an appositive to ClrH or to Father, Mother, Son
seen collectively as the offspring of the primal Father. In the former
case, the Greek may have been EK myfjs ,WUTJ S TOV l1riyE11lov (JK)
'TOV 1TaTp os dcp0ap-rov. For the latter possibility, o E1TtYEVtoS may
have been in the -Vorlage instead of -ro v lmyEvlov. This last recon
struction could habe led to the translations of both III and IV. The 8'
in III 41,12 is no longer postpositive, perhaps due to a transposition
of the verb by the Coptic translator.

z"N-.

The composition of the realm of Light: III 41,13-23 = IV 51,2-15.
(Cf. supra, pp. 4lff.) IV cannot be reconstructed with certainty.
Apparently the sentence in Greek began with Jg arhoiJ LfogoµiSwv
which III interpreted to refer to a place (cf. III 41,23 par., III 43,8
par.). The designation "aeon of the aeons" has also been attributed
to the great invisible Spirit. However, here it appears not to refer
to primacy of origin but to the all-comprehensive character of his
being, in which the light, i.e. the supreme God, presents himself.
Some text has dropped out in III 41,16 (cf. IV 51,4-6). "Their powers"
refers to the Doxomedon as a collective entity. According to this
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section he contains a trinity (41,22f.; cf. 41,1 comm.), which is sup
plemented by a second trinity.
The three ogdoads: III 41,23 - 43,8 = IV 51,15 - 53,3.

a) Their appearance: III 41,23 - 42,4 = IV 51,15-22.
The ogdoads come forth from the Doxomedon (see 41,13 comm.).
This is a speculative description of the trinity. The "from him" in
IV could refer both to Doxomedon and the great invisible Spirit. In IV
npoMOIA is parallel to c1rH and a characteristic of the Father.
In III npoNOIA appears to be a mythological figure as is suggested
by 40,17f. and par., 43,6 and par. Thus III has "his Pronoia", i.e.
his female complement. This is in agreement with the origin of the
ogdoads pictured as a birth. In Gnosticism "ogdoad" refers first
of all to the firmament of fixed stars which stands above the hebdomad
of the planets. Secondly, and probably originally, it was a numerical
grouping, a unit of eight, which was, especially in Valentinianism,
used as a description of the intelligible world. For the Egyptian
ogdoad concept see KURT SE'fHE, Amun und die acht Urgotter von
Hermopolis (Abh. Preuss. Akademie d. Wiss., Berlin 1929, No. 4).
GEgypt employs the ogdoads as a stylistic device for the arrangement
of the heavenly world. Thus the heavenly lights form together with
their consorts one such ogdoad (infra, p. l 79f.), as do their ministers
with their consorts (infra, p. 180}. Together with the three ogdoads
of the trinity they form five ogdoads, a total of forty heavenly beings
referred to in Coptic idiom as "a forty" (III 53,11 = IV 65,3f.). The
trinity and five seals also add up to eight.
b) The first ogdoad: III 42,5-11 = IV 51,22 - 52,2.
The first ogdoad belongs to the Father. Since the ogdoad contains
the person which brought it into being, the ogdoad remains a part
of the trinity. The Father's unity and originality is attested by the
fact that he is androgenous. See supra, pp. 43ff. on the thrice-male
child. III and IV differ in the list of the parts of the first ogdoad.
Surprising is the translation of d<f,0apala by NAT.X.WZM in IV 50,11;
51,26; 59,8; and 75,23 (see III 41,1 comm.). Thus IV collapsed "in
corruption and eternal life" into "eternal, incorruptible life". III is
supported by ApocryJn BG 28,15 - 29,4, where lvvoia, 1rp6yvwai�,
dcp0apala and alwvla ,M} come forth at the request of the Barbelo,
while vov�, 8tA17µa and .\oyo� come forth through Christ, i.e. the
Son (BG 31,6-16). Since Father, Mother and Son are identified with
the three ogdoads (IV 51,16ff.), the question arises whether the
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naming of the androgenous Father indicates that he alone is equated
with the entire ogdoad or that he, together with seven other beings,
forms the ogdoad. The latter corresponds fully with gnostic thought
patterns.
c) The second og<load: III 42,11-21 = IV 52,2-14.
For Barbelo and her role in this writing, see supra, pp. 40f. The
lacunae in both ven,ions preclude the possibility of knowing the
secret names used in this section. The text in the lacuna in IV 52, lOf.
is missing in III unless it was in the lacuna in 42,18. The TT€1 p€
in 42,l 7f. must here too mean "originate" (cf. supra, p. 169). The
Evl>oKELv in III 42,19 par. testifies to the legitimacy of Barbelo.
d) The third ogdoad: III 42,21 - 43,4 = IV 52,15-24.
The Son is descriLed in terms of his origin. He is the offspring
of the primal Power and as such he is the "Son of silence". III 42,23
is missing in IV. He is called the Soga of the Father and a.pEn7 of
the Mother which recalls the use of both attributes in 2 Pet 1 : 3,
although here they are Jistributed between two divine beings. cooyN
in IV 52, 17 is a misinterpretation of 86ga. The Son completes himself.
Most likely the planets are meant, and the voices would refer to the
harmony of spheres which is based on Pythagorean number mysticism.
For the use of the plural K6A77oi see LAMPE, p. 766a. IV 52,22f.
should be preferred. The Logos is the product of the hebdomad.
III has simply placed hcbdomad and Logos beside each other without
explaining their relationship.
e) The summary: III 43,4-8 = IV 52,24 - 53,3.
The relative particle in IV 52,24 and in other places probably cor
responds to a relative construction in the Greek. (For the relationship
between the Father and Pronoia cf. III 42,l f. comm.) The section on
the trinity of ogdoads ends as it started with a reference to the place
where they came into being. This is the same place where the Doxome
don-aeon originated and th us it must refer to the all-encompassing realm
of light.
The description of the Doxomedon-aeon: III 43,8 - 44,9 = IV 53,3 54,13.
In IV 53,3f., in contrast to III 43,Sf., the coming of the Doxomedon
is closely linked to the preceding event. The reconstruction ITH or
rr�J in IV 53,3 is too short. rr�l TT€ or rr�l rr (cleft sentence}
is possible although this construction is not used elsewhere in IV.
The MM�Y in IV 53,5 leaves no doubt that the TTIM� in the pre-
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ceding section is meant. The transition to this section is made by
means of the relative clause (rn MA = 01rov) the antecedent of which is
TTIMA €TMMAy. (For the Doxomedon-aeon cf. supra, pp. 4lff.). The
plural with epoNOC in IV 53,6 is supported by the €pooy in
IV 53,8 and shows that IV consistently understood the Doxomedon
aeon to be a collective being. The singular rrnepoNoc in III 43,l0f.
may go back to a variant in the Greek text but more likely, since
all the parallel occurrences are plural, III made the change to fit
the throne in 43,18 and par. Nl€ooy MN NIA<)>0ApC14 (III 43,12)
stands in apposition to N.AYNAMIC just as in IV 53,Sf., where
M N . . . MN = Kat. . . . Kal, "both . . . and", occurs. The alien God
made his appearance in the Doxomedon-aeon. The lacuna in IV 53,llf.
has no corresponding text in III. III 43,15ff. and par. gives a further
description of the Doxomedon-aeon. Whether the throne belongs to
the thrice-male child (supra, p. 42) or the Doxomedon is not clear.
The name of the one who possesses the throne is written on a tablet
made of boxwood (cf. LIDDELL-ScoTT, p. 1554b, and Zost VIII 130,2)
which is attached to the throne. III 43,2lff. differs from IV. The
text in IV 53,22 second half and 23 is missing in III. There is also
no equivalent in III for the unreconstructed text in IV 54, 1. The
ineffable name is made up of the Greek vowels written twenty two
times each - the number of letters in the Semitic alphabet. The
order is IHOY€AW which might possibly mean 'lfJov l(aTiv) A
( Kat.) Q. In that case the personified Doxomedon could be identified
with Yeou since he is a kind of second god ( cf. supra, p. 43).
The presentation of praise and request of the ogdoads: III 44,9-21
IV 54,13 - 55,11.
(For the form of the presentations of praise cf. supra, pp. 39f.) IV
54,18 NT€ rr[1 WT] (cf. IV 73, lOf.) is lacking in III. Some text must
be missing before the N61 in III 44,15, the equivalent of ZN oy6oM
in IV 54,23 (N61 is unusual here). The parallel to IV 54,25-55,2 must
have been different and shorter. IV 55,4b-7a are missing in III due to
homoioteleuton. The reconstruction N xc in 55,6 is suggested by the
occurrence in III 44,23 and par. The reconstruction CHe is also possible
since there is a close connection between the thrice-male child and Seth
(cf. supra, p. 45), but it is very unlikely since Seth has not yet appeared.
The scene describes the filling of the Doxomedon-aeon with light
beings. The three males described in IV 55,3-7 are most likely
the same as the thrice-male child. The reference to the word ( = Aoyos-)
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of the pleroma of light means that the powers build a realm of light
through the rational ordering power of the Logos (cf. TDNT IV,
pp. 84ff. [7 6 ff.]).
The presentation of praise of the thrice-male child: III 44,22- ? =
IV 55,11 - 56,11.
This section is largely missing in III and poorly preserved in IV.
The first part, IV 55,11 - 56,6, contains an expanded presentation
of praise. Then the presentation of praise is repeated and a request
is uttered. (For the relationship between the child and Christ cf.
supra, p. 46. For lWHJ\. cf. supra, p. 47). The presentation of praise
is addressed to the great invisible Spirit and his female counterpart.
The name Ainon may be the accusative of alvos which means
praise - in the sense of Soga. Also alvos = ·8ELvos is possible as
a description of the alien God.
The appearance of Youel and Esephech: IV 56,11-22.
(For Youel cf. supra, pp. 46ff. ). Since in the preceding section the ap
pearance of the thrice-male child is reported, and the appearance
of Esephech comes in IV 56,20-22, it is to be expected that in IV
56,11-20 the appearance of Youel is mentioned. Unfortunately the
lacunae make an unambiguous interpretation of this section exceed
ingly difficult. Nevertheless, the restoration of Youel in line 20 is
made certain by line 19. The difficulty with this interpretation is
that the being in 56,llff. is masculine. Perhaps we can read [m<J>w]c
here. This radiant figure appears to be identified with Youel in lines l9f.
In Allog XI 50, 52, 55 and 59 she is called -r � NI eooy 'TH poy,
"she who has all the glories". For Esephech see supra, pp. 48f.
The summary ( ?): IV 56,23 - 58,22.

This section is so poorly preserved that it is difficult to decide
whether it forms a unit. An ogdoad has now been completed made
up of the Father, the Mother, the Son, and the five seals which must
be the three male virgins, Youel and Esephech. (For the five seals
cf. supra, p. 50 ). They are the seal imprint of the first trinity. These
seals are not the five sacraments as one might assume from GPh
(cf. H.-G. GAFFRON, Studien zum koptischen Philippusevangelium
unter besonderer Berucksichtigung der Sakramente, Bonn 1969). The
references to the five seals in III 55,12 and 66,3 appear to be secondary
since they are lacking in IV. In both cases the sacraments are meant,
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and the number five must come from a cultic situation similar to
GPh. The poor state of pages 57-58 obscure the argument until 58,23.
The appearance of Pronoia: IV 58,23 - 59,29.
IV 58,23f.: Various reconstructions are possible here: [rrpoN]OIA,
[Arropp]OIA, "emanation", or [€NN]OIA. By introducing Pronoia
the author reaches back to the beginning. This fits well in light of
the derivation of the Logos from the Father which follows. If this
interpretation is correct, the reconstruction of Pronoia is better
than 4TJoppo1A, since 4TJoppo14 lacks a definite character.
Pronoia and the Logos come forth directly out of the supreme God.
Pronoia creates an entourage for the light-being mentioned at the
end of the section. The mentioning of Christ is surprising and, perhaps,
secondary. He is associated with the thrice-male child. The close
connection between them is also evident in III 44,22f. = IV 55,llf.
and III 54,13-20 = IV 66,2-8.
The appearance of the Logos: IV 59,29 - 60,22.
The Logos does not appear as a response to the usual presentation
of praise and request. The partially preserved name in 60,6 is typical
for Gnostic literature, and similar to the unintelligible secret names
of magical literature. The reading xc in 60,8 is as good as certain.
(( The son of silence>> in 60,8 and 12 refers to the Logos. The re
ference to him as the son of the great Christ is best understood
as an interpolation. That Christ is connected with the coming of the
Logos is known from other Gnostic sources, but to refer to the Logos
as the Son of Christ is unprecedented. The relative clauses in 60,7
and 8 are parallel. The descent from the primal Father nicely explains
the missing request. Thus the passage attests to the direct emanation
of the Logos from the primal Father. 60, 17-22 may be a different unit of
tradition (TOTE!) which presents the Logos as the creator of the heavenly
world.
The presentation of praise of the Logos: IV 60,22-30.
The fact that the presentation of praise of the Logos is addressed
only to the great invisible Spirit could be due to an especially close
relationship between the Father and the Logos. This section does
not belong to the presentations of praise addressed to the pantheon.
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The creation of Adamas: III 48 end-49, 7 = IV 60,30-61,8.
In contrast to the Logos, the being next in order is not an mh-oyev�s-.
The Adamas, the heavenly prototype of the earthly man, is created.
This is indicated by -11:rro, the typical word for such an act (cf. III
51,17; 54,17; 60,11.20; 63,13; 67,11. IV 63,12; 66,6; 72,2; 75,15).
To accomplish this a creator-deity is needed. In III 49,4 MI poeoH
plays this role. The end of the parallel line in IV 61,4 is lost. There
is not enough room for the name although it could have been crowded
in and have extended into the margin. The name refers to a mother
deity also known from Zost VIII 6,30; 30,14 where the name is
spelled MI po0€A. The meaning would be "the goddess µo'ipa".
In GEgypt the name has the Ionic feminine ending. Due to stress on the
ultima the vowels of the penult and antepenult have been assimilated.
The reference to µo'ipa as creator of the primal Adam appears to
come from ancient mythology, since Zeus made the Mo'ipai, the
goddesses of fate, especially significant for man (cf. IfEs. Theog. 903ff.).
Yet her mythological role can vary. The most basic is her general
character as ''mother of the holy, incorruptible ones". This special
role as mother can also be transferred to a male deity. For that reason
the r€ p4.AAM AC, the primal Adam, in the 3StSeth is praised by
Seth as the Ml pU>0€AC (VII 119,12). (For Greek name ending in
-as cf. BLASS-DEBRUNNER § 125). Finally, this form is changed to
MI pU>0€OC (VII 119,12f.; 120,15). The name given to Adamas in
III 49,6f. is made up of groups of letters, while in IV 61,6f. a meaning
is given. Unfortunately the passage in IV is obscured by lacunae.
It reads at first (IV 61,6f.) three times "thou art one". The same is
said in Zost VIII 53,24f. of the Splenditenens and again in 54,6 where
the context is lost. In the hymn to the supreme God in 3StSeth we
find the phrase "thou art one" twice in a row (VII 125,23). Thus
l€N in III may be El iv, which the author of III mistook for nonsense
syllables but which in IV are correctly translated. (Cf. III 66,13 and
IV 78,16f. for a similar situation). IV 61,8 has [€4 €4] €A. What
was at the end of the preceding line, however, remains a question.
To take £4 as an abbreviation for El lv is problematic when one
considers that previously d was rendered by l. If one sees in T € N
and €4 the same meaning, then one must take i€N as a Greek phrase
that was not understood, and €4 as a cryptogram consisting of the
first letter of the written word el and the alpha as the number I.
The chief problem remains, however, whether in the Greek Vorlage
l€N or €1€N occurred. If €1€N were not there, one couldhypothecize
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that IV interpreted the text capriciously. Perhaps one could see these
letters as the initial letters of the following words: 'I( �ov) e(aTt)
v(los-), e(aTtv) "A(Saµas-). The meaning would then be that 'I�ov
renews himself and appears in the Light-Adam. (Cf. 1 HOY€AW
supra, p. 173). Of course, this remains only a purely hypothetical
possibility.
The origin of Adamas: III 49,8-16 = IV 61,8-18.
€111�€ in IV 61,8 corresponds to rAp in III 49,8. For the spelling
e1m8/. see E. ScHWYZER, Griechische Gramrnatik II, pp. 658f. One
could also read eTrei 8/., see ThCont II 138,7. IV 61,8-11 and III 49,8-10
differ considerably. The shorter text in III as well as the version in IV
have Adamas originate from "Man" (meaning God). The longer text
in IV is obscured by lacunae, but Adamas is called "the eye". Whose
eye he is can be reconstructed from SJC (BG) 100,12ff. and 108,8-11
where Adamas is called "the eye of the light". From IV 61,llff. it is
clear that the light is identical with the first Man, while in III 49,8 the
light is connected with Adamas (cf. <f>ws- "light" and </>ws- "man" in
CLEM. Paed. I 6). The quotation from the New Testament (Col 1:16;
John 1:3) and the identification of the Father with the first man in IV
make it clear that the "Man" from whom Adamas originates is God.
God has come down in Adamas to remove the vaTepYJµa. In A pocry Jn
the statement about the God-man is part of a presentation of praise to
the invisible Spirit by Adamas after his creation (BG 35,13ff. = III
13,llff. = II 9,5ff.).
The union of Adamas and the Logos: III 49, 16-22 = IV 61,18-23.
In III the Greek word Myos- appears twice (49,17.20) and {9A.X.€
once (49,22) in this section. This may mean that the Coptic translator
attempted to make a distinction between Logos as a mythological
figure and the normal meaning "word" (cf. A. BOHLIG, Die yrie
chischen Lehnworter, pp. 24f.). IV uses only <!)A.X.€. Just as in
Gnosticism the earthly man does not have life simply by virtue of his
creation, so also Adamas must be joined with the Logos. The Logos
and Adamas mingle with each other (III, 49,19f.) or become a "syn
thesis" or "mixture" (cf. CRUM, Diet. p. 831a avv8eais, Kpaµa) "which
is man" (IV 61,2lf.). Kpaµa refers to the union of soul and body in
patristic texts (cf. LAMPE, p. 774b). III 49,20-22 is somewhat more
detailed than IV and points out two aspects. On the one hand man
possesses a logos, on the other hand he is created by a word. It appears
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that III or his Greek Vorla,ge added an interpretive comment at this
point.
The presentation of praise Q{ the Logos and Adamas: III 49,22-50, 17
= IV 61,23 - 62,16.
Cf. supra, p. 49 for this section. The mixing of the Logos and Adamas
leads to joint action. For Esephech as "the child of the child" see
Zost VIII 45,11; 58,25. ]for the plural with Doxomedon in IV 62,4
see supra, p. 42. For the ethereal earth see U 361,35, and KAZ N N AH p
in Zost VIII 8,11; 9,2ff. It forms the lowest part of the heavenly
world. According to Zost it came into being through a word. As such
it is the counterpart of the cosmic earth. "It reveals the created and
corruptible ones in incorruptibility" (Zost VIII 9,4ff.). Thus it is a place
of transformation. The description "the receiver of God" (III 50,IOf.
= IV 62,9f.) must mean that the deification takes place there ( cf.
U 361,35ff). The N pWM€ in III 50,14 appears to be a secondary
addition. III 50,15 leaves out TTHrH. IV has the better text as the
parallelism suggests:
"[the] light of the Father [of the] silence
and the living spring [of silence,]
[the] Father and [their whole] pleroma".
The r equest of the Logos and .Adamas: III 50,17-51,14 = IV 62,1663,8.
After this presentation of praise has been completed, the text
resumes with a summarizing reference to it, perhaps to place the
emphasis on the ones who present the praise. Once again the Greek
term .\oyos is used in III. The petition is divided into two parts.
In the first one the Logos and Adamas together ask for the creation
of the lights. In the second part Adamas requests a son, i.e. Seth,
to be the father of a new race. III probably left out inadvertently

the MNTAT.X.WZM present in IV 62,21. III 50,23 = IV 62,22 indicates
that the requested power (the lights) will complete the four aeons.
It will shine into the cosmos which exists in the darkness of night.
In IV 62,31- 63,1 in contrast to III 51,6, Adamas asks for a son
"for himself", which shows that we are dealing with an independent
tradition. This supports the reconstruction TOT€ in IV 62,30. III has
harmonized it with the preceding part by translating "for them".

III 51,7-14 = IV 63,1-8 presents the task of the race of Seth. Its
appearance serves as the judgment of the dead aeon. The voice pre-
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cedes the raising of the aeon and is indeed the prerequisite for the
judgement (cf. 1 Cor 15:52). If IV 63,4 NTAC is left unemended,
it would have to be II Perfect. The gnostic reader then viewed the
requested events not from the perspective of those who make the
request (the Logos and Adamas), but from his own perspective since
the creation of Seth and the race of Seth have already brought about
the possibility of salvation. The race of Seth has the same function
as the light elements or light spirits in Gnosticism (cf. B6HLIG-LADIB
II, 5, p. 101).
The creation of the four lights and Seth: III 51,14-22

=

IV 63,8-17.

In III 51,19 ETNA(9Wq meaning "great" has been added as

an attribute of the four lights. No6 is missing in III 51,21 in contrast
to IV 63, 16. As in the case of Adamas (supra, p. 176), an auxiliary power
comes into being to create the four lights, Harmozel, Oroiael, Davithe
and Eleleth, and Seth. III 51,17 takes 7Tpo<f;aveia to be the name of
this power. 7TpO<paJJELa is represented in IV 63,11 by rrrr1woy.
Other examples of the Qualitative functioning as a noun are ACWOY
"hastiness", 1 H c "speed", and Mo TN "ease". A detailed description
of the creation of the four lights can be found in ApocryJn (BG
32,19ff. = III ll,15ff. = II 7,30ff.). For its place in the myth see
supra, p. 33. The inhabitants of the four lights are mentioned in
III 65,12ff. = IV 77,7ff. ApocryJn deals with this immediately
following the creation of the lights. (BG 35,5ff. = III 13,3ff. =
II 8,35ff.).
The completion of the Hebdomad: III 51,22 - 52,3 = IV 63,17-24.
The omission of OYMYCTHplON in III 51,24 may be due to ho
moioteleuton in the Greek text. IV 63,23f. NorAOAC 21NA NTEC
.X.WK 2N qTo may also be missing in III due to homoioteleuton.
This piece of traditional material is an arithmological speculation
typical for Gnostic literature. The unit of seven - its content is
not specified - becomes through the addition of the four a group
of eleven. These eleven are themselves ogdoads. A different arith
mological scheme lies behind III 53,IOff. = IV 65,2ff. which speaks
of five ogdoads.
The consorts of the lights: III 52,3-16 = IV 63,24 - 64,10.
In this section GEgypt differs from ApocryJn where each light
receives three aeons: Harmozel receives xdp ,s, a.A178eia and µopq,17;
Oroiael receives 7Tp6voia, aiu0'Y/ a,s and µv17µ,'Y}; Davithe receives
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avveais-, dya1r71 and l8ea; Eleleth receives TE>..ELOT'YJS-, ELPTJ"'YJ and
aocpla (BG 33,lOff. = III 12,2ff. = II 8,7ff.). However ApocryJn
also knows the tradition that only four consorts, xap is-, a'ta0 71 ais-,
avveais- and <ppov71 ais- belong to the light (BG 33,6f. = III ll,22f. =
II 8,3f.).
The ministers of the lights and their consorts: III 52,16 - 53,12 =
IV 64,10 - 65,5.
The ogdoad formed by the four lights and their consorts is com
plemented by a second ogdoad which has a typical auxiliary function.
Three of the ministers are also known from ApocAd V 75,22ff. where
they rescue the people of Seth. The two ogdoads of the Autogenes
are now added to the three of the Father, Mother and Son and so
form together a total of forty beings. The designation "uninterpretable
power" heightens their mysterious character. For forty as an unmixed
"four" see fragment 16 of Heracleon (ORIGEN, in Jo 2:20 = ed.
PREUSCHEN, pp. 214,30-215,1).
The request of the Logos and the pleroma: III 53,12-54,11 = IV
65,5 - 30.
The TT(9A.X.€ M- in III 53,14 is a secondary addition under the
influence of the preceding expression. IV 65,13 has Doxomedon-aeon
in the plural. It should be noted that "which are in them" in III
53,20f. also assumes a plural in spite of the singular article in 53,19.
The expected TT �Aoy NT€ TTAAOY is missing in IV 65,20. TT AH pw MA
in III 54,3 stands in apposition. Perhaps the MN-MN in IV 65,2lf.
means "both - and". €TN2,pA1
in IV 65,23 should be preferred
over €TMMAyin III. For the presentation of praise see supra, pp. 39f.
The content of the petition presents difficulties due to the differences
between III 54,6ff. and IV 65,25ff. The first request is that the Father
may be called the fourth, the second that the race of the Father
may be called the seed of Seth. This second request establishes the
connection between the children of Seth on earth and the supreme
God. Only because the great invisible Spirit is the father of the Gnostics
can they be certain that they are a "divine race". That is why the
Sethians as the seed of Seth need a mythological explanation for their
relationship to the Father. The response to the request satisfies this
need. The meaning of the first part of the petition is obscure (cf. itifra,
p. 181). Together with the incorruptible race the Father forms a unit of
four. Four is a basic number. However, it is unclear who the three are
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who, together with the Father, make a group of four. The following
section, which speaks of the thrice-male child and Christ, may be
involved here. One should also note III 42,5ff. = IV 51,22ff., which
shows that the thrice-male child originated from the Father. In con
trast with III, the version in IV mentions a-rropa only once.
The response to the request: III 54,11 - 55,2 = IV 65,30 - 66, 14.
The two-fold 2_€NTBA €MNTOY HTT€ in III appears to be
secondary. The shaking of heaven and earth here (cf. On OrWld,
II 102 (150),26ff.) is not a sign of insurrection but the work of heavenly
beings. This agrees with the general character of the tractate, for
the opposition of the evil powers is only briefly mentioned and the
initiative lies essentially with the heavenly beings. The incorruptiLle
ones ·who make up the heavenly world consist of several groups of
differing quality. Some are unborn, some self-begotten, and the third
group is begotten in the created part of the heavenly world. For
.xno €- with the meaning "created into" cf. CRUM, Diet. p. 779a. For
Vt with the meaning "into" cf. CRUM, Diet. pp. 683a and 684b. Into
this world a unit of four descends which could be the heavenly model of
Seth and his children. It affects the heavenly world and consists of the
thrice-male child and Christ. For this combination see supra, p. 46.
The plural form of the verbal prefix (III 54,14) stresses the number
three. Both the child and Christ are beings which are not created
but have come into being (7rpoEME'iv). Perhaps in the second part
of the tractate Seth and his children correspond to this unit of four
in the sense that the threefold creation through Plesithea, Hormos
and Edokla together with the earthly Seth form such a group of
fom. The combination of three and one reminds one of the then widely
known story of the three young men in the fiery furnace and the
angel who joins them (Dan 3:24-25 MT = 3:91-92 LXX). Christ
surrounds himself with a court, an act which already points to the
following section, but undoubtedly belongs here as can Le seen from
the concluding sentence (Ill 55,Jf. = IV 66,l 3f.). In III the unit of
four is the subject of this sentence; in IV it seems to be Christ. The
founding of the four aeons was described in IV 60,19ff.
The emergence of the heavenly church: III G5,2- l 6 = IV 66,14 - 67, 1.
Aoyos- or (9A.X€ dropped out in III 55,5. The development of
the heavenly world, which has occurred as a response to the petitions
of the Logos and the pleroma of the lights, finally leads to the for-
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mation of a heavenly church (7rvevµ,anK� eKK'>,., 'YJa{a), whose task it
is to praise the trinity of Father, Mother and Son. The first main
section ends with "Amen" (III 55,16 = IV 67,1). For the structure
of the tractate as a whole see supra, pp. 26ff.
1'he presentation of praise of Seth and the request for his seed: III
55,16 - 56,3 = IV 67,2-1
For the presentation of praise see supra, pp. 39f.
Plesithea and her work: III 56,4-13 = IV 67,? -27.
As with the creation of Adamas, a female creation-deity must
appear in order to fulfill Seth's request. Earlier it was Moirothea
(III 49,4), this time it is ll'>,.,'YJ ai0ea which means "full goddess".
She is called mother three times. 'I1he name seems to suggest extra
ordinary fertility such as is reported of the Ephesian goddess Artemis.
But in contrast to her she does not have many breasts but only four.
Perhaps this indicates her ability to give birth as a virgin (cf. B6HLIG
LABIB, II, 5, pp. 74f.; Thund VJ 13,19ff.). This conception is combined
with a positive view of Sodom and Gomorrah (see supra, pp. 28f.). Each
place is given a special function (cf. III 60,9-1.8 = IV 71,18-30).
Gomorrah is the spring and Sodom the fruit. €TN2,HTC in III 56,12
could refer back to either Sodom or Plesithea. In the fatter case
Sodom an<l Gomorrah are seen as spring and fruit within the mother
Plesithea.
The rejo·icing of Seth: III 56,13-22 = IV 67,27 - 68,5.
This section forms an independent piece of traditional material
along with the preceding section. This is evident from the reference
to the child without mentioning its threefold nature. 2,M OT ( = xap is-)
in III 56,15 means "gift". The place where the creation takes place
is, as in all previous cases, the heavenly world (III 56,4 2,M TTMA
€TM MAy). III 56,20 presents a typical misinterpretation. According
to III Seth placed the seed "in the fourth aeon in the third great light
Davithe". IV 68,3ff., on the other hand, reads correctly "in the four
aeons in the third great light Davithe". These aeons ·were mentioned
already in IV 60,19ff. The children of Seth arc in them "with him"
(Seth). III pictures Seth as dwelling in Davithe. This contradicts
III 65,16ff. = IV 77,12f. which states that he lives in Oroiael. For the
dwelling of the children of Seth "in the third aeon in the third great
light Davithe" see ApocryJn BG 36,2ff. = III 13,19ff. = II 9,14ff.
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The creation of the rulers of the world: III 56,22 - 58,22 = IV 68,5- ?
In GEgypt the absolute rule of the heavenly world can be seen
in the creation of the world ruler, who comes into being by its expressed
wish rather than through a fall as in ApocryJn and in Valentinianism.
The light Eleleth is closest to Chaos and Hades. That is why he utters
the command. Why he does this "after 5000 years" remains unclear.
Again GEgypt employs the now familiar creation scheme. The hylic
Sophia comes forth in the form of a cloud. After this the minister
of Harmozcl communicates the creation order to the minister of
Oroiael. Next the cloud appears in two monads of light. The two
monads are possibly Sophia herself and her throne. Then N[Toc
MN nepoN]oc is to be read. Perhaps the throne represents the
Dcmiurge. ApocryJn also speaks about a throne for the ruler of the
world in a cloud of light (BG 38,6ff. = III 15,16ff. = II 10,14ff.).
In this abbreviated form the Sophia-demiurge myth has been incor
porated into the tractate. The ruler of the world is called Sakla,
not laldabaoth. Ncbruel is connected with him as in the l\'Ianichaean
cosmogony, see F. CuMOXT. La cosmogonic manicheenne (Recherches
sur le Mancheisme I) Bruxelles 1908, p. 42 11. 3. Perhaps Nebmel is
derived from NEf]p w8, in Hebrew,;��- He is indeed a primeval ruler
according to Gen 10:8-12 = l Chron 1:10: ''And Cush begot Nimrod;
he was the fin,t mighty one on the eart.h". If Nimrod in Mic 5:6 is a ruler
of the Assyrians this would give the name a pejorative meaning. Names
ending in -H;\. are common in the tract.ate, e.g. lWH;\. III 65,23 and
TTOIMAH.:\. III 66,1 = IV 78,2. The archangel Sakla and the gr-eat
or chief demon join together to become a creator-spirit of the earth.
Their products are the twelve assisting angels and the twelve aeons.
Sakla gives each angel authority over an aeon. These twelve angels,
who are listed by name, arc also present in ApocryJn (BG 40,5ff.
- III 16,20ff.
II 10,28ff.):
GEgypt
AE;:>[we]
2 2APMAC
3 [rAAIAA]
1

4

s

6

7

BG
IAW0

III, .I
2AW0

II, 1
A0W0

z€pMAC

2APMAC

r�AIAA

rAJ...IJ\.A

lWBHA

TWBH;\.

TWBH;\.

lABH;\.

[A].AWNAIOC

A.AWNAIOC

A-AWNAIOC

A-AWN Aloy

[KAJN]

CABAW0

CABAW0

KAlN

KAlNAN

AB€,:\.

2APMAC
KAAIAA
OYMBpl

[AB€;\.]

KA°fNAN and
KAH

KACIN
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AK1p€CCINA

AB1p€CCIN€

AB1p€CCIA

ABp1C€N€

loyBHJ\.

lWBHJ\.

lWBHJ\.

lWBHJ\.

2_Apt-;1[0YTTIAHA] 2,APMOYITIAHA APMOYTTIAHA APMOYTTl€HJ\.

11

ApX[€1p

12

[B€J\.laC]

AAWNIN

A.h.WNIN

M€J\.X€1p

B€J\.IAC

B€J\.IAC

B€J\.IAC

AAWN€1N]

A.h.WN€1N

GEgypt in agreement with ApocryJn gives several of the angels
a second name or defines them with a predicate. BG and III, 1
call 2,APMAC "the eye of the fire", II, 1 "the eye of jealousy". All
versions call KATN "the sun". ApocryJn II calls A.h.WNaloy also
CABAW0. GEgypt agrees in each case with the Codex II version
against BG and III, 1. The Kin AK1p€CCINA must be a mistake
for B. Such errors, which are common in the spelling of unfamiliar
names, as well as the other orthographical variants are insignificant.
The arrogance of Salcla: III 58,23-59, l. IV is lost.
GEgypt gives the words of Sakla a somewhat different form from
NatArch II 86(134),30f.; 94(142),2lf.; OnOrWld II 103(151),llff.
and GrSeth VII 53,30f.,which quote Is 46:9 (LXX). With ApocryJn
(BG 44,14 = II 13,8f.) and lRENAEUS, Adv. Haer. I, 29.4 it adds the
adjective "jealous" probably on the baf-i, of Ex 20:5. Further GEgypt
reads "and apart from (or: ·without) me nothing has come into being".
'l1he first meaning would have gradually changed into the second. The
reconstruction <!)WIT€ is necessary because of the preceding Perfect
negative. Sakla's hybris is seen in that he relies on his nature which
does not have the quality he assumes. The parallel in ApocryJn at
this point (BG 43,4f. = III 18,20ff.) states that he became disobedient
to the nature (v7roa·rnais-) from which he originated. However there is
not enough room to negate me€ in III 58,26.

l'he relm.h� of Sakla and the creation of man: 111 59,1-9. IV is lost.
Sakla is rebuked by an unidentified voice from on high. In contrast
to OnOr,Vld II 103(151), 15ff. where Pistis addresses a lengthy rebuke
to the chief archon, GEgypt and ApocryJn (BG 47,15f. = III 21,17f.
= II 14,14f.) have simply the statement about the existence of Man
and the Son of l\1an. The difference in ApocryJn is that the words
are spoken to Sophia though heard by Ialdabaoth. The identity of
the Man and the Son of l\lan is not clear. The different systems do
not interpret these beings in the same way. 'l'hus the Man can be the
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supreme God (lRENAEUS, Adv. Haer. I, 30.6) as well as his first mani

festation in his female complement (BG 27,19 = III 7,23 = II 5,7),
or another secondary manifestation of the supreme God. Son of Man
need not be Christ, as it appears to be in GPh where Christ plays
an important role. It is used as the description of the savior in III
85,llf. (Eug), who is the consort of Pistis Sophia (III 81,23ff.; 82,7f.).
Yet above him stands not the supreme God but an emanation, "the
immortal man" (III 85,IOf.). In OnOrWld II 103(151),19; 107(155),26
the "true man" could perhaps refer to the supreme God. In that case
he should be distinguished from his manifestation in the world since
it became contaminateu l,y a deficiency during its stay on earth
(II 111(159),29ff.). This manifestation can be compared to the p1imal
Man of the Manichaeans. For further material on the Man and the
Son of Man in Gnosticism see H.-M. ScHENKE, Der Gott "!Ylensch"
in der G1wsis (Berlin 1962). In GEgypt "l\ian" and "Son of Man"
are part of traditional material and are not further integrated into
the cosmogony of the tractate. Only in the section on the creation of
Adamas can a possible reference to the god "Man" be discerned.
As was mentioned before, the rebuke is followed by a voice from
on high, the light-image, which, in Gnostic myths is seen by the archons
and so becomes the occasion for the creation of man (cf. II 112(160),32ff.
and BoHLIG-LAnrn II, 5, pp. 70f.). This is the Gnostic interpretation
of the creation of man in the image of God in Gen 1 : 26. Since the
story of creation is only of peripheral interest to the author it is
summarized in one phrase. He states that the first creature (7r>..aaµ.,a)
was formed on account of the looking out of the image above. 6wcyT
(€BOA) in III 59,6.7 can not be passive since it is used only in
transitively (cf. CRUM, Diet. p. 837f.).
The redeeming activity of Metanoia: III 59,9 - 60,2 = IV 70,? - 71,11.
Metanoia also appears quite unexpectedly. As a soteriological
auxiliary being she follows upon the creation. TU.] €TBH HTq could
mean simply "therefore". However, it is more likely that the TT�]
resumes TTAACMA. Just as Sophia needed Metanoia to return to
tlrn realm of light after the fall, so too the earthly creature stands
in need of her. As a mythological entity she appears wholly within
the framework of the divine economy. In GEgypt mankind as such is
not the object of the saving activity, but rather the people of Seth,
the chosen race, which also needs to be rescued from va·d.pYJµ.,a,
"the deficiency", due to its stay on earth (cf. IV 71,lf. N 1€WN N.X.TTO
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N u.z; III 59,16 lacks N KAZ)- It is this deficiency that Metanoia
is to "fill up" (the €BOA ZITOOTC in III 59,17 could also refer to
the race of Seth). va-rl.pT)µ,a in III 59,18 corresponds to 2A€OY in IV

71,3. For the attribute "night-like" see III 51,5 = IV 62,29.
e{ovatm in III 59,22 could be an explanatory addition. :For apx wv
-rov alwvos -rovTov see IGN. Eph. 17,1; 19,l; Magn. 1,3 etc. (see
W. DAUER, Lexicon s.v.). III 59,25 "demon-begetting" is hard to fit
in the lacuna in IV 71,9. The MN - MN in III 59,21 and 25 corresponds
to AYW MN - AYW MN (= Kal-Ka{) in IV 71,6. [10].
As in St. Augustine's Civitas Dei, (cf. A. BoHLIG, "Zu gnostischen
Grundlagen der Civitas-Dei-Vorstellung bei Augustin" ZNW 60 (1969),
291-295) the world is divided into two groups, the seed of the demon-be
getting God and the seed of Adam and Seth. The pristine element in
Adam has, after his fall, been transferred to Seth (cf. ApocAd V
64,24ff.). The identification of Adam with the sun (IV 71, 10), since it is
more concrete, appears to have greater claim to being original than the
identification of the seed of Adam with the sun. The most difficult
to understand is the work of Metanoia. TW BZ (III 50,21) corresponds
to €pHT (IV 71,5f.). In both cases the verb is linked to the object
by NCA. It probably means that Metanoia prayed for the repen
tance of both groups. The concern of the heavenly world for the
children of the world rulers becomes understandable when one reads
in ApocAd that repentance also occurs among the seed of Ham and
Japheth (V 74,lOf.; 76,llff.).
The wor k of Hor rnos: III 60,2-8 = IV 71,11-18.
Hormos is also present in a list of angels in Zost where it is said
that he is "over the [holy] seed" (VIII 47,9ff.). In this passage the
birth of Seth in the world (III 63,lOff. = IV 74,25ff.) seems to have
been transferred to the seed of Seth and projected back into pre
history. Just as Plesithea (see supr a, p. 36) had created the seed of
Seth in the realm of light, so Hormos gives the race its relationship
with the perishable world. That is why the Hormos episode, in contrast
with the Plesithea episode, comes after the story of creation. Yet
the light elements of the children of Seth are dominant. Just as Seth
prepared himself a "Logos-begotten body" through a virgin (III
63,lOff. = IV 74,25ff.), so Hormos creates the seed of Seth through
mortal virgins -- the plural is necessary because of the plurality of
the children of Seth - in a "Logos-begotten vessel". The use of
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a1<evos- instead of awµ,a is explained by the frequent use of aKEvo�
for "body" (cf. W. BAUER, Lexicon s.v.).
The placing of t he seed of Set h: III 60,9-18 == IV 71,18-30.
The basic difference between III and IV regarding the work of
Seth is that in contrast to IV, III has divided the content of IV
71,22-30 into two alternative views each introduced by the phrase,
"some say ... " IV is probably based on an earlier form of the text,
from which the text underlying III was derived. This follows from
the lack of "source" (1r77y7J} in III. For 1r17y� as Gomorrah, cf. III
56, 10-11 (IV is lost.). The view proposed by the first group in III,
that Sodom is the pasture of the great Seth, can also be found in IV.
However, here it is set forth in the context of the view attributed to
the second group in III. The main difference between III and IV
lies in the introduction to the views concerning Sodom and Gomorrah.
Both manuscripts report that Seth smved his seed in the created aeons.
Concerning the aeons III says that the number of the seed is the
amount of Sodom, while IV, the text of which is considerably damaged,
may permit the following reconstruction: [€T€ TT€Y<!JI TT€] oy�Tt
[HTT€ €]po[q NT€] COAOMH ["of which the amount is] an un
[countable (amount) of] Sodom". III has simplified the extravagant
expression presented in IV. The decisive difference is found in IV
71,22f. over against III 60,12f. What is the antecedent of NTooy
and Epooy in IV 71,22f. � Grammatically it must refer to the created
aeons, since they are the place in which the seed of Seth is placed;

cf. IV 68,2f. = III 56,19ff. On the other hand, as a result of the
identification of Sodom and Gomorrah, Sodom can also be seen as
the collective of the seed of Seth. Then the plural in IV 71,22f.
must be taken as a constructfo ad sensum referring to the seed (a1ropd).
The first meaning appears to be more probable in this case, although

III 56,lOf. designates the fruit as Sodom. Furthermore, this passage,
which has not survived in IV, gives the impression of being textually
less certain. The difference between the placing of the seed of Seth
produced by Plesithea and the placing of the seed of Seth brought
forth by Hormos is that the former are placed in aeons of the light-world
while the latter are put in earth-produced aeons (IV 71,20 .xno N K�Z
in contrast to III 60,lOf. NT�y.xnooy). The Greek word y17yev11�
may be involved here. "Earth" here perhaps expresses the incom
pleteness which is also mentioned in the section concerning the work
of Hormos .
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The race of Edokla: III 60,19 - 61,1 = IV 71,30 - 72, 10.
The name €AO Kl\.� is not attested elsewhere. Perhaps the ending
is related to proper names ending in -1<A'YJ� (m.) and -KA.a (f.), e.g.
Heracles and Thecla. If the first part of the name is related to e8"seat" then the meaning would be something like "goddess of origin",
since e8o� also means "base". Edokla gives birth to d)..�0em and
01.µwaa through the word. The absence of the articles before d,\�0eia
and 01.µ waa in IV 72,2f. could indicate that they are proper names.
The usual supralinear strokes (see siipra, pp. 3f.) are absent here but
present in the parallel occurrence in IV 74,6. III did not understand
the passage at all, as the scribal mistake indicates. The passage is
of great interest for the history of religions since the expected con
nection between the two beings had not been attested before (cf.
H. HOMMEL, "Wahrheit und Gerechtigkeit", Antike und Abendland
15 [Hl69], 174). So apparently t-wo goddesses, who are personifications
of ethical concepts, form "the beginning" ( dpx�) of the seed of eternal
life. For dp x� "beginner" see Col 1:18 and Gen 49:3. This seed
is further identified as G-nostics who know their emanation ( a7roppota}.
The € T<!)OOTT MN- in III G0,23 appears to be a secondary inter
pretation. It must refer back to eternal life with the meaning that
the Gnostics who know their origin possess eternal life. III 60,25ff.
= IV 72,Sff. completes the myths about the creation of the seed
of Seth. The meaning of "in" or "through three worlds" is puzzling.
IV may have in mind the three "worlds" in which the children of
Seth are situated, the heavenly world, the world of angels, and the
earthly world. III may have changed the meaning. Keeping in mind
that 1<oaµo� can also mean "mankind" (see W. BAUER, Lexicon s.v.) III
could perhaps have meant with "through three Koaµ oi" that the race of
Seth has come into the world through three groups of beings who
make up the children of Seth. This would also do some justice to the
€TTKOCMOC in III 61,1.
The perils facing the seed of Seth: III 61,1-15 = IV 72,10-27.
The section consists of four parts, one dealing with the flood, the
second with the conflagration, the third with famines and plagues,
and the fourth with temptations by false prophets. IV projects all
these events into the future. This must be the correct reading over
against III which speaks of the flood in the past. Keeping in mind
that Seth is the mythological author of the book and that he lived
before the flood, it is apparent that III altered the text to fit the
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viewpoint of the reader. To understand the flood as a type of the
end of the world is similar to Celsus' idea that the flood in the course
of history is followed by burning - he means the final conflagration.
(ORIG. c. Gels. IV, 11). <9�- in III 61,3 and €- in IV 72,11 with TV71"0S'
go back to the Greek eis meaning "with reference to" (cf. W. BAUER,
Lexicon s.v.). This meaning is not attested in Coptic for <9�-. The confla
gration at the end must be distinguished from the fire from which the
children of Seth are protected by the prophets and guardians (cf.
ApocAd V 75,9ff.). The III Fut. here stresses certainty (cf. STERN,
Kopt. Gramm. § 381). "A.iµo� and "A.oi µo� (III 61,11 = IV 72,21) are
typical signs of the end time in the N.T. (cf. W. BAUER, Lexicon s.v.).
Here they belong to the perils which especially the children of Seth must
face. The same is true for the 71"Etpaaµo� and 1rAav71 of false prophets.
For Moy with the meaning "A.oiµos- see CRUM, Diet. p. 159b. It seems
that something was left out after TTK�Z in III 61,6. The parallel in IV
72,15f. is obscured by lacunae.

Seth recognizes the devil's schemes: III 61,16-23 = IV 72,27 - 73,6.
This section supplements the preceding one. Where earlier the
perils were described which threaten the children of Seth, now it is
made clear that the activity of the devil stands behind all of them.
EvEpyeta means "mode of operation"; it is also found in other Gnostic
texts (cf. II 107(155),2.15). NEqKoTC (IV 73,1) means "his tricks"
(cf. CRUM, Diet. p. 127b and Eph 6:11 TOS µe0o8elas- TOV Sm/JoAov),
while nEq�To NCMOT (III 61,17f.) translates "his many guises". The
difference may be due to divergent interpretations of dµ</Ji{Jo>i.la. For
KOTC = aµrpl{JoAo� see CRUM, Diet. p. 127b. M€€Y€ must be plans or
schemes. III 61,20ff. = IV 73,4ff. speaks about the devil's entourage.
As in the case of the ruler of the world, the devil is an angel and a ruler
of angels (see supra, p. 183; also "the devil and his angels" in Mt 25:41).
It is a special trait of the demonic world, and of the devil himself,
to act against itself. Again the Fut. in IV is the original reading against
the Perf. in III (see supra, pp. 188f.). For internal strife as a typical
characteristic of the demonic world see GTr I 29,15f. In the Kephalaia
of Mani this trait is developed in terms of Mt 12:25 (Kephalaion 52).
�YTOl\.M� in III corresponds to qN�TOl\.M� in IV.In III the subject
is the demonic powers; in IV the devil himself is the subject. Probably
III is a simplification.
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Seth requests guardians for his race: III 61,23 - 62,13 = IV 73,7-26.
For the presentation of praise see supra, pp. 39f. III has left out

two attributes of the great invisible Spirit (cf. IV 73,9). T€i\.M 1 Hl\.
along side T€l\.M1X1Hl\. in IV 73,13 is not a scribal error but an
accepted variant of the name, as 59,19 shows. Also III 62, 2f. has
T€l\.M1Hl\.. For the absence of 1117\.0Y MTT1l\.OY see supra, p. 48.
Only here has IV translated .aOlOM€.aWN as pEqt Eooy. The
"great ones" (IV 73,21) who surround the throne suggest the picture
of a royal court. III 62,10 has the expected N 6oM. III has left out
"and glories and incorruptions" found in IV 73,22f. These and the
earlier omissions in the presentation of praise in III give the impression
of imprecision. Since p11TI N<9opn equals 7rpomre'iv in IV 73,25
and means "to ask beforehand", the omission of N<9opn in III
62,12 is easily explained as another instance of simplification in
which the refinement of meaning indicated by 7rpo- has been ignored
(cf. supra, p. 12).
The arrival of the guardians: III 62,13-24 = IV 73,27 - 74,9.
The number of guards is given as 400. This number is often used
in the Bible for groups of people, e.g. Gen 32:7; 1 Sam 22:2; 25:13;
30:10.17; 1 Kgs 18:19; 22:6; Acts 5:36. They are called a.ep6Sioi; cf.
U 361,39; 362,11. For the spelling of the word in III see 62,14note.
U 362,13 also mentions Selmelche, who in III is called "Selmechel"
and in IV "Selmelchel". 1€poc1 Hi\. may be a transformation of
the evil apxwv Tij� Jtovala� TOV aepo� of Eph 2:2 into a good
assistant. The EZ1P€Z €- in III 62,16f. must be a free rendering
of NI p€q1p€z which in IV 74,2 stands in apposition. The guarding
lasts for the duration of the stay on earth of the children of Seth.
It is specified as beginning with the creation of Aletheia and Themissa,
and lasts until the end of this world. The condemnation of the archons
is being treated here because of their mistreatment of the race of Seth
mentioned earlier.
The mission of Seth: III 62,24 - 63,4 = IV 74,9-17.
After the long segment which spoke about the creation, the abode
and the guarding of the children of Seth, a specifically soteriological
part follows. It deals with the sending of Seth into the world and his
saving work. He is sent by the lights - in one of which he lives according to the will of the Autogenes, i.e. the Logos, and the whole
pleroma. But approval is also granted by the highest authority.
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The statement is a good example of the Gnostic concept of the divine
economy. The great invisible Spirit himself participates, through his
approval, in this soteriological event together with his pantheon, the
five seals and the pleroma. The pleroma in general and the pleroma
of the lights probably should be distinguished (cf. III 52,5f. = IV
63,26f.). The TINOYT€ in III 63,2 is incorrect. IV 74,14 has correctly
translated oyt NT�q. "his (gracious) giving" (cf. nt in III 68,17).
Since III in contrast to IV often supplies the definite article the
Coptic Vorlage of III must have read nt. The version of ApocryJn in
Codex III does not mistake nt for TINOYT€, but it is found in BG 32,21
(= III 11,16); 34,12f. (= III 12,21); 34,20f. (= III 12,25). It may
come from the abbreviation Nt for NOYT€ which is used in BG
while III, 1 and II, 1 use the regular NOYT€ (BG 31,19; 34,9; III
10,23; 12,17f.; II 7,11; 8,21; as well as in SJC in BG 112,13; cf. Eug
III 87,15). The abbreviation reminds one of the BF <J>t (see TILL/
ScHENKE, BG 8502, pp. 323ff. and 341). CRUM has found the form tit
in a fragment of the letter to the Romans (see JEA 13 [1927] 19-26).
The question raised by TILL how this Fayyumic spelling could have
intruded into Sahidic MSS is hard to answer. It should be remembered
that such Fayyumic forms are by no means unique in the Nag Ham
madi texts (cf. NE-for N�-in Fut.). In agreement with TILL's observa
tion concerning Codex III this passage proves that we are not dealing
with the first Coptic copy of this version of GEgypt.
The work of Seth: III 63,4 - 64,9 = IV 74,17 - 75,24.
This section appears to be grammatically linked to the preceding
one. III starts with a new main verb in 63,4, but IV 74,17 is connected
with the preceding section whether emended to Eq c IN€ or to €CIN€.
Also Seth passes through the three 7rapovatai experienced by his
children; first the flood, secondly the conflagration, and thirdly the
judgment of the archons. One can also interpret the structure of
ApocAd in terms of this passage. The appositive to 7rapovala in
III 63,6f. is divided by MN ... MN ••• MN = Kat . .. Kat ... Kat, while
in IV 74,19f. it is introduced by repeating the €80.i\.
For
KaraKAvaµo�, conflagration and the judgment of the archons see
III 61,lf. = IV 72,11; III 61,5 = IV 72,15; III 62,22 = IV 74,7f.
In III 63,8 = IV 74,22 Seth's task is more narrowly defined through
a further infinitive €Noyi"M: "to save (the race) which goes astray"
(cf. H.-M. ScHENKE in NTS 16 [1970] 205).
What follows are the means of salvation: 1) The reconciliation of
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the world, i.e. the re-establishment of peace between God and man
(for ZWTTT see III 63,16f. = IV 75,3). 2) The physical baptism. Both
are administrated by a Aoyoyev�s-, which is brought forth mysteriously
by a virgin. The birth of Seth in Jesus seems to be intended here
(cf. III 64,1 = IV 75,15). The object of baptism is rebirth through the
Holy Spirit. IV 74,29 in contrast to III 63,13 has translated literally
"beget again". It is not certain whether the avµf30Aa refer to esoteric
rites during baptism. 3) The reconciliation of the world with the world.
zruTB in IV 75,3 is best taken as a phonetic spelling of ZWTTT.
It translates KaraAAaaaeiv (cf. 2 Cor 5:19; Col 1:20). This reconciliation
puts an end to the state of unrest in the world. 4) The a.1roray�.
Just as 2) presented a personal happening after a cosmic happening
in 1), so 4) could be a personal act following upon a cosmic one in 3).
The special encratic character of the tractate becomes clear here,
which is not unexpected in view of the separation of the children
of Seth and their dissimilarity from the world. The renunciation is
also in respect to a mythological being, the god of the thirteen aeons.
For the negative character of the thirteen aeons see ApocAd V 77,27ff.,
where the thirteen kingdoms are valued less than the domain without
a king. Over against this, in PS the thirteenth aeon is an aeon of
righteousness. The difference between III 63,19 = IV 75,7 is due
to varying interpretations of e'TT{KAYJ ro� rwv aylwv. NETTIK.i\.H TOC
NN€TOY��B (III 63,19) can be translated as "the called ones among
the saints", or as "the convocations of the saints". IV took the genitive
not as possession but as indicating the personal agent: "through a
calling by the saints". Probably "calling" or "convocation" is correct.
The plural suggests that III took it to be "called ones". Those who
call, to be sure, are members of the heavenly world, especially the
pre-existent Father - the word Father is missing in IV - and his
Pronoia. As mentioned supra, p. 191 the divine economy is pictured
as having its root in the great invisible Spirit. For the difference
between MN TEqrrpoNOI� (III) and fN oyrrpoNOI� (IV)
see supra, p. 171. If one takes the �qKypoy = �qT�.xpo, "he
established", to refer to the Father, then the sentence receives
its meaning sub specie aeternitatis. Then in IV, the supreme Light
established "the holy one", i.e. Seth-Jesus, through Pronoia, and
through him baptism. It seems something is missing in III, for only
baptism is mentioned. In p<9prr N<!)WTT€ (III 63,22 = IV 75,10)
the P<!J prr has only the character of a structural element corres
ponding to 7Tpo-. The actual infinitive is <9WIT€. Therefore in I Perfect
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p<9prr N<!)WTT€ is used while in the Present and its satellites the
qualitative <!)OOTT occurs. p<!) prr N<!)OOTT is thus the qualitative
of p<9pn N<!)WTT€. This would solve the problem raised by H.
QuEcKE in "Eine missbrauchliche Verwendung des Qualitativs im
Koptischen", Le Museon 75 (1962) 291-300, and P. NAGEL, "Die
Einwirkung des Griechischen auf die Entstehung der Kop'jschen
Literatursprache", Cltristentum am Roten Meer I, ed. Altheim/Stiehl,
p. 353. III 63,25ff. = IV 75,14ff. reports that Seth appeared in the
form of Jesus (cf. III 63,IOff. = IV 74,25ff.). On this matter see
EPIPHANIUS, Pan. 39,1.2-3 (p. 72 ed. HoLL} who reports of the
Sethians, whom he may have come to know personally in Egypt:
a.Ma Kat Xp taTOV aVTOV (i.e. Seth) ovoµ,alovai Kat UVTOV elvai TOV
'lYJ aovv 8iaf3effawvvTa (39,1.3 = p. 72,11-12 ed. HoLL}; cf. also
t
�\ 0
. ,
\
\
.... E1TL
' �
,I..OLTYJ aa� T
0 TOTE Kat Xp iaTO� vvv
0 EaTLV aVTOS' 0 £.JY)
<f) yevEL
TWV dv0pw7rWV (39,3.5 = p. 74,19f. ed. HOLL}; cf. further Ps.-TERTULL.
Adv. Omn. Haer. 2. Keeping in mind the differences between III
and IV, the following text could have been the Vorlage of both versions:
"through the holy, incorruptible Aoyoyev�s- Jesus, the living one,
whom the great Seth has put on". The Greek can be reconstructed
as follows: Sia TOV aylov Kat. dcp0ap ToV Kat Aoyoyevovs- 'lYJ aov TOV
lwvTOS' Kat ev8e8vµevov V7TO };�0. III forgot a.y lov. Probably the
Coptic translators followed the Gnostic trend of developing more and
more separate mythological beings, which led in the course of the
Coptic transmission to a growing misunderstanding of this passage.
For example, III could simply have transposed Aoyoyev�s- and Kai.
IV can perhaps also be interpreted in the following way: "through
the holy one (i.e. the whole person), as well as through the incorruptible
one (i.e. Seth}, as also through the living Aoyoyev17s- Jesus (i.e. the
bodily appearance)". Then MN ... MN again has the meaning "both ...
and" (cf. supra, p. 180). The close connection between Seth and
Jesus is also brought out by the fact that both dwell in the light
Oroiael (see III 65,16f. = IV 77,12f.). If the subject of the verbs in
III 64,3 (� q w q T) = IV 75,18 (� q t El q T) is Seth, then the
€B07\. z1Too-"rq refers to Jesus; if the pre-existent Father is the
subject, then he works through Seth-Jesus. The question is whether
this is a separate sentence or a continuation of the relative clause
in III 63,22ff. = IV 75,lOff. The topic is the elimination of the powers
of the aeons and the establishment of the firmament of fixed stars
through the fastening of the thirteen aeons and the fixing in place
of heavenly bodies. � q oyoc q oy in IV 75,19 corresponds to
�,
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,
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�q Kypoy in III 63,23. Here IV has a literal translation meaning
"to be idle, motionless", while III has retained the Greek word. The
arming of the stars with knowledge could have been derived from
astrology. They are in this case not evil powers. This may presuppose
the redemption of the cosmos.
The list of the bringers of salvation: III 64,9 - 65,26 = IV 75,24 - 77, 1.
The two versions differ considerably in the beginning of the section.
The list of the bringers of salvation gives the impression that it is
only superficially related to the preceding context. It is probably
an independent piece of traditional material or a summary of several
pieces. This is especially evident from the "me" in IV 75,24. Seth as
author normally does not refer to himself in the first person. In IV
the section begins with "And they revealed to me the great attendants,
Yesseus, Mazareus, Yessedekeus". The Greek Vorlage must also have
had the third person plural to express the indefinite subject as is
evident from the accusative forms of the names in both versions.
It is not impossible that this plural was interpreted in terms of the
preceding plural (the stars) which then made a revelation based on
their knowledge of the truth. III, or its Greek Vorlage, made "the
attendant" - here in the singular - the subject, and changed the
"me" in IV to "them". Here it is more obvious that the "them"
refers to the stars. For the acc. 1€CC€� M�Z�p€� 1€CC€A€K€�
see ApocAd V 85,30f. which has the nom. lECCEyc M�Z�pEyc
T€CC€A€KEyc. The nom. does not occur in GEgypt except in the
abbreviated form I Eye in III 66,8 for which IV 78,10 has IECCEOC.
This shift from the third to the second declension can also be observed
in IV 78,12ff. where III 66,10 has the vocative ending -Ey. The
threefold name is further defined by the appositive "the living water"
(cf. ApocAd V 85,31). In Zost VIII 47,5f. he is one of the guardians
of the immortal soul. For the title arparT/yol with reference to heaven
ly beings see III 55,14 = IV 66,28; see also arpar7JAaT7JS in U 353,41.
Three such commanders are mentioned: 1) James the great ("the great
Jacob" in IV, cf. supra, p. 16). In view of the great regard the Gnostics
have for James it is no surprise that he is counted amoung the heavenly
beings. 2) Theopemptos, according to Zost VIII 47,16f., belongs to
"the guardians of the glories". 3) ic�oyHA is perhaps related to
c�yHl\. in ApocAd V 79,2 who is an evil commander. The name
could have been derived from 'lE{a{kA,, the wife of Ahab, which
was re-interpreted to refer to a good person. The next figure whose
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name is partially in a lacuna in the text (IV 76,lf.) is missing in III.
He is followed by Micheus, Michar and Mnesinous (III 64,15f. =
IV 76,4). This group of three presents a tradition different from
the pair Micheus and Michar in III 64,20 = IV 76,9f., although their
role is the same. For the trio in the context of the spring of truth
- but as unfaithful guardians who baptize with water instead of
gnosis - see ApocAd V 84,5f. For the pair with apparently positive
meaning see U 362,7 and Zost VIII 6,10 (in connection with baptism).
The form MIX€� in III 64,15 = IV 76,4 is acc.; MIXEY in ApocAd
V 84,5 is voe.; MNHCINOyc in III 64,16 is nom. (cf. ApocAd V84,6);
MNHCINOY in IV 76,4 is perhaps acc. like the preceding MIX€�,
if it is assumed that the line over the last letter to indicate a final
N dropped out due to the long superlinear stroke over the proper
name. Sesengenbarpharanges is known from other Gnostic literature
and from Greek and Coptic magical texts. For the meaning see
A. KROPP, Ausgewiihlte koptische Zaubertexte III, § 2ll and G. G.
ScHOLEM, Jewish Gnosticism, Merkabah Mysticism, and Talmudic
Tradition, Appendix B, pp. 94ff. One would expect the name to be
a phrase, especially since the first part is not always present. "Bar
pharanges" is either a hybrid meaning "son of the ravine" or, what
is more likely, "the one from the Baara-ravine". For his function
as purifier see U 362,8 and Zost VIII 6,llf. The CECErrEN is
obscure. III misunderstood this passage. He separated the function
from the name and placed it in the plural with the result that
they become separate beings. Furthermore a misunderstanding can
be seen in III 64,12f. IV reads correctly "they who preside over the
rising, Seldao and Elenos". That these are names is confirmed by
U 362,13 where Seldao and Elainos exist in the place of Pistis Sophia.
They follow also in Zost VIII 6,16 upon Micheus and Michar. For
NEN- in III 64,22 see supra, p. 3. That the 7rapaAIJ p,7rropE�, the
receivers of the race of Seth, are the ministers of the four lights is
also evident from ApocAd V 75,2lff., where Abrasax, Samblo and
Gamaliel (Gabriel is missing) rescue the people of Seth from the fire.
Gamaliel is in the list of the "guardians of the immortal soul" in
Zost VIII 47,2. OACHC and EYPYM�1oyc are found together
also in Zost VIII 47,17f., where they belong to the guardians of the
glories without a further description of their function. 2YTTN€YC
(III 65,2) or )'MN€OC (IV 76,21) is not attested elsewhere. The form
of the name in III seems improbable if it is taken to be derived from
v'TT'vo� since these beings preside over the rising rather than the
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setting of the sun. It is also a question whether yM NEOC is related
to vµvew. Since three beings preside over the rising of the sun the
same number is expected in connection with the setting. Therefore,
it is probable that NmpyTANIC in III 65,5 is a secondary inter
pretation which has changed the name to the function of the two
following beings. For AKpAMAC and CTpEM'l'oyxoc as guardians
of souls in III 65,7f. = IV 77,1 see Zost VIII 47,3. The difference
between "slain souls" (IV) and "souls of the elects" may be due to
an attempt by III to improve on a difficult reading. The difference
could also be explained as variant understandings of JtmpE0Etaat
(ipvxal) (cf. supra, p. 17). This participle can be both the passive form of
ltaipew "destroy" and Jtaipeoµai "chose". The following being could
be the thrice-male child with the names spelled out and combined with
Seth. He is treated as a singular and is called "the great power"
(III 65,8 = IV 77,2); see also supra, p. 45. The double T€l\.MAXAHl\.
has been inadvertently left out in Ill. The appearance of the great
invisible Spirit next in the list is less surprising after one has seen
a similar situation with the Father and the first ogdoad (see supra,
pp. l 7lf). With this the climax has been reached and one would expect
that the list has come to an end. This is not the case, however, for
with another "and" a section is added which may originally have
been independent. It interprets the four lights as the abodes of certain
beings and IWHl\ as the divine archetype of John the Baptist.
While "the first light" is added to the first name, this designation
as a light is not continued, with the result that when the fifth name
is reached it is no longer thought of as a light, but as a part of a general
list. For Harmozel see ApocryJn BG 35,5ff. = III 13,3ff. = II 8,34ff.
where it is the abode of Christ and Adamas while in GEgypt it is
the place of the Logos and Adamas. In ApocryJn Christ has been
identified with the Autogenes in contrast to GEgypt where the Logos
has been identified with the Autogenes. In this passage only the
designation "Autogenes" is used. III 65,14f. cannot be correct. IV
77,lOf. has the correct reading. For Oroiael see ApocryJn BG 35,20ff.
= III 13,l7ff. = II 9,1 lff., where it is the abode of Seth while in
GEgypt it is also the dwelling place of "Jesus of the life" showing
the close connection between Seth and Jesus in GEgypt (cf. supra,
p. 37). For an antinomian attitude in conjunction with the idea
that the world was crucified cf. Gal 6:14; Eph 2:15; Col 2:14. For
Davithe see ApocryJn BG 36,2ff. = III 13,19ff. = II 9,14ff. For
Eleleth see ApocryJn BG 36,7ff. = III 14,lff. = II 9,18ff., where
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the inhabitants are characterized differently from GEgypt. In GEgypt
a distinction is made between the sons of Seth and their souls which
dwell in Eleleth; in ApocryJn the contrast is between the degrees
of perfection of the inhabitants, so that Eleleth becomes the abode
of the souls which have repented late.
The certainty of salvation in the present: III 65,26-66,8=IV77, ?-78,10.
After the description of Seth's saving work and the list of the
assistants in salvation, the author of the tractate spells out the im
plications for the present. Now there is the possib ility of salvation
for the children of Seth. The mediator is called TIOIMAHA, which
could b e a modification or pendant of lloip,av8pYJ� (cf. Domicl and
Domedon supr a, p. 41). This may indicate a relationship with
Hermetic literature and support the idea that GEgypt originated
in Egypt. If the preceding passage referred to John the Baptist,
then we have here the same contrast as in Luke 16:16. There the
contrast between John and the new age is expressed b y a1ro -r6n·.
an expression which corresponds to the .XN NtNoy in III 65,26.
Beside Poimael stand those who are worthy of b aptism and who
may b e considered the core of the Gnostic congregation. In IV they
are worthy of "the baptisms of the renunciation (a1rorny�, cf. IV 75,4)
and the ineffable seals of their b aptism". III combined the parallel
expressions "baptisms of renunciation" and "the ineffable seals of
their baptism'' into a single expression in which "ineffable" was left
out and the genitival connection of baptism was changed into an
adverbial phrase. III added the number five to the seals perhaps
due to a familiarity with five sacraments in Gnosticism (cf. H.-G.
GAI<'FRON, Studien zum koptischen Philippusevangelium). Likewise III
further specified b aptism as a baptism with running water by adding
1r71y�. The author also put the word l1r{Kfi.YJ at� b efore a1r6-ratis-.
It must refer to a sacramental invocation by the b elievers which is
part of the five sacraments, especially the spring-b aptism. The subject
of the sentence is "these'', refcring most likely to the Gnostics. We
may b e dealing with a separate piece of traditional material which
was lifted out of its original context and thus no longer has a well
defined subject. III 66,4f. has the II Future against I Perfect in

IV 78,6. Both tenses fit the context. IV views the Gnostics as having
already b asically received gnosis, while III looks upon this as an
act which must continually be repeated in the future. IV says that
the converted Gnostic3 recognize their 1rap a.A-17µ,1r-ropE� as "they have
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been instructed concerning them". In III ws- is translated "as"
(Na€). IV, where ws- has been retained, appears to do greater justice
to the context, since the causal nuance is also expressed (cf. BLASS
DEBRUNNER § 453). The unusual passive construction in this subordinate
clause is also found in ApocryJn III 33,17, cf. supra, p. 7. NCE
coywNoy (III 66,6f.) and EAYEIME (IV 78,8) can be seen as the
continuation of either the main clause or the subordinate clause.
IV states that the Gnostics first recognized their 7TapaA�µ,7T-ropEs
and then arrived at gnosis by means of those whom they have known.
III permits the same meaning except that the 7TapaAY)µ,7T-ropEs- are
given as the object of the verb which no longer is used absolutely.
It may be possible to see in III the introduction of a new meaning,
for NCEcoywNoy can also have a passive meaning, "and they
(the Gnostics) were known by them (the 7TapaA�µ,7T-ropEs-)". In this
case III woul<l have a Pauline sound; cf. I Cor 13:12; Gal 4:9. III,
then, would have first the knowing of the 7TapaA� µ,7T-ropEs- by the
Gnostics and then the reverse.
The result of receiving gnosis is freedom from death, which the
Gnostic obtains already in this world. This is said in biblical language
(cf. Mt 16:28 par.). Already John 8:52 does not intent a definite time,
such as the coming of the Son of l\Ian, but rather the Aoyos- of Jesus
gives eternal immortality. The step from this to the resurrection
of the Gnostic is not a large one as, for example, GPh with its inter
pretations of the Gospel of John, shows. Whoever has gnosis will
not die, as GTh 1 says: "He who finds the meaning of these words
will not taste death". It is most appropriate that the hymnic section
of GEgypt, which speaks of the union of the Gnostic with the Eternity
and the heavenly world, follows directly after these promises.
Hymnic Section (Part I): III 66,8-22 = IV 78,10 - 79,3.
Before the first strophe there are groups of letters that either
represent glossolalia, as is also found elsewhere in gnostic writings,
or secret symbols or abbreviations. The latter possibility is more
likely, since IByc in III is given in IV as l€CC€OC. In III I H
which recurs in the hymn, is placed at the beginning. Nevertheless
the meaning of the remaining groups of letters remains a question,
especially in view of the differences between the two manuscripts.
The first part of the hymnic section can be divided into five strophes,
each of which begins with "really truly" { dATJ0ws- dAYJ0ws- or dAYJ OJs
d}\:r10ws-} ! The arrangement within the strophes is more difficult,
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especially since one cannot assume that the Coptic translation has
preserved the meter of the Greek Vorlage. One expects that the strophes
had the same length. Here too it must not be overlooked that each
repeated vowel lengthens the line accordingly.
The First Strophe.
The first strophe begins with the invocation of Yesseus, Mazareus
and Yessedekeus. III has taken over the Greek vocative form, while
IV has carried over the nominative of the vocalic declension. For this
change from the consonantal to the vocalic declension, cf. A. BoHLIG,
Griechische Lelmworter, pp. l l 7f. Three predications follow. The ques
tion is whether each predicate respectively belongs with the name
to which it corresponds in the sequences. If so, one could form a
strophe of two lines. One might well see in the three figures a three
fold entity which possesses both the character of unity and of plurality.
For the plural cf. IV 75,25f., where III has the singular in the corres
ponding place. It is to be noted that in this passage as well as in this
hymn the designation "the living water" is used for this trinity.
Here two more designations are given so that one can correctly
assume that in addition to the introductory formula there are four
lines:
Really truly!
0 Yesseus, Mazarcus, Yessedekeus!
0 living water!
0 child of the child!
0 name of all the glories! (III: 0 glorious name!)
The Second Strophe.
The strophe begins in III with a Greek phrase, while in what follows
the vowels of the Greek alphabet are each given four times, though, to
be sure, not in the sequence of the alphabet. This raises the question of
whether the vowels have a secret meaning. In IV the introductory
phrase alwv o wv is translated with "He who exists eternally".
Really truly!
alwv o wv (IV: He who exists in eternity!)
1111

HHHH

€€€€

0000

wwww

yyyy

4444

The meaning is very uncertain. Perhaps it is in fact a case of glossolalia.
An interpretation can only be an attempt:
Really truly!
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0 existing aeon!
1 H ! (perhaps the name of the one invoked, cf. the initial
1 H in III 66,8)
1:(l or aTlv) o v(ios-)
w A {End and beginning; one could also consider JJ a(lwv)
however.)
The Third Strophe.
In III the strophe begins with H 1; IV reads probably Q l:f [1].
In light of the fact that the second and fifth strophes have the order
of the vowels as I H, one could see in the HI of the third strophe
a scrambled variant of IH. HI could then be the same name as
in the second strophe. However, influence from the fourth strophe,
where the normal sequence of the Greek alphabet is present, may
also be involved here.
Really truly!
H 1 (for I H? cf. infra)
AW

Thou existing One,
(Thou) who secs the aeons.
If the o in JV 78,19 is correct, then one can take it as the article:
o 'I71 (aoiJs-). Here the nominative could have stood for the vocative
(cf. BLAss-DrrnRUNNER § 147). The interpretation might be: "O Je(sus),
A and 0, Thou existing One who sees the aeons".
The Fourth Strophe.
The fourth strophe s urvives only in III. It presents the vowels,
without o and in the sequence of the Greek alphabet, in such a
way that the number of occurances of each vowel increases. A is
given once, € twice, H three times, 1 four times, y six times , and
w eight times. This gives a total of twenty-four, exactly the number
of letters in the Greek alphabet. To be sure, this does not coincide

with III H,3-� = IV 54,3-13 where each vowel occurs twenty-two
times in agreement with the number of letters in the Aramaic alphabet.
This would confirm the idea that here traditions of different origin
are involved. As indicated before, 1 H or H 1 (once read in Greek
letter order, once read in Semitic letter order) could mean Jesus.
Then Yesscus would have been reinterpreted as Jesus in a composition
which already through the us e of the number of the letters in the
Greek alphabet gave evidence of a Hellenistic character.
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Really truly!
A €€ HHH
1111 yyyyyy
(1)(1) (1)(1) (1)(1) w w
He who is eternally eternal!
An attempt to make this meaningful would be as follows: a(lwv)
E(l ) 'I-fJ (aoiJs-), v(U) (or vi6s-), Ji, Thou who art eternally eternal!" or
A E(a-rtv) 'I71(aovs-), v(ios-), Q, etc.
The Fifth Strophe.
The fifth strophe is complete in III, and partly preserved in IV,
so that certain conclusions are possible. It begins with the invocation
of I H. The A whic�1 follows in III may have been secondarily attached
because of the subsequent �•w. That AIW (III 66,20) is intended
as alwv follows from the parallel text (€NEZ IV 79,1). The text of
IV appears to presuppose a different orlage or a different under
standing of the text than III.
III
IV
[Really truly,]
Really truly!
1H {A} alw(r) in the heart,
[1H] eternal who art in [the heart],
who existeth,
Thou eternal one!
v( iJ:) ad EtS" aEl,
[v( iE) aE1, Els- aEl,]
El O Et, Et OS" El.
[El o]El, El OS" El.
The difference between III and IV may perhaps be explainable on the
basis of a common V orlage. 1H alwv EV Tfj Kap8{ q. WV,
alwvws
"Je(sus), 0 aeon, Thou who art in the heart, Thou eternal one!"
As with the rest of the hymn, we are dealing with an expression of
a mystical piety. For "the aeon who is in the heart" cf. HERM. Mand.
12,4.3: o av8pw7TOS" o EX WV TOV KVptov EV Tfj Kap8{ 0 av-roiJ. That "in
the heart" and "he who is" are switched in III depends upon a very
literal translation whereby also "he who exists" and "the eternal one"
were combined and the latter expression was dropped. For "eternal
God" cf. Ps 44(45 :MT):7; 47(48 MT):15 etc. The phrases of the
last line are a variation of Ex 3: 14: EYW Elµ, i o wv. An interpretation
of the strophe would be as follows:
Jesus, 0 aeon who art in the heart,
Thou eternal One
Son forever,
Thou art what Thou art, Thou art who Thou art.
1n these strophes an aeon-deity is glorified and his eternal existence

r

'I'

C\

'I'

'I'

<\

'I'

o

o
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is the main object of praise. In mystical piety the Gnostic sees himself
united with this being, who is the Son. Jesus who is clearly encountered
in the second hymn, is probably the one who is invoked. Sethian
reverence for Jesus is here coupled with the name of the three-fold
7rapaa-raTTJ� (cf. III 64,10 = IV 75,25f.).
Hymnic Section (Part II): III 66,22 - 68,1 = IV 79,3 - 80,15.
The beginning of the second hymn points with "this great name"
back to the end of the preceding section. This hymnic section may
once again consist of five strophes of four lines each. Each of the
first three lines has two stress-points and offers two phrases. In the
fourth line the conclusion is drawn. The content of this prayer concerns
the experience of salvation which has been granted to the one offering
the prayer, and which will again and again be granted to him. He
knows that the distant God is no longer distant from him and has
even revealed his name to him. God - Father, Mother, Son - is praised
here, as earlier in the tractate. Strophes two and three concern the
transformation of the Gnostic, while the fifth strophe treats his union
with God in the heavenly world. Unfortunately the text of IV is
badly damaged. Nevertheless what remains shows that III and IV
differ at many points and that one must reckon with changes based
on reinterpretations. Perhaps the last copyist of III no longer considered
the text rythmic.
The following reconstruction of the strophes is based on a com
bination of III and IV. The third strophe is so badly damaged that
the wording of IV could not be established. That is all the more re
grettable since here the differences appear to be considerable. In
most cases IV has been preferred when extant.
The First Strophe.
a) This great name of yours is upon me
[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

b) 0 Perfect one who art self-begotten,
who art autonomous,
c) 0 Thou who art invisible except to me,
who art invisible to everyone !
d) For who can comprehend Thee
with voice and praise?
The beginning of the strophe is badly damaged in IV. The second
part of each of the first two lines appears to have been left out in III.
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In the last line of III "and praise" has dropped out.
The Second Strophe.
a) Having known Thee I now have merged myself
with Thy steadfastness and armed myself.
b) I was armed with grace and light
(and) became light (or: enlightened).
c) For the Mother was there
because of the splendid beauty of grace.
d) Therefore I stretched out my hands
while they were folded.
The Greek participle yvov� probably began the strophe in the Greek
Vorlage, where it occupied considerably less room than its translation
as a subordinate clause in Coptic. For Till6€ (IV 79,14) cf. CRUM,
Diet. p. 464. It may be a form of TillK "be firm" seeing that Till K
"throw" in BG 38, 15 is spelled Till 6€. The qualitative TH 6
from TillK "be firm" is attested, cf. WESTENDORI<', Kopt. Iland
worterbuch s.v. Such an interpretation of the word would correspond
with the TT€T€MEqC91 B€ in III. The end of line I and the beginning
of line 2 seems to have been combined in III. III 67,4-6 are missing
in IV. The prayer rite makes good sense when it is referred to a person
like the Mother. Having been concerned in the first strophe with the
primal God from whom the Mother god came, the one who prays
turns to the Mother in the second strophe.
The Third Strophe.
a) I was shaped all around with the wealth
of light that is in my bosom,
b) That which gives shape to the many begotten ones
in the light into which no complaint reaches.
c) I will declare Thy splendor truly,
for I have comprehended Thee, Jesus of [ ... ]
d) Behold, de:,, w(v)
de:{ J(a-nv) o 'lrJUoV� ! (?)
In IV the first words may correspond to III, but then the order
appears to be completely different. IV 79,20 speaks of a "cover of
riches" after which comes €CKillT€, that may be the translation
of KvKA<tJ, Coptic ZM TTKYK�oc (III). MHTPA corresponds to
KoyoyN-. Just as in the second strophe, the third strophe progresses
to the next person, here Jesus, in the third line. In IV I c is qualified
by a genitival attribute. He is the Son, who forms a trinity together
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with the Autogenes and the Mother. The fourth line gives the content
of the prayer spoken by him who has received Jesus. It is a confession
of which the meaning is uncertain, if IV 79,27 has the correct order
of letters HE€ Al€€ (1 and€ could be reversed in the second group.).
The Fourth Strophe.
a) 0 great(?) aeon,
0 holy aeon!
b) 0 God of silence!
I honor Thee completely.
c) Thou art the resting place of the Son
Es(ephech), Es(ephech), the fifth!
d) Thou formless one,
who existeth in the formless ones.
This strophe is likewise badly damaged in IV, and therefore the
text is dependent primarily upon III. Still a significant difference
can be seen. In III the deity invoked is designated as "my resting
place, the (or "O") Son", while in IV the "resting place of the Son"
is mentioned. Again in the third line a new deity may have been
named, although by means of a code: H c H c o € (lost in IV).
Can one risk seeing HC as an abbreviation of HCH<pHX? Then o
could be o, and € is the fifth letter of the alphabet and the sign for 5.
Is € to be interpreted as 7TEfl,7TTos ? Esephech is fifth in the sequence
of the thrice-male child, Youel, and then Esephech. Within the frame
work of the light-world he corresponds to the Son. IV 59,17 reports
the relationship between the great Christ and these five beings. Thus
the light-world with special emphasis upon Esephech can be invoked.
At the same time the formless character of the light-aeon is stressed.
The Fifth strophe.
a) Since he exists, raising a man,
Thou hast purified me through him
b) Into Thy Life (and)
according to Thy imperishable name.
c) Therefore the incense of life is in him
mixed in the baptismal water of all the archons.
d) So that I live with Thee in the peace of the saints,
Thou eternal one who really truly exists.
Also in this strophe, which can largely be reconstructed in IV, there
are differences between III and IV. Perhaps III 67,19 can be seen as
a causative clause if IV 80,6 is correct in making TB BO the main
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verb. The use of the third person could refer back to the person
in the preceding strophe. III 67,20f. EZOYN €- and IV 80, 7 ZM
probably both go back to <=k IV 80,9 NZH Tq probably refers to
"your name". III has the one who prays designate himself as the
possessor of this incense which he himself mixed in the water; IV
mentions here the "baptismal water of all the archons" over against
III where there is a reference to the "water according to the type
of all archons". The mentioning of the archons remains obscure.
Perhaps the intention is to say that also false baptisms are undertaken.
The meaning of the strophe as a whole is to express the certainty
of salvation of which the faithful, who return to the really existing
primal Father, are assured.
The first conclusion: III 68,1-9 = IV 80,15-25.
This section is very poorly preserved in IV. However, the end is
still present and it suggests that we are dealing with a separate piece
of tradition since there is a blank space after the colon in IV 80,25.
The fact that the mountain in which the book was placed is in the
plural in III 68,3 but in the singular in IV 80, 17 suggests the meaning
"mountain range". Prophets, apostles and preachers can readily refer
to the distant past; cf. the prophets and apostles in Luke 11:49 and
the title Kfjpv[ for Noah in 2 Pet 2: 5 (Kfjpv[ DiKawavv17s-). The
reference to these groups of people means something like "from time
immemorial". €MN 6oM in III 68,4f. is an elliptic expression which
expects a verb to follow. The Epoc (fem.) in IV 80,25 could be a
mistake due to the gender of the Greek f3{{3Aos-. Two facts are reported,
the second of which is the natural consequence of the first: the placing
of the book in the unreachable height, and the fact that the tractate
has been hidden since time immemorial.
The second conclusion: III 68,10 - 69,5 = IV 80,26- ?.
This ending, which gives the impression of being independent from
the first ending, also emphasizes the authorship of Seth. This is done
by giving the exact time which he needed for the composition of
the work. For the 130 years see sup ra, p. 31. Also the mountain is
this time specifically named. The purpose of placing it in the mountain
is eschatological, for the second conclusion is specifically eschatological
ly orientated. It appears that Seth will come "at the end of time
according to the will of the Logos, through the gift (see supra, p. 191)
of the fatherly love". However, it makes far better sense if {3l{3Aos-,
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in spite of the gender, is the antecedent of EqErrpo€A8€ in III 68,19f,
since .XWWM€ is masculine. Seth appears to function as a savior here
(III 68,22). For "those who dwell with him", cf. ApocAd V 7 4,23.
The beings added on in III 68,23ff. by means of MN continue the
list begun with the race of the great savior. In 68,20-69,5 an abbre
viated table of contents is given. It is difficult to assess the precise
meaning of MN in this list. The possibility must be taken into account
that the beings should be separated from their appositives, which are
connected with MN, to form an even larger number. One can group
them more or less in the following way: 1) the great invisible Spirit;
2) his only begotten Son, the eternal light; 3) his great consort the
incorruptible Sophia, the Barbelo; 4) the pleroma. Listed this way the
trinity and the pleroma are the initiators of redemption. The unity
of the heavenly world, also in its unified divine economy, is thus clearly
visible. The concluding phrase "in eternity. Amen" is liturgical and an
appropriate ending for the tractate.
The colophon: III 69,6-17.
See supra, pp. Sf. on the absence of the colophon in IV. There is
no question that we are dealing with a colophon since it mentions
the names of the scribe and his asking for xap is- etc. for himself and
his fellow Gnostics. The name Eugnostos is interesting in that there
is a tractate by that name in Codex III and V, "The Letter of Eugnos
tos". It is noteworthy that in addition to the spiritual name, Eugnostos,
the "fleshly" name Gongessos is given. For the title rrEy ArrEAI o N
N pMN KH M€ see supra, pp. 18ff. The style of the colophon is that
of an interlinear translation. N czAT N N oyT€ in 69,7 corresponds
to 0E6yp acpos- in 69,15. The benediction "Grace ... (be) with the ..."
reflects the Greek since Coptic would normally require a verb. Jesus
Christ is called upon to assure the fulfilment of the prayer. The definite
article is used in Coptic to indicate the vocative, except for proper
names, cf. STERN, Kopt. Gramm.§ 488. The use of the complete title
'17JUOVS" Xp iu-ros- 0EofJ dos- uw-r�p (vi6s- translated by TT(9Hp€) is
remarkable. The added monogram I xeyc refers to the Greek text.
The symbol of the fish was known at that time in Egyptian Christi
anity (cf. CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, Paid. III 11,59.2 = p. 270,8 ed.
STARLIN). 0E6ypacpos- at the end of 69,15 can be a reference to the
holy character of the monogram or a predicate of TBI BAOC, since it is
an adjective of two endings. If it is the latter then the character of the
book given in 69,7 has been repeated once more at the end. It would
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also mean that the title following the colophon is not a mere repetition
of the one at the end of the colophon, but that the latter is part of a
sentence which has been translated word for word from the Greek.
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COPTIC WORDSt
ihoy m. child III 42,6; 43,16;[44,22]; 49,26; 50,3 (bis); 53, 24; 54,[l]. 2.14;55,24 (bis);
56,17; 62,2; 66,11 (bis). IV 51,23; 53,15; 55,12; 56,7.[21.22]; 59,18.[25].25;
[61,28]; 62,[l]. <2>. [3]; [65,18]; [66,3]; [67,8.30]; 73,13; 78,(14).14.
iMNT€ m. Hades III 56,25; [57,11]; 58,22. IV [68,9].
iMi2T€ : €Mi2T€ possess III [50,2]; 54,1; 55,23.
Mi2T€ III 62,6.
p€qiMi2T€ m. IV 59,24; 62,1;[65,20]; 73,17.
iN negative particle III 66,24. IV 51,13.
i NO K 1 p.a. pronoun III 58,24.25. IV 79,13.
ipH,.x- end III 41,1; 54,5. IV 57,3.
iTO many III 61,17; 67,10.
iyw and III 41,(13].15.[17]; 43,3.17; 44,9; 49,5.21; 51,12.14.22; 52,3.16.22.24.26;
53,1; 54,12; 55,1.2; 56,26; 57,5.18; 58,3.23.26; 60,10.16; 61,1.6; 62,12; 63,23;
64,3.4; 68,5.9. IV 50,15.16.19.20;[51,7];52,9;53,(15.21]. 23; 54,13.16.(19]; 55,23.26;
56,8.(23]; 57,23; 58,2; 59, 4.9;60,11.19;61,5. [13.15]. 22.25. [26]; [62,19]; 63, 3.4.6.
[8.12]. l7.[24.25]; 64,10.11.23;65,2.10. [28];66,[1]. 8. [10.13]. 14. [19]; [67,5.6]; 68,9;
69,3; 71,6.7.8. [10.19]. 27; 72,8.10.23; 73,1.(25];75,2.11.17.19.20.21.24;76,14;77,5.
14; 78,[2].9; 79,14.17.[18]; 80,(16].19.[24].
i<9iY : i<9i€1 multiply III 55,2.
izo : pl. i2wp treasures IV [56,15]; 60,17.
i,.xN- : i,XNT- without III 49,12; 58,26. IV [61,13].
B�h m. eye III [58,11]. IV 61,10.
BWh : BWh €&Oh dissolve IV 63,8.
&Oh : €&Oh N- out of, from IV 52,23; 63,1; [71,7].
M TTBO h prep. outside III 66,24.
ciBOh N- except IV 79,9.
€Kl 8€ : Kl 8€ f. breast III 56,9.18. IV [68,2].
€N€2 m. eternity IV 50,7.14.
<9i €N€2 eternal III 42,9; 63,8; 65,5; 67,26; 68,26. IV 60,7.13; 51,26;
58,18. [22]; [62,201; 65,l; 72,4; 76,25; 78,16; 79,1.2; 80,13.
<9i iNH2€ III 50,22; 60,22; 68,24.
<9i iNH2€ N€N€2 III 66,19.
MNT<9i €N€2, f. eternity III 69,4.
€pHT pray IV [71,5].
epHy : MN N€Y€PHoy with each other III 49,19.
1 For practical reasons the word order of CRUM's Coptic Dictionary has been followed,
although we find it unsatisfactory, since it is in places incorrect.
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€CHT : €TT€CHT down III 59,19. IV [62,28]; 71,3.
(!}A TT€CHT Ill 49,15.
(!}A TT€CHT€ III 54,15.
€TB€- because of III 59,4; 60,24; 61,4.10.12.13; 67,5. IV 72,[13.19.22].24.
€TBH HT=- III 42,5; 59,9; IV 51, 24; 61,12; 63,6; 71,2.
€TBHT=- IV 63,4.
€TB€ TTAl therefore III 67,22. IV[80,9]. €TB€ TT€l III 67,6.
€OOY m. glory III 41,22; 42,24; 43,12.[18]; [44,15]; 50,3.4.7; 51,l; [52,1]; 53,22;
54,[l]. 2.4.21.25; 55,14.23.24; 62,7 (bis); 67,13. IV 51,14; 53,[8].l 7; [54,24]; 55,[5].6;
[56,14];[57,5];[58,1]; 59,5.8.(25).26;[60,l7]; 62,2 (bis).3.[6.25]; 63, [21];65,16.20.21.22;
66,9.(13].29; 73,[18).18.22; [78,15].
€0A eooy glorious III 56,8; 66,12.
t €ooy give �lory III 55,7. IV 59,9; 66,20.
peqt eooy IV 73,20. See .aO:!OM€.aWN.
€1 come III 56,12; 59,21; 60,2.9.19.26; 65,18. IV 71,[15].18.
€1 €BO.I\. III [40,14]; 41,11.17.[24]; [43,14.23]; 49,15; 51,15; 52,6; 57,9.(12);
62,13; 65,2. IV 50,23; 51,8.24; [53,10]; 57,7; [58,23]; 60,10.30; 61,(14].16; [64,23];
66,3.6.14; 68,9.30; [71,11]; 73,27; 76,20; 80,23.
p<9oprr N€1 €BO.I\. IV 50,4.13.29; 51,5.15; [52,13]; 53,24; 64,l; [60,l];
63.9; [64,13].
61N€1 €BO.l\.m.lV 51,6.
€1 €TT€CHT IV [62,28]; 71,3.
€1 €20YN IV 76,23.
€1 €2PAl IV [72,12].
€1 21- III 59,2. €1 €BO.I\. 21- III 59,19.
€I M € know IV 78,8.
€IN€ bring III [42,2]; 43,1.6.7; 56,9; 60,9. IV [71,19].
NT=- IV 51,18; [53,l]; [59,l]; 75,20.
p(9oprr N€1N€ IV [52,19].
€IN€ €2p�l IV 54,14; [55,15]; 56,7; 57,13; 60,22; [61,24]; [62,16]; [65,8];
67,4; 73,7.
NT=- €2p�l IV 73,3.
€IN€ be like IV [62,29]; 71,5. IN€ III 59,5; 60,1.
m. likeness IV 79,23. IN€ III 51,5; 59,20.
€100p : ATJ(.IOOp HMO=- inaccessible IV 50,12; 65,24.
�TpJ(.IOOp MMO=- IV 61,15.
€Ip€ : p- make III 52,2; see: ppo; OY0€1N; 2A€.
Ot be III 41,19; 51,5; 57,3; 59,20. €t IV 51,9.[I0].13; [53, 27]; [79,8.9].
€1 WT m. father III 40,13.18; 41,3.9.11.12. [19]; 42,[l]. 4.11.20.24; 43,5.13.[21]; 50,15;
51,2.8; 52,4.17; 53,4; 54,7; 55,9;59,12; 63,21; 68,19. IV 63,2.
IWT III 49,13; 50,14; 54,IO. IV 50,3.9.14.22.25.28; 51,[l]. 10.18.21; 52,[2].14.[18];
53,1.[9].21; [54,18]; [55,5]; [56,24]; 58,3.26; [59,1.13); [60,9.25]; [61,14]; 62,12.
[14).26; [63,25]; [64,10.25]; [65,26.28]; [66,22]; [73,11].
€I (9 € crucify IV 77 ,15.
K€- other III 66,27.
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KW place III 68,2.12.
K�A- IV 81,2.
K�A- N2P�"f 21.)(.N- IV 80,16.
KH t 21.)(.N- IV 52,6.
KHt €2PA"i €.)(.N- preside over IV 55,1; 58,13; 66,26; 76,1.3.5.8.10.20.23.
KWB : KHBt fold III 67,8. IV [79,18].
K.1\.OO.1\.€ f. cloud IV[61,l]; [68,10].
K.I\.OM m. crown III 42,23; 50,4; 54,2; 55,24; 62,7. IV 59,26; 62,3; [65,21]; 73,18.
Kl M move III 51,9; 54,ll; 59,14; 61,20. IV [65,31].
ATKIM IV 63,3; [65,27]; 73,4.
KHM€ : pMNKHM€ see Proper Na.mes.
KOyN=- bosom IV 51,19; 52,20; [53,l]; 59,2.
KoyoyN=- III 42,3; 67,10, IV 75,9. KOOYN- III 43,7.
KWT€ surround III 43,12; 50,7; 53,21; 62,10. IV 53,8; 57,25; 59,7; 62,6; [65,15];
[66,11]; 73,21; [79,21].
M TT KW T€ prep. around III 54,24.
KOTC f. crooked trick IV 73,l.
K�2 m. earth III 50,10; 57,19; 61,6. IV 62,9; [69,4]; 71,2.20; 72,15.
KW2 : peq KW2 jealous III [58,25].
K wi T m. fire III [58, 11].
.l\.��y anything III 49,12; 58,26. IV 61,14.
MA m. place III 41,13.23; 43,8; [49,l]; 50,ll; 56,4; 60,13; 65,13.16.19.21; 67,5.17.
IV [53,3]; 56,(6).12; 60,27; 61,l; 62,10; [71,28 (bis)]; 77,[8].12.[16].19; 80,5.
M€ f. truth III 41,7. IV 75,22: 76,3. MH€ III 40,19; 55,6; 64,15; 65,14.
MNTM€ f. IV 50,10; 58,15.22; 59,21; 60,3; 66,19; 73,15; 77,10; 78,11.15.[19];
79,25; 80,14.
NAM€ truly IV 58,[16.22]; 59,22; 73,15; 78,12.[16.19]; 80,14.
Moy m. death, plague III 62,24; 66,8. IV [72,21]; 74,9; 78,10.
MOOYTt III 51,13. IV 63,7.
MAAB thirty III 68,11.
MMN- : MN- it is not III 41,1; 54,5; 67,11; 68,4.8. IV [61,14].
MNT=- not to have III 54,22.24.
MMIN HMO=- self III 61,22.
MN- and, with III 40,<18>.<19> :41,22; 42,2.7.8(bis).10.20.23.[23].24;43,10.U.J2;
44,12.15.(26.27].28; 49,18.19.25.26; 50,l.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.10.16.19.21; 51,1.11.20; 53,18.
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M€N- III 53,14. NM- IV 73,11.
NMMA=- III56,19; [57,18.19); 62,15; 65,14. IV 59,23; 68, 2; 69,2.[3]; 73,29;
77,10.
M A€1N m. mark IV 51,13; 80,5.
A TMA€1N without mark IV 51,12.
MOON€ : MA MMOON€ place of pasture IV [71,29].
MA NMON€ III 60,13.
MOYNK m. annulment III 49,16.
M11<._9A be worthy Ill 55,15; 66,2. IV 67,l; 78,3.
MIC€ : ATMIC€ unborn IV 60,4; 66,4.
MHT : M€2MHT tenth III 58,19. IV [70,5].
MO€1T : MO€1T N€1 €2OYN m. entrance IV 76,23.
MAT€ : MATWOYt be joyful III[57,ll].
t M€T€ approve IV 52,13; [63,25]; 64,10.
m. good plea.sure IV [64, 24]; 74, 14.
p(._9BH p Nt M€T€ join in approval IV 63, 26; [64,11].
MOYT€ call III 54,9; 58,9.(14].16; 68,13. IV 65,26.29; 70,1; [71,23.29].
MTON rest III 43,16.23; 55,9; 65,22.
MOTNt IV [53,13.25]; 60,27; 77,17.
m. IV 76,24; 80,3.
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MAY : MMAY that, there III 41,13.23; 43,8; 49,1; 54,4; 56,4; 67,5. IV 53,[3].5;
56,6.[12]; 60,I; 61,l; 77,13.
MAAY f. mother III 41,9.18; 42,4.12.17; [43,1]; 49,3; 55,IO; 67,4. IV 50,25; 51,9.21;
52,[4].18; 56,24; 58,4; [59,13]; 61,3; 66,23.
M€€Y III 56,6. M€€Y€ III 56,7(his).
Mooy m. water III 64,11; 66,11; 67,23. IV 75,26; 76,9; 78,13; [80,11].
pl. Moye1ooye III 64,19.
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2-..A.2-.M2-.C III 49,8.19; 50,20; 51,6.21; 55,18; 65,15. IV 61,8.[20]; 62,19.31;[63,17];
67,3; 77,12.
2-..A.WN2-.1 OC III 58,13.
iepoc1 HJ\. III 62,16. IV 74,l.
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alNON III 44,25. IV [55,15j.
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rABplHl\. III 52,23; 53,6; [57,7]; 64,26. IV 64,17.28; 76,1S.
fAl\.lJ\.A III [58,12].
raMAAI HA III 52,21; 53,5; 57,6; 64,26. IV [64,27]; 76,17.
KAM2-.J\.1Hl\. IV 64,15.
rorreccoc III 09,12.
r0Mopp2-. III 56,10.12; 60,16.
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62,4; [65,13]. .A.OlOM€.A.W N .A.OM€.A.WN ( ?) IV 51,2f.
€.A.WKJ\.a III 60,20. IV 72,l.
€J\.A'iNOC HI 64,21. €J\.€NOC IV 76,11.
1 Personified concepts are listed in the word indices.
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HJ\.Hl\.H0 III 51,19. IV 63,14; 64,8.23; 68,7; 77,19.
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IoyHJ\. III 50,2; 53,25; 55,22; 62,6. IV [56,20]; 59,23; [61,29]; 65,19; (67,9]; 73,16.
Ic2-.oyHA III 64,14.

IV 76,1.
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K2-."fN III [58,15] .
KHM€: pMNKHM€ Egyptian III (40,12]; 69,6. IV [50,2].
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TTOIM2-.Hl\. Ill 6G,l. TTIM 2-.HJ\. IV 78,2.
C2-.B2-.W0 III 58,14.
CAKl\.2-. III 57,16.21.(26]; 58,24. IV 69.1.
CAMBl\.W III 53.8; 64,27. IV 64,19.[29]; 76,18. C2-.MJ\.W III 52,25.
C€J\..A2-.W III 64,21. IV 76,11.
C€l\.M€X€J\. III 62,16. C€J\.M€l\.X€J\. IV 74,1.
C€C€rr€NB2-.p<J>2-.p2-.rrHC IV 76,7.
C€C€ff€N<f>2-.p2-.rrHN III 64,18.
CH0 III 51,20; 54.11; 55,17; 56,13.14; 59,15; 60,2.8.9.14.15; 61,16.23; 62,4.19.24;
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63,12; 64,3.24; 65,9.17.20; 68,2.11. IV [59,21J; 63,15; [65,30J; 67,2.[27J; 71,[ll.18J.
18.24.[25]; 72,28; 73,7.14; 74,4.[lOJ.27; 75,17; 76,15; 77,4.13.18; [80,16]; 81,l;
COAOMA III 56,10; 60,18. IV 71,30.
COAOMH IV 71,22.23. COAOMHN III 60,12.13.
CTp€Mtoyxoc III 65,8. IV 77,1.
T€AMAHA T€AMAHA 2HAI 2HAI MAXAp MAXAp CH0 III 62,2ff.
2HAI 2HAI MAXAp MAXAp CH0 III 65,9.
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IV 59,19ff.; 73,l3f.
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IV 77,2ff.
XAPAllW III 68,13.
Xp C III 44,23; 54,20.
XC IV [55,6.12]; [56,27J; 59,17; 60,8; 66,8; see : IH C.
)'MN €QC IV 76, 21.
<f>p1TANIC IV 76,25.
2APMAC III 58,11.
2APMOZHA III 51,18; 52,22; 65,13; cf. ApMOZHA.
2APMOYTTIAHA III 58,19. IV [70,5J.
2€YPYMA1oyc III 65,3; cf. €YPYM€Oyc.
zopMOC III 60,3. IV 71,12.
zyrr N €YC III 65,2.
Monogram, cryptogram or glossolalia III 42,13f.15; 44,3-9; 49,6£.; 66,8f.13f.15f.l7f.
20; 67,14f.17; 69,15. IV 52,5f.7f.; 54,3-13; 57,17f.; 60,6; 61,8; 78,ll.17f.19;
79,2f.27.
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